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A STUDY OP MYSTICISM IN TPS POETRY OP EDUS ARLIKOTOH ROBINSON

The purpoeo of this thesis is to determine tl.e presence 

of mysticism in the poetry of Edwin Arlington Robinson, to 

examine the nature of this mysticism, to discover what influ* 

onces led him to it, and to show how his work treats and 

reveals it*
This thesis defines mysticism as the effort of a soul 

to enjoy immediate comaunion with the object of religious 

faith, however thia object be cci celved* Theological and 

philosophical distinctions existing in mysticism do not 

change its essential nature as an experience* The same basic 

Identity remains despite differences of method In realising 

iaanediate comaunion, distinct ’ cns of terminology describing 

this communion, and varieties of temperaments among mystics*
The factors leading F.ot inson to mysticism are histori

cal, intellectual, and tempen cental* They are historical 
because of the deposit of mysticism in New England thought 
and life, culminating in Trenscendentallsm) intellectual, 

because of the similarity of mystical Influences on both 

Emerson and Robinson} and temperamental, because of the 

mystical, rather than metaphysical, foundation of Robinson’s 

idealism*
The most fruitful source for a study of Robinson’s 

mysticism is his poetry* Recognising his mysticism, his 
critics and biographers still lack a clear notion of the



subjecte Even a letter to the present writer from Hermann 

Fagedorn, who knew Robinson well and who In Ms biography 

frequently mentions the poet’s mysticism# shows a confusion 

of mysticism with religion In general#
RobinBon’s early poetry Is strongly Influenced by 

Oriental mysticism in that It deals with abstractions and 

Implies a conception of impersonal Deity# wThe Man Against 
the Sky* defies materialism In the name of mystical affir* 

matIon# Captain Craig leaves the realm of abstractions to 

investigate the ways in which *the light#* Robinson’s favor* 

Ite mystical symbol# transfigures a pauper’s life# The 

Arthurian trilogy# particularly Merlin and Lancelot# stwljes 

men’s various responses to the light# and Tristram emphasises 

the victory over time# Roman Fartholow and Matthias at the 

Door present applications of mysticism to modern society# 

Matthias slso# together with ’’Lazarus* and •Micodemus#* 

shows the influence of the Fourth Gospel upon Robinson’s 

mysticism# His mysticism culminates in The Man £ho pled 

Twice, wherein Fernando Nash by finding God in failure 

enacts Robinson’s individual application of mysticism#
Robinson# unattached to any creed# yet confronted 

pessimism with mystical faith# As mysticism is the key to 

his conviction, so his poetry is the key to his mysticism#
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I3IT.0L-UCTI03

ED5?IS ABLI3GT0M EOBIKSOU A3D T1IR KAlUiiE OF KZSnCISH

Edwin Arlington Roblneon coniidered hia mlaelon in 

the literary world that of a poet» and of a poet only* Un* 

like Shelley and Tennyson, he was not a aelf*etyled prophete 

Fe eonetantly decried efforts of readers and critics to find 

his philosophy in his poetry. Yet perhaps because of this 

very subordination of his ideas to his art, he may have un* 

consciously fused poetry and philosophy into a substance that 
will outlast the work of many would-be oracles, A can is not 

always bls own best judge, HobInson*8 letter to a student 
requesting information for her thesis shows bls modesty and 
implies his distaste for poetry with a messageI

There is no "philosophy* in my poetry beyond an 
ordered universe and a sort of deterministic negation 
of the general futility that appears to be tlie basis of 
"rational” tiiought. So I suppose you will have to j>ut 
me down as a mystic, if that means a man who cannot 
prove all bls convictions to be true,*

Els letter also offers a key to bls whole pldLlosophy 

in the use of the word myetlc. lie doubt Hoblnson adopted 

tlie word casually for want of a better one, and certainly 

he did not define It accurately, Eevcrt: class, mysticism 

underlies bis idealism, his faith in a divine purpose 

despite tl^e materialism and naturalism of hia ©ontenporaries, 

and bls conviction that tragedy contains the seed of triumph, 
A mystic light shafts the gloom of bis darkest p^ems, and a
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mystic faith exalte the lives of hie most pathetic derelicts* 

Various critics have sensed the mysticism in his

poetry* Hagedorn* Robinson*e biographer* calls him "the one 
*2 conspicuous mystic in contemporary American poetry* ac» 

cording to Cestre* the poet was "a mystic like Emerson*"^ 
Dauner refers to Robinson’s ’’mystical idealism6^ and Morris 

to his "mystic philosophy*"5 But none of these writers have 

specialised in the study of mysticism* and some of them may 

not be aware of precisely what mysticism is* Hagedorn typi
fies the persons who think that if a man is not a materialist*

6 
he is a mystic* They would make mysticism synonymous with 

religion* As Pfllederer defines iti
Mysticism is the immediate feeling of the unity 

of the self with God; It is nothing* therefore* but the 
fundamental feeling of religion* the religious life at 
Its very heart and centre* But what makes the mystical 
a special tendency Inside rellglcn Is the endeavour to 
fix the Ixamedlateness of life In Cod as such, as ab- 7 
stracted from all intervening helps and channels whatever*’ 

Mysticism is an experience before it ever becomes a 

creed* It Is the llvin^ water that the spirit drinks* although 

later the spirit may pour it into any one of the th ..us and cups 

of Interpretation* Robinson was never able to find a cup to 

suit him, but be did believe that the water of life exists, 
and he at times even tasted It*

However* an understanding of the relationship of 

Robinson and his poetry to mysticism requires an understand
ing of mysticism both as an experience and as various Inter-
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pre tat lane of this erperiencoe T • myatlo is me who seeks 

to come Into iooedlste contact with the object of his re* 

llclous falth* To euoeeed in this effort la his first and 
essential in teres t» Els conviction is "that nen can ex* 

perlencet and live# and feel# and do ouch more than they 

can formulate# define# explain# or fully expresse Els la 

the religious hunger in its keenest pangs# The mystic does 

not want to know about God) he wants to know God, Fe Is not 
a doubting Thomas) he la only an impatient one# The experi* 

ences of other souls do not satisfy him) he wants his own#

The my8tlc*s effort to know reality for himself cones 

from his extraordinarily acute hunger# and his acute hunger 

results from his realisation that reality in its essence can 

'-ever be described# that it can only be confronted# If no 
one can describe color to a man born blind# the mystle reasons# 

no one can describe the Infinite to the finite# "Wouldat 
thou be perfect# do not yelp about God#*® instructs the 

blunt old German mystic# Keister Eckhart# The Chinese mystic# 

Laotse,is suaver but no less decisive) *Ee who knows does 
not speak)/ Be who spe aks does not know#*13 As the only way 

to teach color to the blind is to cure his blindness# so the 
only way to teach the infinite to the finite is to free the 

finite of limitations# This liberation io the task of 

mysticism#



Precisely because We mystics have undertaken this 

task, they become Involved in We contradiction of trying 

to describe We indescribable and to share the unsharablee 

Moreover, mystics have been of many different religions, 
times,and temperaments* These factors preclude mysticism 

from remaining exclusively an Irrefutable experience, but 
cause it to be also tlio dependent of various religions and 

philosophies*

All mystics seek imedlate communion with the object 
of religion, but from religion to religion and even from 

mystic to mystic within the same faith this object varies 
in conception* The Christian mystic usually speaks of God^ 

or of Christ* Of the tlree most familiar philosophical 

systems of Hinduism, the Vendantlst refers to the Drahman, 

tiiS Supreme Atman, or the Self; the Dhagavata thinks of the 

personal god, Vishnu; and the Yogin seeks to realise the 

Atman, his own soul viewed, not as the empirical ego, but 

as the absolute self* The primitive Euddldst speaks neither 

of the gods, whose existence to him la irrelevant, nor of 

the Atman, which as personal ego he denies and as the uni* 

versal Self he considers Idle speculation—but only of 

ZJlrvana* The Taoist meditates upon the Tao, sometimes trans 

lated as the Law or the fay and frequently compared to the 

tord in the Fourth Gospel* •Hue One of Eeo*Flatonlsm, the 

Absolute, Reality, and the Everlasting how are other terms 

that various mystics use for the object of their longings*



The mystic# according to Otto# has not a conception 

of God different from that of the ordinary religious person, 

but a different Ood# a God without inodes, a God without any 

attributes whatsoever* This doctrine of modeless deity 

belongs to “Ood-myetiaiam" as distinguished from "soul-mys- 
12 tlcism,” the mysticism that emphasises the inconceivable 

might and majesty of the soul*
Although the supreme reality conceived as "the One

• * *’hefore whom words recoil^" is associated with Ori

ental mysticism, some Christian mystics have held the same 

view of the Divine* Dionysius the Areopaglte rivals any of 

his Eastern brothers In describing the Godhead as Inde

scribable i
It 1s neither soul, nor mind, nor has Imagination, 

or opinion# or reason# or conception) neither is ex
pressed, nor conceived) neither is number, nor order, 
nor greatness, nor littleness, nor equality, nor in
equality) nor similarity, nor dissimilarity) neither is 
standing, nor moving) nor at rest) neither has power, 
nor is power, nor light) neither lives, nor Is life) 
neither is essence nor eternity, nor time) neither is 
Its touch intelligible, neither Is It science, nor truth) 
nor kingdom, nor wisdom) neither one, nor oneness) 
neither I&ity, nor Goodness) nor la It Spirit according 
to our understanding) • • *. neither la the??e any defi
nition at all of It, nor any abstraction*^

nevertheless, this doctrine of the divine Ineffabil
ity, which sin-ply means that the supreme reality transcends 

all categories of thought however subtle and profound, that 

the truth is adulterated the moment it touches the tongue 

or enters the mind, la not the essence cf mysticism* The
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earmark of myatlcie® is the soul's insistence upon iasnsdi

ete contact with whatever it holds to be supreme in the 
e ISuniverse* Thanas a Kempis# who would have probably been 

shocked by Dionyalua* mystical theologyt was yet a nyetio 

because he hungered to know God inznedia tely» because* 

despite his meek submission to Scriptural and ecclesiastical 
authority* he Implored* "Let therefore Eoses not speak to 

b»* nor none of the prophets| but speak thou rattier* Lord 

God* inspirer and illuslner of ttie prophetsj for thou alone 
16without them mayeet teach me perfectly** The entire 

1^.1 t«ntIon breathes the yearning for union with Christ* 
For Eastern mystics tlie religious object la charac* 

17 terlstlcally super*ratlonal and *wholly»other** Even so* 

two aspects of the Brahman* Kirgxma Brahman and Saguna Drah* 

man* appear Ln the npanls^ede* Eirguna Brahman is tiie 

Prahman without attributes* the principle of all that exists* 
and of which the only description is •Hot this* not thls**^® 

Eirguna Brohoan cannot be said to have any activity* creative 

or otherwisej yet as the life of all being and activity* 

"though sitting still* he walks far> though lying down* he 
*19goes everywhere*" Saguna Brahman is the Brahman with at* 

tributes* the Brahman personified as Brahma the Creator* who 

to a certain degree can be described and who is the recipient 

of devotion I "Eo who worships the Self alone as dear* tlie 
*20object of his love will never perish*" Various attempts 

to harmonise these two aspects of the Brahnan have given
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21 rise to various schools of Eindulem* Developing the per* 

eonal element, the rhavar.ed-Cita Identifies Krishna^ with 

both phases of the Eralimanj he is "the imperishable SELF, 
and also the lord of all beings*" The pantheism of the 

t^panley efle mingles with the tenderness of the Tmltatlon as 

Krishna assures his devotee, "He who sees Ke in all and all 
in Ke, from him I vanish not nor does he vanish from Ke*"^

Nevertheless, the ley, if exhilarating, winds that 

blow through the Vpanlsbads, the Yogin’s effort to realise 

tike mysterious power within himself, and the void of Nirvana 

in which the Buddhist would lose self-identity typify Ori* 

ental as opposed to Occidental mysticism* The soul longing 

for union with a personal God freesea amid the Himalayas of 

such abstractions*
As God, the Brahman, Nirvana, and countless other 

terms apply to that which the mystic desires, so the means of 

gaining this desire differ in name and conception* Some

times the mystic seeks to perceive the unity of existence 

and finally to intuit that, all things being one, only the 

One exists* This vision of unity is typically Oriental* 

Christian mystics, however, such as Eckhart, have shared itt 

"In the eternal goodness of the divine nature • • • the es
sence of all creatures is seen as one*"^ Christian mystics 

more often describe the attainment of their goal as union 

with Cod, a gift of divine grace* Many Oriental mystics like
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wloe epeak of union, but as an etomal reality, which the 

aoul need only realise* 'Hie extent of this union also 
varies* The Christian may lose all oonselousness of his 

ereaturely Identity, but for all his audacious metaphors 
describing the closeness of his union with God, he never 

means tliat he actually becosea God* The Elndu does not feel 
gallty of blasphezay In claiming to become the Brahman) ao» 

Cording to his pantheism he has never been anything else* 

Since the Atman, the soul, is by nature part of the

Divine, the Elndu mystic naturally turns Inward to seek the 

Divine* Christian mystics with their doctrine of God’s 
omnipresence arrive at the same IntrospoetIon* "Since, then, 

I too exist, why do X seek that Thou ehouldest enter into 
2gme, who wert not, wert Thou not in me?" questions Augustine 

wrestling with the supreme paradox of mysticism* Regardless 

of metaphysics, mystics agree that what they seek io within 
themselves* For the mystic io an individualist and wishes 

no outside assistance* "As the Godhead is nameless, * * * 

the soul la also nameless,declares Tckhart issuing; the 

mystic’s declaration of independence* Thus, God-mysticism 
la also soul-mysticism, mysticism with the intuition of the 

ineff ability of the soul*

Despite their divergence theologically and philosophi
cally, psychologically the mystics agree In that they have 

varying names for their desire, but only one desire* And
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the msans by which they embrace the object of their deaire 

are the eame* 12b» absorption Into Elrvana surpasses all 
S3tnodes of consciousness• Yet no less Ineffable is the union

with Christ to him who enjoys iti •it is truly the beloved 

who visits these But Ee comes Invisible# hidden# incoqpre* 
89hensiblee* Dionysius strains language beyond endurance in 

saying what the Divine la not* Buddha proves himself the 

most logical of all mystics by refusing to say anythins 
SO whatsoever concerolng the ultlmte.

Mysticism remains essentially the imaediate experience 

of Gode If men interpret this experience according to their 

lights# they also respond to it according to their tempera* 

mntse Dystlcs who stress the transcendent aspect of Cod 
tend to become ascetics* Because Ood transcends everyday 

life# they# too# would transcend it In order to find Him* 
31Pystlcs who to^Msiee a divine incarnation moderate ti.e 

contempt of the flesh* Or If they do not# their asceticism 

is# in the case of Christian mystics# an effort to imitate 

c?'jpl8t*a sufferings* ^s tic ism may be ascetic# but It need 

not be* According to the anonymous author of the Tbeolorla 

the two eyes of the aoul# namely# *the power of 

seeing Into eternity* and the power "of seeing into time and 
32 the creatures# * * * cannot perform their work at once** 

Boehme# the Protestant mystic# declares that it is possible 

•to have both the eye of time and eternity at once open 
-33 togetier** ISore often a mystic takes both attitudes*
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34•rasa over eve?y creature,* a'Kempis exhorta, but eays 

elaevhere, *If thine he&rt were right, then every creature 
should be to thee a mirror of life and a book of holy 
dootrimie*^®

Bumeroua other shades of temperament may color myati* 

cisme Sankara, the Eindu myotic, la cool and speculative* 

The Pereian Sufis bathe their mystlcisa in an erotic glow* 

Sone Christian myatioa use Ce passionate imagery of The Song 

of Songs to express their yearnings for the Divine Lover, but 
are more restrained than the Sufis* Augustine is Impetuous 

and fiery* George Fox, for all his visions and tribulations, 
la practical and cheerful* Plotinus attains mystical ecstasy 

only four times* Brother Lawrence maintains a calm but in* 

tense awareness of God•a presence even amid the clatter of 

the monastery kitchen* Many Oriental and eome Christian 

mystics appear unethical in their extreme withdrawal from 
Hhe active life* Perhaps such souls confuse s^rsticlsm with 

the whole of religion, which among other elements includes 

service to mankind* Eowever, Tagore, the modern Indian poet 

and mystic, fears to lose the many in the One as keenly as he 

fears to lose the One in t e many* Eckhart, who dangerously 

skirts quietism, a fans of mysticism that emphasises ex* 

tinctlon of the will, says that rather than regain in tlie 

loftiest rapture while a sick man awaits help *lt would be 

far better to come out of the rapture and show love by aerv*
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in^ the needy cne»*'/ For myetlce like the Quaker John 

Eoolraan not only charitable deeds, but reforms as well, 

should be the direct result of personal communications from 

Gode
yystlcs are not always rlcld adT^erents of orthodoxy* 

Buddha broke from Hinduism* Pious Kohammedans severely 

persecuted their mystics, the Sufis* Catholic writers rare

ly mention Eckhart except to condemn him* The heresies 

that sprang up on the eve of the Reformation had strong 

elements of mysticism* A Lutheran minister, whose orthodoxy 

Boehms had outraged, drove the gentle shoemaker from Goerllts* 

For a long time the Quakers suffered at the hands of official 
Protestantism because they equated the authority of the Inner 

Light* with that of the Bible* And Blake, the English poet, was 

a mystic who claimed membership In no church*
Therefore, personality traits and environments are 

merely accidents that modify the surface of mysticism, but 

do not change Its core* Nor does any background of temper

ament, except an absolute literalism, prevent a person frtxa 

being a mystic, althcu^h some types of personalities find 

mysticism more congenial than do others* Poets are particular

ly susceptible to mysticism, and many mystics have been poets* 

Bremond's thesis Is that the poet sha*es the mystic's experience 

But whereas ti-e nature of the poetic experience la to be com
municable, the mystical experience Is incommunicable* The
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poet etepe to the brink of mystical 6xperleneee but drawe 

back while he can still reveal hie glimpses of the truth) 
the mystlo steps over the brink and loses himself In that of 

which no man can speak* Thue# although the poetic process 
Is mystical# regardless of the coitent of the poetry# the poet 

reiaalne only a nystlQue manciv.e. a frustrated mystic*
However# there la a less debatable sense In which 

poetry Is akin to mysticism* Most mystics feel impelled to 

disclose to other persons sone snatches of what they them* 

selves have enjoyed* From this Impulse come euoh paradoxical 
expressions as *to know by unknowing#* *to find oneself by 

losing oneself,” "luminous darkness,* and "being beyond be* 

Ing** Foetry at once tempers and heightens the effect of 
such paradoxes* "Elected Silence# sing to ew#* Hopkins 

prays In the role of conscious poet* Eckhart la notable 

among the mystics for the spontaneous poetry of his expres* 
SSI cionst *Up then# nuble soul# put on thy Jumping shoes** 

As mystics are often unconscious poets# so poets# even when 

they are not mystics# are more often unconscious mystics# or 

at least they are drawn to mystical moods* Byron# the last 

poet to be suspected of devout o<mtemplatlon# writesi
Then stirs the feeling Infinite, so felt 
In solitude whore we are least alone) 
A truth# which tl.rough our iuelng then doth xaelt 
And purifies [ale] from self* <0

Mystical elements in varying degrees are found in the poetry 
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of Herbert» Trah©mef Cravah&w, Wordsworth, Shelley, Tenny* 

eon, and Browning* These poete ere only the most famous and 

obvious examples* The reader can select almost at random 

books of contemporary poetry and find syetieal passages, 
such as "•Infinite Fasslon^*8^ by Benet and "The Great 

42Wind8 by ^ary Webb* If Blake is unique in being famous 

both as poet and as mystic, the reason is ttiat mysticism 

and poetx^ each demand whole-souled service* Some individu

als can serve both callings at once, but usually one of the 

two will be master*

Although Edwin Arlington Robinson was first a poet, 
the mysticism In him claimed an important share of his person- 

all tye For him mysticism was neither an occasional predi
lection nor a fancy summoned to befriend a romantic mood* It 

was an Integral part of his being and his poetry* Moreover, 
as mysticism Is that art of knowing what cannot be known, so 

Robinson, stating more than a half truth, once defined 

poetry as "a language that tells us * * * something that
-.43 

cannot be said*
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TI E IirTELLrCTUAL BACKOnOUND OF EDYIIH AKLIITGTON ROBINSON

k'ystlcism, whatever else it may be#i» never an In
heritance* "Mysticism has no genealogy*"^* Nevertheless, 

certain periods of history, such as the tis» of the late 

Roman Empire and of fourteenth-century Europe, witness re

vivals of mysticism* And when lonely mystics, such as 

Blake, are born into an age whence the fruits of the spirit 

have departed and left only shells behind, these hungry 

souls search the past to find comradeship*
Edwin Arlington Robinson lived in such a season of 

dryness, in a time when materialism, mechanism, and natural
ism sought to discredit the vision of.the spirit* Therefore, 

without retreating from the doubts and dilessnas of his age, 

Robinson listened to voices older than those of his contempo

raries* Ee abandoned what he regarded as the popular version 

of Christianity, but the materialism that he adopted during 

adolescence failed to satisfy him* Els temperament demanded 

something more* Three sources pointed to the fulfillment 

of this demandi New England mysticism, Greek mysticism, and 

Oriental mysticism*

Robinson was the son of Puritan Mew England, an en

vironment at once hostile and friendly to mystics* It was 

hostile because too often Puritanism is synonymous with Cal-
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vinlaa— e. system autocratic, authoritarian, and suspicious 

of human nature* Vhen the Quakers came preaching the Inner 

Light and Anne Hutchinson came declaring the inner law, the 

Massachusetts fathers drove them out in the name of Scripture 

and theocracy* The letter of the Bible was the sole authori

ty, they decreed, and man was too corrupt to obey even that 

authority* To teach any form of intuition was to teach 

blasphemy*
Yet Calvinism is not the whole of Puritanism* Purl* 

tanlsm is also the spirit of independence in the face of 

religious despotism* It produces not only tyrants like John 

Klnthrop and Cotton Matheri it produces rebels like Anne 

Hutchinson and Roger Williams*
Of Roger williams, Farrington writes, "As a trans

cendental mystic he was a forerunner of Emerson and the Con

cord School, discovering an indwelling Cod of love in a 
.2 world of material things• Some of his writings express 

yearning for union with Christ in the imagery of the Song 

of songs* "But wlien he went out into the broad ways of 

Carolinian England, seeking the rose of Sharon and the Illy 
x 

of the valley, he discovered only abominations*tt^ ven were 

not ready for tills Seeker-mystic, who wanted to give them 

the untrammeled liberty of discovering God’s will for them

selves*
If Williams was a disappointed mystic, Jonathan Ed 
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wards waa a self•thwarted one* Kiley calls Edwards a mystic 

"because of bls wonderful sense of the divine presence and 

agency,and the "Personal narrative* records a mystic’s 
contemplations* lllxualnatlons* and yearnings for Christ* 

Before the conversion that the "Personal narrative" describes* 

the y-uthful Edwards, developing some of the implications of 

Locke’s Fssay on the Human Understandlnr.* had arrived Inde
pendently of Berkeley at a Berkeleyan idealism*^ The Keallty 

behind phenomena is none other than God* Throughout the life 

of the Kew England divine this Idealism lurked In his mind, 

even when smothered by the cruder portions of Calvinism, but 

Riley views the theologian’s metaphysics as only tl.e after* 
6 thought of his mysticism*

Yet his theology crushed his mysticism* Faced by rebel 
lion against Calvinism, "the mystic and idealist was aroused 

to protest against a theology that conceived of religion as 
benevolence towards men rather titan In union with God**7

Thus he defeated his deepest spiritual urges by defending 

tliem against tlie onslaught of what he considered mere world* 

llness* Upholding the God of wrath, he neglected, against 

his will, the God of love for whom he longed* Ee, like 

Williams, desired to sing the Song of Songs, but he yielded 

to Calvinism and preached Eell-flre* The final fruit of his 

miscarried and crippled mysticism, once the inspiration of 

a profound philosophy, ripened Into a defense of the morbid 
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emotlonellam of the "Great Awakening#* 

Calvinism made its last stand in Edwards1 day* and 

Unltarianlsm became the next faith of New England intel

lectuals. In some respects UnitarIanism was no more con

genial to the mystic temper than Calvinism# Calvinism had 

used Scripture as a bed of Procxmates for the mystical 
vision, and now Unitarianism was uslnj rationalism for the 

same purpose. The emphasis upon ethics and the understand
ing was a noxmal and healthy reaction to the morbid fervors 

of the "Great Awakening,” but too often unltarianism frose 

into the religion of respectability# Cut in the beginning 

it was not so# William Ellery Channing was a man of mysti

cal temperament, and as he lay dying confessed, "I have 
8 received many messages from the Spirit#" Ee exalted calm

ness and the understanding, but his religion was not mere 

rationalism# F.e taught that man could find Ood in every
day duties, but he did not teach a dull morality, "The 

q 
soul was made for God,"' he wroter

It has a capacity of more than human love, a 
principle or power of adoration, which cannot bound it
self to finite natures, which carries up the thoughts 
above the visible universe, and which, in approaching 
God, rises Into a solemn transport, a mingled awe and 
joy, prophetic of a higher lifej and a brighter signa
ture of our end and happiness cannot be conceived#!^ 

Man's nature la godlike and so can intuit divine truth# But 

Channing recognised the direction Unltarianism was taking and 

lamented that "Unltarianism has suffered from, union with a
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heart»wltl.erlng philosophyew To hie desire for • heart* 

quickening philosophy Transoendentaliea was the answer*
V.'ith the Tran seen den tails to lays ti ci am same into its 

own in Eew England* Roger Williams* my■ticlan had been con* 
deemed* Edwards1 had been stunted* Channing*a had been 

cautious* But Transcendentalism was in Its essence mysticism 
full»blown* Koreover* only rmeraon and the Transcendentailsto 

make Robinson*8 place in the line of Sew England apparent* 

For the Transcendentailsts shook off the sane orthodoxies 

that Robinson refused* he would have found the mysticism of 

Williams and Edwards too like the popular version of Christi* 

anlty that repelled him* The Unitarian viewpoint to which 

he leaned had absorbed the glow of Channing•a personality in* 

to its own colorless orthodoxy* Cut Emerson•a idealism 

deepening into mystic ism revealed to Robinson the way from 

the materialistic slough*
Roblnson^s relationship to the Transcendentailsts 

tiorrls traces in sone detail* The poet* he states* shared 

their belief that "all human beings are part of one infinite 

life* and that the ends of the Absolute are best served 
through the cultivation by each individual of his special 
aptitudes**^3 Dauner calls Robinson "the last of the Trane* 

cendentailets* in his mystical insistence upon »revelation* 

(the Light)* and its correlative dosmnd for e moral indlvidu* 
13 alism** Robinson himself* always label*ehy* admitted* "X
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am Bora of a Tr&nacenden tails t t^.an aany of csy friends are 
willing to believee*^

Put tlie eonvlnoing teatliauny lies In the comparlstm 

of the writings of the Traneeendeatailste# especially of 

tmerson, who led and surpassed tiie groupt and robineon^e 
views e Some of ttie major influences upon Tran seen den tai lesa, 
euch as ilatot Oriental wlsdos, and Carlyle, Eoblnson knew 

either directly or Indirectly, Other Influences, such as 
Keo*riatoni8m, Kant’s doctrine of intuition, and Jacobi’s 

Insistence upon feeling end conviction as valid tueana of 

knowing the nowaenal world, were philosophies ti*at hoblnson 

would have found congenial.
Transcendentalism teaches that the soul is one with 

God, who is aoroetlzaes represented as personal, s^setimes as 

impersonal, and that It receives truth Inmedlately from God, 
God and the sovl are the suprecai realities, and in conparlson 

all ot?er things are unreal, RWltiiln man is the soul of the 

whole} the wise silence) the universal beauty, to which every 

part and particle is equally related) the eternal 
declared Emerson in "The 0ver*8oul,* echoing Flotinus and the 
Fha."*vadV?l tae And * the Trcuiscenden tails t , , , believes in 

TA 
inspiration and In ecstasy,* he wrote in "The Transcenden*
tells t,* Ee admired Fla to, tdxo could adore with Asia "the 

Ineffable* and *the Illimitable,* and still affirm "’let 

things are knowable)’ They are knowable, because being cne.
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things corre8ponfl*e^^

"The Over-Soul," the moat myatloal of Eaeraon«a Eaeays, 

greatly li^presaed Eoblnsone la 1897 urged Harry de Forest 

SmithI
I have just read Emerson on "The Over-Soul** 

If you do not know it, for heaven1! sake, get hold of 
it* In this I seem to find all that he was trying to 
bring out in the eminently unsatisfactory essay on 
"Compenaation"—which la no more a measure of Emerson1! 
genius than a cloudy dawn is of daylight•

The theme of "Compensation* is that rewards and punishments, 
instead of being deferred to some far-off judgment day, exist 

here and now by reason of the "soul* present in all things* 

"The Over-Soul" elaborates upon the nature of this presence* 

As a quotation from this essay has revealed, Emerson maintained 

tiA pantheistic mysticism of Hinduism* Like all mystics he 

believed that "we He open on one aide to the deeps of spirit
ual nature, to the attributes of Ood*"^ And "before the 
revelations of the soul. Time, Space, and Mature shrink away*"^ 

"Ineffable is the union of God and man In every act of the 

soul* The simplest soul who In his integrity worships God
21 

becomes Cod," he declares with tlie audacity of an Eckhart* 

The revelations to the soul are likewise ineffablet "They do 
not answer the questions which the understanding asks*"^ But 

for all his other-worldly mysticism, Emerson was no ascetic 

mystic* He had read the Bhagavad-Gita* which because of its 

insistence on both action and contemplation appealed to his
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Puritan practicality* "In these comunicatlona the power 

to see is not abstracted fron tl-e will to do# but the in* 

si^ht proceeds from obedience, and tl.e obedience proceeds 
2) from a Joyful perception*"

Many echoes of "The Over-fToul" appear in Ecblnson^ 

poetry* They are the dost distinct in the Octaves and in 

Captain Craig's ecstatic utterances, tut the myetlclsm that 
is the heart of Transcendentalism remains strong throughout 

Robinson’s wor^c* F.oblnson could never sliare the unwearied 

Joy of tl.e Concord Sage because the bitterness of life sub

dued him* he shared the vision of Emerson, tut he also 

shared the vision of rax*dy* The two visions fused Into one 
and gave Robinson to the world* as Dauner says, "Ultimately 

in his mysticism, Robinson parts company with Fardyi but in 

their mutual confronting of 'life with the sad, scarred face,1 
the two are eminently compatible*"2^ Eetcky states the same 

truth from a different angle,

Robinson • ♦ • Is supported by a transcendental 
faith in the movement of ideal life* Even though the 
momenta of quiet, unalloyed, deep Joy which derive from 
tb.e ideal azt» Infrequent, fitful, glimmering, as they 
usually are in Robinson’s verse, they are worth all the 
rest*^

Because these brief moments were "worth all the rest* 

to Robinson, he found Emerson a kindred spirit Instead of a 

deluded dreamer, and found, upon becoming directly familiar 

with some of Emerson's sources, the same inspiration that 
Emerson had dlsctvered* Even as Plato's mysticism and ideal- 
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lam had appealed to Emerson, eo they appealed to Robinsone 

The same elements in Oriental philosophy inspired both reen# 

The same Idealism that Emerson shared with his extemporary, 
Carlyle, impressed Hoblnsone All these inspiretiros the poet 
mentions in the letter from which his eomente have been 

quoted i
Jepone^ *nd I are reading up en Oriental 

religions • • • X have been Interested to find out ti.at 
Christianity Is In reality nothing more than Buddhism 
humanised j and that Sirvana and Eeaven are from the 
Idealist’s point of vlew«**tiich to me is the only point 
of view—pretty much the same thinge • • • If you ever 
take the trouble to look into tiiose matters (and you must 
before you ever make anything out ef Flato) X am sure 
tliat you will coho around,—not to my way of thinking, 
but to my way—or if you prefer it, Te Carlyle•s—way of 
1 oklng at thincSeSS

To Robinson the appeal of idealism lay, not la its meta* 

physles—for he espoused no technical philosophy any more 

than he embraced a religious orthodoxy—but in Its affinities 

to mystleism. Every Idealist Is not a ngrstle, but every 

ays tie Is, avowedly or not, an idealist* For to the mystic 

Cod is the supreme reality, eroqpared to which all other things 
have either subordinate reality or no reality at all* The 

doctrine of Plato is that objects have reality only as they 

approximate ttieir patterns, the Ideas* Although he arrived 
at hie Idealism by dialectics, his doctrine also etomed from 

We mystical impulse* Aeoordlng to his Phaedo* WA11 experience 

shows that if we would have pure knowledge of anything we must 
be quit of the body, and the soul in herself must behold all 
things In themselves**27 "And what is that which Is termed
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death, but thia very release and separation of the soul from 
28 the body?” Russell says of the passage containing ti-ese 

excerpts, "All this language is mystical."2^ Aether Plato 

means "death" in tlie mystical sense of ecstasy, his Symposium 

does teach that the soul in this life may learn to contem
plate "the true beauty—the divine beauty"^0 by a gradual and 

ascending process of abstractiont
The true order of going or being led by anotier 

to the things of love, is to use the beauties of earth 
as steps along shlch he mounts upwards for the sake of 
that other beauty, going from one to two, and from two 
to all fair forms, and from fair forms to fair actions, 
and from fair actions to fair notions, until from fair 
notions he arrives at the notion of absolute-beauty and 
at last knows what the essence of beauty ls*^x

To behold this beauty of beauties is "to become the friend 
of Ood and imortal, if mortal man may#"^2

Finally, according to Inge, the modern Platonist, "It 

is Plato the religious mystic, not the creator of political 
utopias, who has Inspired us, and exercised an influence 
second only to that of the Founder of Christianity*"^ It 

was Plato, the mystic-idealist, who inspired Robinson* This 

same idealism and mysticism drew the poet to "T* Carlyle^ 

way—of looking at things*” Sartor Fesartus defines man as 
- -5k"A Soul, a Spirit, and divine Apparition." Are not "souls 

rendered visible In Bodies, that took shape and will lose It, 
melting into air? Their solid pavement is a picture of the 
Sense? they walk on the bosom of Nothing*"35 Carlyle calls

attention to "the high Platonic Ifysticlsm of our Author,
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that la, of* Llmaelf, aa rewaled by paaeagea like the 

followingI

Kan e • e feelai power baa been given to him to 
know# to believe) nay, doea not the spirit of Love, 
free in its celestial primeval brightness even here* 
though but for momenta, look through? Well said Saint 
Chryaost<Mi, with his lipa of gold, *t?ie true rrTIHAH 
la ^ani" where elae la GODiS*PRTSEKCr: manifested • « • 
as in our fellwiaan?3^

Idealism la llkewiae the phlloeophy of the third source 

Foblaaon mentlaaa. Buddhism and Oriental religions in general, 
According to Hindu scriptures, notably tiie Unanlsbads end the 

n^evad-Olta* nothing really exists but the impersonal divine 

essence, variously called the Brahman, the Atman, or the Self, 

All things are lost within It as the rivers are lost within 
the aea, and It pervades all things as tl.e taste of salt per* 

vades water. Thia doctrine is idealism become panthe!am and 

pantheism deepened Into mystic lam I "The Self smaller than 

small, greater than great, is hidden in the heart of the 

creature, A man who has left all grief behind, sees ti-.e majes*
■S9 ty, the Lord, the passionless,by the grace of the creator,”

Buddhism, to which Kobin son specifically refers, de
veloped an idealistic philosophy suggestive ef Berkeley»a. 
Like Hinduism, Buddhism teaches that all phenomona in them
selves are Kaya—illusion. In reality they ”all in tr In a leal- 

ly belong to the pure, perfect Essential Mind of the wonder- 
ful, enlightening Supreme Bodhi,” Bodhi meaning wled^n, 
Moreover two stages on Buddha’s Eightfold Path or Say to nirvana.
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•right view" and "rl$it contemplation"^^ conalet in dle- 

tlngulahlng between the paealng and tie permanent and between 
the unreal and tie real*^

The book® that Febinson read with Jones are unknown, 

but much of hie poetry breatiee the spirit of the Oriental 

scripturei* Yet books were not the only cause of his Interest 

In Oriental wisdom* George Burnham* idiom Robinson met at 

Farvard, had, like the poet, broken away from traditional 
Christianity, but had regained hla bearings In Oriental 

philosophy* Ee freed Robinson from the last vestiges of 

ortliodoxy* "The tap-root of the oubconsolous goes down to 

God," Burtiiam would say, "There Is only one self* That we 

call God, or the Absolute* Everythin*, Is the manifestation 
of tliat Absolute*"^ Even after the harvard days, when Robin

son first went to New York, "Night after night" the two old 
friends "discussed the Absolute over glasses of beer*"^3 

without accepting his phraseology, Robinson absorbed Burn- 

ham,s thought in his own Independent way*
The Influence of Jones, a Christian Scientist about 

whom nothing Is known except his surname, was ultimately 

more important in Robinson’s life than that of Burnham* 

Jones gave him a copy of Eary Baker Eddy’s Science and Fealth* 

of which the poet said, "a remarkable book, • • • but I can
not accept It In detail*"^ This book with its denial of mat

ter confirmed him in idealism, which "line of thought took
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hold of bo in Eorvardu but my eaeetlag with 3aaea was tl»o 
firet thing Uiat aet It goia^**4® Ee did not believe In 

Christian Selenco as *anything apart from the spiritual 

vlsdosa that is latent in us alii but I do believe in ideal* 

ism as the one logical and aatiefaatory Interpretation of 
life**4® The Idealism that Robinson found in Christian 

Science he discovered to be the comon basis of Buddhism and 
Christianity* Idealism was the bridge over which he crossed 

from his former disgust with Christianity to a new under* 

standing of his fathers* faith*
Jones helped him to view the Kew Testament In a dif* 

ferent light. Various letters from Robinson to Smith com

ment merely upon the literary value of this book and his en
joyment of itf but a letter of 1857 records* *X have not read 

much of anything lately except the gospel according to Saint 
John* which I found an entirely different thing from what X 

used to find It* The popular misinterpretation of Chrlstianl* 
■47ty makes me sick*" What his new conception grew-to be is 

evident in his three poems Inspired by this Gospel — ’•LasaFus**’ 
wKioodeiau8*w and Fatthiss at the Foor* The most imodlate 

response to St* John rediscovered was *Calvary** the sonnet 
ending "Tell me* 0 Lord—tell me* 0 Lord* how long/Are we to

■48keep Christ writhing on the crossl" Ee was convinced that 

the petty s^uabbllngs and the crassnoss that he had witnessed 

in the churches had done Christ an injustice* Thereafter his 
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position changed fron * defense of poetry and the spirit* 

ual life to an attack upon their enexay, materialism^

Christianity came to mean for Robinson *• logical 
notion of human life** His acceptance of Christianity 

was gradual and lifelong and never erystalised into a creed* 

A letter of 1933 emphasises this fact and even seemingly 

contradicts this statemanti
Tbe Christian theology has so thoroughly crumpled 

that I do not know of any non^Roman acquaintance to whom 
It means anything* * * * The Christian ethics might 
have done some good# if they had ever been tried# or 
understood# but I’m afraid it’s too late now* There’s a 
n<m*toeologlcal religion <m the way# probably to be re* 
voaled by science*VJ

Yet the preceding year ’’Slcodemue* had appeared* His lest 

two poems# Amaranth and Flnft Jaener* while comparatively 

unimportant to the present study# still reflect a Christian 

attitude# Certainly the poet’s faith in science does not 
mean a. renunciation of mysticism# as a letter t ? the same 

friend explains# wAs for the religion of the future# X didn’t 

say that it wouldn’t be mystical* Of course it must be that 
. . -, , -61to bo religion*"

Perhaps the poet predicting a religion "revealed by 

science* had in mind something similar to Lin Yutang’s com* 

menti "Any branch of knowledge# whether It be the study of 

rooks and minerals# or the study of cosmic rays# strikes 

mysticism as soon as it reaches any depth* Witness Dr* 
82Alexis Carrel and A* S* Eddington*" Or perhaps Robinson’s
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faith In science was merely the cystic*# confidence that 

the vision of the spirit will yet be justified before men
Tor although Amaranth concerns men who clataxe their vo
cation and Kin/', Jasper Is a political allegory, neither 

poem lacks tne mystical ideas prevalent in Hobinson*s other 

work*
Robinson*s conviction that science would introduce 

a new religion and his faith in ideallea as the one true 

picture of life have roots deeper than bis reading or his 

reasoning. Ko man is explained primarily by outward influ

ences; he is explained by inward qualities and tendencies 

that react to these Influences. Therefore, the next step 

in the examination of Robinson*a mysticism is a study of the 

man himself•



CHAFTH II

ec;;in arlimoton r?bimsok as a izystic

To etudy the character and personality of Edwin Ar
lington Roblnaon in relation to myetic lam is no easy task* 

Ilor Is It one which he would have enCGuraced or welcomed• 

Nevertheless, the attempt of such a study is essential* 

vyatlclsm grows from experience rather Wan from philosophy; 
it Is a way of life and not a theory about life* Therefore# 

the external Influences upon a man give but a half knowledge# 

which only an understanding of the man himself can complete* 

The facts concerning Robinson's life are nob extra
ordinary* Els parents were "deeply of New England*”^ Their 

Puritan ancestors tad been devoted to t^ard work and theology, 

generous and charitable towards the needy, but stern and for
midable with the erring, suspicious of emotion and enthusiasm, 

yet wryly humorous with a humor "like their own chipmunks, 
2 elusive and abrupt** A touch of poetry had also enlivened 

their high seriousness, for Robinson's mother was descended 

from a sister of Anne Bradstreet* This touch of poetry was 
to become genius in Robinson, and all that was noble, aspir
ing, and daring in this sturdy people was to find fruition 

in him i
Out of tliem—their blood, their daring, their In

dustry, their thinking, their disciplined passion—came 
the vital essence of a life, fed by them, and enriched
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by unrecordable legacies* In painful hours, their 
philosophy had as-ured tliat no sparrow fell, ex
cept by the will of Code Destiny e • • and, through tt«e 
clouds, the Light. A thousand births and deaths to 
shape at last a birth that nljht escape the common end# 
The eternal legend of mankind, remaining Incredible even 
In the moment of fulfillment.5

Robinson, born In head Tide, Maine, In 136^, had not 

been joyfully anticipated, h’or did he redeem the misfortune 

of his arrival by not being a girl, and by almost costing 

his mother ♦a life. Six montl»s passed before the baby re
ceived a name. The following year his family moved to Gardi

ner, kaine, ’’Tilbury Town,* which was to give Robinson so 

much Inspiration and heartache. Cardiner was ”Kew England 

Incarnate, el^t generations of her, kindly, proud, shrewd, 
moralistic, censorious, uneasy under the divine eye.*^

Robinson*^ childhood was by outward appearances not 

unhappy. Although he was none too good at games, he could 

walk a fence as well as any of his playmates who, according
ly, accepted him as an equal# The ripe age of five found him 

delighting in reading and reciting poetry much to his family’s 

amusement# Els mother and practically every one else In 

Maine engaged in the then current fashion cf quoting, writing 

ar.d copying verses# However, if his dreaminess did not annoy 

his parents. It did annoy his teachers, one of whom struck 

the eleven-ye&r old boy under the ear as punishment for the 

trait and caused permanent damage#
Young Robinson felt vaguely like an outsider# Even
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ae a email child he would rock hlmaelf In a chair# whose 

else swallowed Lin# and wonder why he had ever been bom* 

fie youn^ mind also Interpreted the Biblical words# "Suffer 

little children#" ae an injunction to endure* file brother# 

lean# a medical student# becme hie idol# whom he felt he 

could never equal in brilliance# and whose medical books 

terrified him with their description of diseases* Herman# 

id®in*a other brother# gave blustering promise of being what 
parents and Gardiner called a "success#" such as Edwin could 

never be*
Els parents loved him# and had his mother not delegated 

the rearing of the boys to her husband# she could hav? under* 

stood fdwin* She# like her youngest son, wus gon tie# quiet# 

and exquisitely sensitive* A Congregational1st# she was deeply 

and unostentatiously religious# whereas his father was content 

to be kind and just towards his fellow men* Eence# young 

Robinson's religious life was never a matter of serious 

concern* Ke was likelier to be influenced by the atmosphere 

at the Swantone1# whose 
ha^py household had its effect on his spiritual 

development* ltrs* Swanton was a Swedenborglan# a 
vigorous KaryMartha who was bringing up her turbulent 
sons on a pittance, * * * but giving them and their 
friends a sense of a vital Presence*1 5
High school was a happy interval* Kere Robinson 

found that he could translate and write poetry# and here he.
I

was chosen class poet* During this time he also discovered 
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an appreciative literary critic and audience in Dr* Alanson 

Tucker Schumann* a homeopath* whose delight was sonnets and 

intricate French forms• Els three school friends* Ed lioore* 

Earry de Forest Smith* and Artliur Re Gledlilll* met his need 

for sympathetic companionship*
But his friends left for college and Jobs* and Hobin* 

son* not knowing what else to do* took a postgraduate coirse 

in high school* Els studies and his letters to and from his 

friends were his solace amid his troubles at home* The 

brother who had wen his boyish admiration had bocon» a nar* 

co tic-addict* a mental and physical wreck* The fatl-er* who 

now could hardly walk* was slowly dying* The old ran had 

conceived an interest in spiritualism* and Hoblnson assisted 

him in experiments with levitation* Robinson* in wLom 

spiritualism awoke a dispassionate Interest* passed a cemetery 

during this period* and* noting a strange excitement in his 

horse* wondered whether animals could see things invisible 

to human eyes*
Such incidents could not but affect the maturing youth* 

Els essential soundness and sense of humor protected him from 

morbidity; yet the emotions common to adolescence combined 

with his agonized sensitivity to the tragedy around him shook 

Robinson* He was stirred by *troubled speculations on life 

and death; a restless mysticism, assured even In Its question* 

Ings; and a psychic sensitivity that, he suspected* might
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The following year, 1391, his father, disillusioned 

about hlgtier education by Dean’s pathetic failure, gave 

Robinson grudging consent to attend Harvard• Although en

rolling as a special student made the young poet feel set 

apart, and although the Boston physicians caused him more 

dread than relief for his serious mastoid trouble, college 

opened for Robinson a new life. He met Mowry Saben, Whose 

education as a child prodigy had almost killed him and whose 

defiant plunge Into paganism had apparently saved him* An

other friend that Robinson made was the crippled George 
Burnham, Who Influenced him towards mysticism*? Robinson, 

Saben, Burnham, and several other congenial men formed the 

Corn Cob Club, in which they discussed literature and phlloso 

phy* Paganism, Roman Catholicism, Swedenborglanism, and 

Ingersoll’s Iconoclasm, all found representation In the de

bates* Robinson was, for the most part, a silent listener; 

religious arguments confused him* He had no creed to defend, 

but was convinced that a man must be religious or be an 

animal, "and that It were better for a man to swallow all 
the camels of orthodoxy than to have no religion at all*"® 

Having no systematic philosophy, he yet "admitted a mystic 

element In his thinking, tliough he would not defend or even 

formulate It* ’I can’t argue,’ be would say, but Saben was 
conscious of an underlying conviction as firm as Plymouth
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Rocke*®

Els father1! last Illness and death interrupted 

Robinson’s college career* The old iaan*s Interest in 

spiritualise had Increased and so apparently had te sue* 

cess of bls experiments* The weird events that occurred# 

or seemed to occur# unnerved Robinson# "cutting my universe#* 
es he said later of a levitating table# "dean in half**^

Robinson had yet another year of college and once again 

left wistful for the pleasant times that he should have no 
more and disappointed because of his failure tu win literary 

recognition at Earvard^to care for tte shattered Dean and 

ti.eir failing mother* Bls other brother# approaching fl* 

nancial ruin# had turned to drink* both Dean and Berman were 

fated to die early as complete failures* Robinson not only 

felt himself a failure in the eyes of his towneaon# to whoa 

success neaat a Job and a wife# but he was suffering intensely 

with his ear* Ke feared lest at any time his disease m’ght 
bring death or Insanity* "You see#* he wrote wistfully# ut» 

taring one of his rare complaints# *my life hasn’t been such 
a pleasant affair as some men’s seems to be**^

This was ttie time when he met Jones# whose Christian 
12 Science was an added stimulus to Robinson’s idealism* The 

poet worked hard at his craft end sent poems to every reputable 

periodical In the country* For his forebodings of early death 

and his sense of failure could neither melt him into self*
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pity nor rob him of f*lth In himself: "I shall never be a 

Prominent Citizen and I thank Cod for it, but I shall be 

something just as good perhaps and possibly a little more 

permanent.Discussions of books and ideas with a gather* 
Ing of boyhood friends provided his recreation. Finding that 

one of the group was a materialist* Hoblnson* armed with 

Thomas Carlyle, whom he had discovered In college, sought 

earnestly and successfully to convert him to Idealism.
”•Idealize yourselfl* he would exclaim. ’Take your mind off 

the material and focus It on the real existence.
Hoblnson needed his own counsel to brighten those 

dark days; for In 19$6 his mother’s death plunged him Into 

utter misery. The fact that his first book of poems, the 

privately printed Torrent and the flr.ht Before, appeared less 

than a week after her death added to hla sorrow. She who had 

always worried about the future of her youngest son and for 

whom he had Intended the volume as a aiwprlse would never 

share his pleasure, now become bitterness. Two weeks after 

her death he wrote Smith, ’’Slie has gone on ahead and I am 

glad for her. You see I look on death as an advancement • • ., 
and I am very glad to st nd up and say that I am an Ideal* 
ist.wl5

Three months later In 1897 Robinson wrote Smith an* 

other letter whose contents show that the poet’s Idealism 

was Inspired by something more than Carlyle’s Sartor Resartus.
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flllow long do you think a man can live In he 11,*^ demands 

the letter singularly unretleant for Roblnsoni "I think he 

can live there a good many years—a hundred, perhaps. If 

his bowels keep In decent order—* Robinson continues, main* 

tsinlng his dry humor; *But he Isn't going to have a very 

good time—of tlie rlglit sort, at any rate—until he under* 

stands things** And how can a man understand things *ln an 

age like this when tike whole trend of thought is In the wrong 

direction—not only that, but proud of the way It is taking?* 

The age, material progress, even hell are all right, admits 

the poet* *But tiiey are damned uninteresting to one who can 

get a glimpse of the real light through the clouds of time** 

Except for this glimpse, he continues, aulaide would be bls 

only solution, had he courage to follow this way out* Fow* 

ever, he prays for another kind of courage, the courage to 

accept his present life as the best one for him and to believe 

that every man can conquer every obstacle, even death* He 

still cannot understand tlie reason for hie mother's suffer
ings; the one thing for which he is grateful is that she Is 

out of them* Otherwise, "she would hsve gone crazy** *X 

am not going crazy, for I can see some things she did not see* 

some things she could not see," Robinson declares* He 
realizes tliat lie will be deprived of "all those pleasures 

which are said to make up tl.e pleasures of this life, and I'm
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glad of it** For •there la a plea»ure—a joy—greater 

than all these little selfish notions, and I have found 

the way to it though Ide all sm."

Ee could and did do without the conventional joys of 

life* He never narrlede A shy love affair during the winter 

of 1397» the winter subsequent to the foregoing letter, 
proved no more than a dream* Be still lacked a job vrihen soon 

afterwards he went to Hew York to stay with Burnham* Be was 
never to hold the kind of position that Gardiner respected* 

Be became inspector on a How York subway for the daily wages 

of two dollars, and later, through Theodore Roosevelt*s influ
ence, he obtained a post in the Hew York Customs House* Recog

nition of the poet came slowly, although his Tristram vaulted 

him into popular fame such as few modern poets enjoy*

Robinson was always lonely, awkward, and shy* Save 

with a few Intimate friends, he never knew what to say and 

usually regretted his remarks after he had managed to make 

them* In Rew York he frequently drank to loosen his reluctant 

tongue and to forget his troubles* Robinson's
* friends urged Bumham to save him from self-destruction 

but Burnham, with Oriental faith in the moral order of the 
universe, refused to actj *1 know Robinson* tft'.en the time- 
comes he will see the necessity and do the right thing**

And although Robinson often lost faith, he never re
nounced it* The light glimpsed •through the clouds of time"
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with his own •yoa* and not with an other* a t never van let. ed# 

Ele faith expreaeod in the letter to Smith was baaed neiU.or 

on dialectica nor on sentimentality» *You will have to put 
r.e down aa a mystic# if that meant a man who cannot prove all 

■la his convictions to be true#* he wrote thirty*ttiree yeera 

later in 1930* let many a can has held convictions Wat he 

could not prove to be true# not because he was a mystic,but 

because he waa an idler or a coward# Robinson was not a 

philosopher# but neither was he mentally lasy or timid# *Once 

I thought I was in a way to be a Christian Scientist#" he told 
Smith tn We same letter# "but that will be impossible# "Ihe 
system is too dependent on unsubstantial Inferences#"10 

Robinson refused to accept a belief merely because It a- ited 
his wishes# Keverthelesa# be elung to optimlala in the teeth 

of his personal tragedies and of the peeaIsis tic philosophies 

that invited him to despair# Els poetry Is steeped in dark* 

ness and defeat# but all of It affirms that light and triumph 

have the last words# She appellation of pessimist t! at stub* 

born critics constantly gave him wearied and annoyed Fobinson# 

A reader felling to "get from my books an impression that life 

la very much worth while# even though it may not seem always 

to be profitable or desirable# # # # doesn't see what I'm 
20 driving at#* Again he said with a note of desperatlont

Row they find me a pessimist • • •# just because 
I can't subscribe to their ready«made little notions of 
things# particularly of the future# is beyond me# As a
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matter of faot9 I am more of an optimist than any of 
them**lf they must have it In their own words—for 
when I look at this life without the rosy spectacles 
and try to see it as a thing in itself* as the final 
word* it is too absurd to be thought of* Xou,ve got 
to add something* just to make sense*

A letter of Robinson^ to Kill Durant tells the phi* 

losopher that* although the poet cannot disprove the picture 

of a soulless* ruthless universe* such a universe elules his 

comprehensionl
As I do not know that such a tragic absurdity is 

not a fact* I can only know my native Inability to be* 
lieve that it is one* * • • If life is only what it ap* 
pears to be* no amount of improvement or enlightenment 
will ever compensate or atone for what it has inflicted 
and endured In ages past* or for what it is Inflicting 
and enduring today* Only the most self-centered and 
short*visioned of egotists* It seems to me, will attempt 
to deny the trath of a statement so Obvious* though I 
am aware that its obviousness Is no warrant for our 
wasting much time over it*22

T*is letter reveals a strain resembling agnosticism* 

but it is only a resemblance* ihe agnostic says* WI cannot 
prove reality because reality Is unknowable** The mystic 

says* ”I cannot prove reality because reality is beyond 

proof♦* Robinson clearly established himself upon the side 

of the mystic* when In 1<31 he wrote* *As I see It, my poetry 

la not pessimistic* nothing of an infinite nature can bo
OX 

proven or dlsproven in finite terms—meanlng words** Time 

and again his poetry asserts that words can never be the
Word itself*

Herbert Spencer* whom Macintosh calls *the typical
*24 *religious agnostic* held that "Cod, divine reality* is
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that of which we can never have experience and concerning 
which we can never think without self-contradiction.*^ 

That God cannot be experienced la the antithesis of the 

mystic*e faith* fior would Robinson have denied God can be 

the object of experience* For although "he revolted almost 

physically from certain aspects of emotional religion, * • •
26 he was conscious of a close personal relationship with Deity*"

Robinson was not an agnostic* Re was a mystic* Re 
could prove neither that life has meaning nor that God exists* 

But he was sure of meaning and certain of God* He knew too 

well the objections to thia faith and therefore could not, 

would not, be dogmatic about It* Ela natural reticence, more
over, forbade his asserting his convictions loudly* Just as 

he shrank from sensuality almost to the point of asceticism,' 
so he detested spiritual exhibitionism* His most communica

tive letters stop short of revealing bls profoundest emotions 

and experiences*
The exact nature of Robinson*8 Illuminative moments 

no one will ever know* Ee kept no journala such as Emerson 

kept, and if he had, he should probably not have recorded, 
aa Emerson did record "the Ineffable peace, yea, and the in
flux of 0od,"2? Into his soul* The letter to Smith in which 

Robinson makes his confession of idealism and of the Joy 

found therein Is bls moat direct personal expression of bls 

assurance* Mystical experience Is not necessarily, although
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it often is, eoul^ehaklng and ecetaticj it may be a calm 

and allent undercurrent, rlaing in certain moments and 

gently rippling toe surface of a life* Such mystical ex
perience must have been Robinson's*

The man cannot be resurrected to give any more infor

mation about himself* But his work lives on, and since the 

man and the poet cannot be separated, Robinson's poetry is 

the best key to his personality* "Don't look for me in my 
poetry," he warned, "you won't find me there*"^ Pe modified 

this statement when he wrote, "while nearly everything that 

I have written has a certain amount of personal coloring, I 

do not recall anything of mine that is a direct transcription 
of experience*"2^ The external experiences, the biographical

facts, do not appear, but the Inner experiences, the adventures 

of the spirit, suffuse bls poetry and make it undeniable 

proof of Robinson's personal mysticism*



CHArTER III

THE SFOBT POD'S

The variety 6n& universality of his mysticism reveals 

Itself through the poetry of Edwin Arlington FobInson. It 

would be folly to insist that mysticism is in all of bls 

poetry or that it Is the subject of all of hla poems. Robin

son was more Interested in persons than in principles.
Betsky points out that the didacticism and abstractions of 

his early poems become in bls later work the application of 

these youthful assertions and generalisationsThe poet 
grows in the understanding of the ways of truth and goodness 

and of their apparent failure In some battered lives, but he 

never abandons faith in truth and goodness. This process of 

development is natural. Either a man forsakes bls early con
victions or he proves Wem by experience. Kystlclsm, which 

underlies all Robinson's poetry, was the means whereby be 

proved to bls own satisfaction the conviction that life has 

meaning and dignity.

The short poems afford glimpses of the mystical Ideas 

upon which the long poems elaborate through detail and con

crete situations. The title poem of The Children of the Night. 

Robinson's second volume, published in 1397# proclaims his 

faith in idealism and Immortality and in the spirit of tlie 

Tapani shads counsels, "Let us in ourselves revere/The Self
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that la ttj» Universe ** The Children of the Night—-stumbling, 
doubting, falling—-are yet one with That "within the heart# 

einaller than a corn of rice# smaller than a mustard seed,” 

and "greater than the earth, greater than the heaven, greater 
than all these worlds*”^ Feeling this assurance# the poet 

urges#
Let us, the Children of the Bight#

Put off the cloak that hides the scarI 
let us be Children of the Light, 

And tell the ages what we are!

Waggoner maintains that Robinson omitted this poem 

from subsequent volumes because the poet felt It to be too 

positive# Immature# and unconsIdereda likelier reason is 

that Robinson realised the comparatively inferior quality of 

the verse* The style, and not the statement# is Immature* 

The argument tiiat suicide would be the only logical reaction 

to the cruel, meaningless existence that the naturalists# 

materialists, and mechanists posit reappears In "The yen 

Against the Sky,” which la certainly a mature poem*

The verse form In which Robinson excelled was the 

sonnet, and every type of mysticism reflected In the long 

poems Is reflected in this genre* “The Altar" from The 

Children of the Kight expresses Robinson’s Intuited con

viction that the divine order lies behind the apparent chaos 

of life* The "altar builded In a dream"symbolises heroic

self-sacrifice t



Love*e muraiur, blent
With sorrow1! warning, gave but a supreme
Vnemllng impulse to that human stream 
whose flood was all for the flame’s fury bent* 
The poet, outraged by this seeming waste of. devotion, 

cries, wThe world is In the wrong**

But the earns quenchless fury of unrest 
That thrilled the foremost of that martyred throng 
Thrilled sis, and I awoke • • ♦ and was the same 
Bewildered insect plunging for the flame
That burns, and must burn somehow for the best*

Frcan the same volume, •Credo,* which Korrle calls "one 

of the finest statements of his • * • mystio philosophy which 

Mr* Robinson has given,repeats the these of *The Altar* 

with more emphasis and clearer imagery* The poet In thia 

second sonnet Is not a visionary as be is In the first* *1 

cannot find my way, there is no star/ln all the shrouded 
7heavens anywhere** But he is still a mystic because through, 

yes, above and beyond "the black and awful chaos of the night 
♦ • ♦ X know the far»aent glory of the years/l feel the com

ing glory of the light*• The "light* remains throughout 

Robinson’s poems a symbol of the vision of the Divine*
Sometimes this light must be pursued through terror 

and despair, hardship and self-denial* But often, according 

to •sonnet* from still the same collection, careful eyes can 

see it shining near at hand* God Is transcendent, but Ee le 

also immanent I
And edien wo do so frantically strive
To win strange faith, why do we shun to know 
That in love’s elemental over-glow
God’s ^icleneas glows with light superlative?
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"Look at a branch, a bird, a child, a rose/Or anything Cod 

ever laada that grow a," the poet pleads*

Nor let the amalleet vision of it slip 
That you may read, as on DelslunsMir’a wall. 
The glory of eternal partnership*

"Bel8hasser,s wall is a curious place on which to read the 
glory of eternal partnership,*^ writes Winters* Perhaps 

Robinson did select the wrong Biblical allusion, or perhaps 

by this illustration he Intended to emphasise the necessity 

of man1 s recognition of “eternal partnership** Intez*preted 

thus, these last two verses breathe the same urgency of "the 
final message of the Upanishads"10i "Only when men shall roll 

up the sky like a hide, will there be an end of 'misery, un
less God at first be known*"11

But the tension between transcendental mysticism, the 

mysticism that conceives of Cod as wholly other than the 

world, and ismanental mysticism, the mysticism that conceives 

of God as within the world, — the paradox that exists for 

most mystics existed for Robinson* In "Two Sonnets" the 

transcendental type, which always fascinated Robinson, es

pecially during his younger years, claims his attention* 

The first sonnet denies personal immortality; the second 

affirms the typical Oriental doctrine of Impersonal Immortality, 

but could as well describe tl.e mystical experience. Oriental 

or Occidental* . "Never until our souls are strong enox^pi/To
12 plunge into the crater of the Scheme," is it possible to
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reach the essence of reality, "where atoms and the ages are 

one stuff," The soul, as Plato said, must rid itself of the 

"reptile skins of us whereon we set/The stigma of scared 

years" before it knows things in themselves. Never shall 
men know "the cursed waste/Of life" amid "the beneficence 

divine/Of starlight and of sunlight and soul-shine" till 

they "have drunk, and trembled at the taste,/The mead of 

Thought»s prophetic endlessness,"

"The Sage" beautifully describes a man who has dis

covered the treasures of Oriental mysticism, one who has 

"drunk the mead of Thought’s prophetic endlessness," "Fore

guarded and unfevered and serene,/Back to the perilous gates 

of truth" goes the Sage, perhaps Emerson or one of the 

Eastern wise men about whom Robinson and Jones had read, "To 

the Dawn that is, and shall be, and has been,"

Ee stood where Asia, crowned with ravishment. 
The curtain of Love’s inner shrine had rent. 
And after had gone scarred by the Unseen,

He finds "a treasure chest" bearing this inscription1 

"I keep the mintage of Eternity* 
Who comes to take one coin may take the rest. 
And all may come—but not without the key," 

Nevertheless, "the mintage of Eternity" may be found in 

time, and "Maya* from Dionysius in Doubt, published in 192$# 

in Robinson’s maturity, strikes a balance between the tran

scendental and the immanental views. The theme of this sonnet
is that the Maya, illusion, that Is, the world distinguished
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from the Brahman, or God as literally All in all, is in 

its place good and even necessaryI
Through an ascending emptiness of night. 
Leaving the flesh and the complacent mind 
Together in their sufficiency behind. 
The soul of man went up to a far height) 
And where those others would have had no sight 
Or sense of else than terror for the blind. 
Soul met the Will, and was again consigned 
To the supreme illusion which is right*
•And what goes on up there,* the Mind inquired,
•That I know not already to be trueT»«
"More than enough, but not enough for you,*
Said the descending souls "Here in the dark. 
Where you are least revealed when most admired, 
Tou still may be the bellows and the spark**14

The poet is here extremely subtle* The soul, the apex 
mentis,^^ finds •more than enough* for itself, but "not 

enough* for the mind, the tool of logic* Yet even the mind 

contains depths that could appreciate the soul’s discovery, 

were it nothin the dark* of an uncompromising rationalism 

where it is "least revealed when most admired**
One more sonnet from The Children of the Night, 

"Supremacy,* reveals the mysticism underlying Robinson’s 

much mi sunder stood philosophy of failure* This mysticism, 

peculiarly Robinson’s, is not so much a distinct type as an 

application of mysticism explaining how men may in failure, 

even through failure, find God* "There"is a drear and lonely 

tract of hell/From all the common gloom removed afar* 

where all the outcasts of life wander* Such men the poet 

"had slandered on life’s little star^or churls and sluggards*
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Till with a shaft of God1a eternal day. 
The dream of all my glory was undone,•* 
And with a f001*8 importunate dismay, 
I heard the dead men singing in the sun*

This idea threads many of Hobinson's poems until its culmi
nation, also the culmination of his mysticism in general, in 

The ran Who Med Twice* The spiritual epic of Fernando Nash 

reveals the profound connection between Hobinson's philosophy 

of failure and mysticism*
T^e Octaves* from the same volume, forms another group 

of short poems strongly influenced by mysticism* Ihese poems 
marked with the youthful interest in abstractions are, fit
tingly enough for this reason, largely Oriental in tone* How 

ever, the theme of "Octave X" is akin to that of the sonnet 

"Supremacy"I
We thrill too .strangely at the master's touch 
We shrink too sadly from the larger self 
Which for its own completeness agitates 
And undermines usj we do not feel— 
We dare not feel it yet—the splendid shame 
Of uncreated failure, we forget 
The while we groan, that God's accomplishment 
Is always and unfailingly at hand*17

Robinson here adds to the thought of "the splendid shame of 

uncreated failure" the idea of the sacrifice which individual 

selves make to "the larger self*" All is One, declares the 

mystic*
Yet individuals are not thrown to the scrap heap*

"Octave XIV" declares that
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Grief end ioee, 

Disease and desolation, are the dreams 
Of wasted exoellencej and every dream 
Sea in It acnethin^ of an ageless fact 
That flouts deformity and lau^a at years.
The immanental mystical experience also appears, 

"There is no loneliness,” affirms "Octave VIII,* *no matter

• • , what £ood friends/Foraake us In the seeming,* because 

"we are all at one with a complete companionship," Since One 
is in all, all are in One,

And though forlornly Joyless be the ways 
te travel, the coznpensate apirit-gleama 
Of wisdom shaft the darkness here and there 
Like scattered lamps in unfrequented streets.

The ascetic tone, nevertheless, predominates! for only "here 

and there" tlie "spirit-gleams of Wisdom abaft the darkness," 

"Octave XII" repeats the same notei

With conscious eyes not yet sincere enough 
To pierce the glisraered cloud that fluctuates 
Between me and the glorifying light 
That screens itself with knowledge, I discern 
The searching rays of wisdom that reach through 
The mist of shame’s infirm credulity.

Although the gleams of wisdom shine, they shine through "a 

glimmered cloud," the cloud that Uie world calls knowledge. 

But, the mystic insists, God "is known by unknowing," 

Therefore, tixe viewpoint of the Octaves is prevailingly 

that of the ascetic mystic, who warns that

we search 
To get where life begins, and still we groan 
Because we do not find the living spark 
Where no spark ever was.
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Only when "the credle-eongs/Of egee* give way to *the time* 

lees hyane of Love* shell men lenow *the rapture of that large 

release which aU/hlght eelenee oosEprehende* end ehall read 

With tmoppreaeed and unoffended eyee# 
The record of All«»Soul whereon God writes 
In everlasting runes the truth of Eime

"Octave VIX* is another escape to eternity, "The guerdon 

of new childhood is repose#* states the poet# and
.Once be has read t!.e primer of right thought# 
A man may claim between two smithy strokes 
Beatitude enough to realise 
God»s parallel completeness in the vague 
And incomaenrurable excellence 
That equitably uncreatee itself 
And makes a whirlwind of ti.e Universe#

This octave also repeats the Upanlshadlo teaching that the 
universe Is altematingly emanated from and reabsorbed Into 

the Godhead i *At the approach of (Brahmafe) day# all manl* 

f estat Iona proceed fraa the Vryaanlfeated# and at the approach 
of the night# they merge into e • e the Urananlfested,*3'9 

Plotinus# the Creek mystic# maintained a similar doctrine#
But all mystics# ascetic and non*ascetlc# would agree 

tiiat
The soul itself muet Insulate the Eeal# 
Or ever you do cherish in this life** 
Xn thia life or in any llfe-wrepose.

For all mystics echo Ruysbroecki "The soul finds God In 
.20 its own depths#*

All twenty*three octaves are lit by the mystical light# 

all sound tlie other*worldly note# and all echo passages in
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Emerson, Carlyle, and the Oriental aorlpturee. The number 

of myatleal terse and eysbola in the Octavee le striking* 

"Kight science* and "right thought* reflect Buddha’s Eight* 

fold Path to Kirvanai right doctrine, right discourse, right 

purity, right thought, right solitude, and right rapture* 

"All-Soul* la the Upanlshadlc Self, and the Octaves refer to 

the divine enlightenment as *wladaa,* as do the.Oriental 
scriptures* *The glimmered cloud that fluetuates/Between me 

and the glorifying light* suggests the title of the fourteenth 

century mystical classic. The Cloud of Unknowing* However# 

the unknown author of this work used this symbol to represent 

the ignorance of worldly things. In which state the soul 

comes to know God, and the vague similarity between the 

poet’s phrase and the mystic’s Is an Interesting coincidence*

Light is a universal mystical symbol, which Robinson 

employe not only in the Octeves but throughout his poetry to 

symbolise the Divine* Euxvtibaa had told him that the word 

divine In Sanskrit means llr.ht* * and to this Information 

ti^e poet nay have owed his partiality for this symbol* Els 

fondness for music gave him another metaphor to describe the 

same divine message that "light* designates, •the timeless 

hymns of Love* and "that Infinite plaln-aong/Ehlch Is Itself 

all music**

Both Eastern and Western mystics use the terms wisdom 
and love• . Yet, as a rule, Hindus and Buddhists speak of

59217



VTladoo as the way to the Infinite# and Chriatlana raf^r to 

the way of Love# "Octave XXIIw andJ,ZXIII^2Javo in tbli  

respect a Christian flavor# "Trne clean seer/3f ages#* ae* 

eordins to the former# "too securely scans what ia/Cver to 

be appalled at what is not#* For

Ho sees beyond the gloaming burrough lino 
Of Loll# ^od*s highway gleaming# and he knows 
That Love’s complete consaunlon Is the end 
Of anguish to the liberated man#

According to "Octave XXIII#*
the wako 

That melts and ebbs between that friend and mo 
Love’s earnest is of Life’s all«purposeful 
And all«triuE5>hant sailing#
This final octave presents in its last verse# "the 

erunpled wliarves of Time#* the ancient enemy of mystics# 

among whom Robinson is no exception# According to a rough 

estimate# three hundred references to the concept of time 
appear in ttie 1039 edition of his Colliet^d Poena# He calls 

time "a guest not elven to loig waiting#" an "old wilderness#" 

an "old monster#* and uses a multitude of metaphor8**"the 

dust of time#" "the whips of time#* "the Intolerable drums of 

time#* "Time»bom words* cannot record the answer of Eternity 

Tristram and Xsolt# whose human passion is a well-nigh 
mystical one# must needs have "torn life from time" to pos
sess life at all# To achieve even mortal joy swans to be as 

those medieval lovers# "lost In a gulf of time where time was 
not#" As for spiritual joy# Robinson was one with Lckl^art#
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who declaree, "Time • • # le whet keepa the light from

29  reaching use" — -----
Aside from the Octevea and the aonneta, only the long 

poema reflect to any large extent the influence of Byaticlam* 

Moreover, the long poema demonstrate ayaticlem working in 

and upon the souls of specific Individuals* It becomes 
practical, far less Oriental, and in the broad sense more 

Christian* For example, the second of "Two Quatrains,* 

which except for its verse form might belong to the Octaves* 

states tlj» idea of the mystic’s death to self and rebirth to 

spiritual life i
We shriek to live, but no man ever lives 
Till he has rid the ghost of human breath) 
We dream to die, but no man ever dies 9x
Till he has quit ttie road that leads to death* * 

The idea of rebirth came to Robinson more from the Gospel of 

John than from any other mystical source* Matthias at the 

Door* a poem of Robinson’s maturity, makes this same theme 

concrete in the life of an individual character*
The short poems are la general either abstract phi

losophy or miniature portraits* In the portraits Robinson 

paints men as they are at a given moment, but does not 
attempt to explain their characters or behavior* He portrays 

Klniver Cheevy in his futile romanticism and retreat from 

life, but tells nothing of how he has become what he Is* 

Richard Cory, paragon of ell the things that men envy, vho
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•glittered wLen ho walked,* *<me eala eucmep night,Aent 
horao and put e bullet thr-ju^h his-he&da*^end Lie secret— 

tragedy resmlna a ttyetery* ^oee poor old Job.n Everelduwa 

ol.ase women in order to forget that he himself ie followed 

by the Divine Pursuer? noblneaa ie not interested* Cliff 

Fllngenhagen ie happy beeauee he glvee the wine to others 

end drinks the woragiood himself, but to suggest what ex* 

perienee has taught him the joy of unselfishness and the 

benefits of selMisclpllne is only to surmise*
However, Eiystlelem predominates in the long poems, 

wherein Koblnson bad time and spaee to search the inner 

depths of his characters, rather than in the small portraits 

l^ieae portraits are unexcelled snapshots, but the lengthy 

narratives are studies of the human soul*



CHAPTER IV

----------- ---------- ’’TP.3 SAH AGAIH5T TE3 SKY*’------- -----------------------

Although "The Kan Against the Sky" le chronologically 

not the first of Edwin Arlington Robinson’s long poems. It le 

the logical one to study first, because It stands between the 

abstractions of his early speculative poems end the long 

character studies* The Kan reflects In symbol many a charac

ter that Robinson portrays in lifelike delineations*
The importance of this poem also Ilea In the fact that, 

instead of writing the letter to the philosopher Duxvint, the 

poet might have sent him this poem* For both poem and letter 

express Robinson's basic, mystical convictions about life 

and the universe* The poet might have sent the philosopher 

this poem, that la, had not the philosopher been likely to 

give it his own naturalistic interpretation, the precise 

opposite of Its meaning* "That wonder and pity should come 

first," Heff conments, "and the poem close In irony has dis

concerted conventional readers* Cut more flexible minds 

recognise In it the temper of the twentieth centuryThe 

temper of Robinson might likewise be recognised* For he 

shunned the obvious and despised moralising to such an extent 

that In regard to this poem he had to explain to Amy Lowell t
I must hasten to correct, or try to correct, what 

seems to be a false impression on your part* • • • Hothing 
could have been farther from my mind when I wrote "The
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Man" than any emissary of gloom or of despair* In the 
eloalny pages I meant merely, through vhat I supposed to 
be an obviously ironic medium, to cax’ry materlaliem to 
its logical end and to indicate its futility as an ex
planation or a justification of existence* Periiapa you 
will read tiie poem again sometime and observe my "lesson" 
in the last line* I ttiought of printing it In italics, 
but changed my mind since I don’t like •em*2

This frequently misinterpreted poem is an ode, free 

and eloquent of style, studded with vivid pictures, sug

gestive Biblical allusions, and massive figures of speech* 

Its eloquence, however, never becomes grandiloquence, and 

the style is never turgid, but sweeps on with the solemnity 

of sincere earnestness* The poem opens with an apocalyptic 
vision of "the glory of a world on flre"^ with sunset, where

Now burned a sudden hill. 
Bleak, round,and high, by flame-lit height made higher, 
El th nothing on It for tiie flame to kill 
Save one who moved and was alone up there 
To loom before the chaos and the glare 
As if he were the last god going home 
Unto his last desire*

Suddenly the man vanlai.es "down the fiery distance" "like 

one of those eternal, remote thin^a/That range across a man’s 

imaginings•" The lonely figure, "dark, marvelous, and in

scrutable," suggests ti;e loneliness and awe of human life*
The "sudden hill" is tie peak of experience whereon every

man sooner or later finds himself, and It is lit by "the

fires of time*" Time is aflame, burning Itself out into 

eternity*
The Man Against the Sky is Everyman, who represents
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the various types of sen who meet a cllsaatlo experienae and 

I a terpre t it ae ord lato their"na ture e e Sie poet fir at 

imagines the Kan as one whose experience has been anguisht 
Even he who climbed and vanished say have taken 
Down to the perils of a depth not knc«m» 
Froai death defended though by son forsaken^ 
The bread that every san mist eat alone*

The experience has proven a mystical one* For to such souls 

•the bread ti.at every san suet eat alone*" the bread of eor* 

row* is the bread of life* The san of wh<® Iloblnaon is here 

thinking is not defeated by defeats

He say have walked while others hardly dared 
Look on to see him stand where many fellj 
And upward out of that* as out of hell* 
He may have sung and striven
To mount where more of him shall yet be given*
Bereft of all retreat*
To a sevenfold heat****
As on a day when tliree in Dura shared
Tlie furnace and were spared
For glory*

This heroic sufferer knows glory greater than the kind known 

by earthly Babylon •who mde himself so great that God* who 

t eard/Covered his with long feathers like a bird**
Ikit the •sudden hill** the experience* is not mystical 

for every man* Or if it is* not every man can so interpret 

It* "The Lord was in this place*" and he like Jacob "know 

it not** Only* unlike Jacob* he never discovers his ignorance* 

Ee Is "possessed already of the promised land** Ke cores 

nothing for those who have made possible his easy outlook* 

who have left
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Their namee ae far behind them ae their bones# 
And jreb by dint of slaughter toil end theft# 

_______ And shrewdly sharpened stones# ------- --------------------------  
Carved hard the way of hie asoendency 
Through deserts of lost y&ars#

A nan who looks at life with such Pollyanna eyes can have 

no cystLeal experience# He can only brush against it and 

never feel it# *Chy trouble him now who sees and hrars/Fo 
more than what his innocence requiresf*

Again# the Kan Against tlie Sky may entertain what 

Hoblnson aume up ae "a sick negation born of weak denials#* 
Such a man may be an egocentric grumbler# who 

met witii atrabilious eyes 
The fires of time <m equal terms and passed 
Indifferently down#

Or he may be too lasy to question about truth and *may heve 
had for evil or for good^o argument#* Possibly he la an 

absolute egotist# indifferent towards *what without himself z 

went anywhere#/To failure or to glory#* Or. *he may have 

been the prophet of an art/Xmmovable to old idolatries#* 

a disappointed member of tiie evenOnarde# Perhaps his is 

the unhappy case of a cynic#
who now for all 

Ct any thing divine that his effete 
legation may have tasted# 
Saw trath in his own image# rather small# 
Forebore to fever the ephemeral# 
Found any barren height a good retreat 
From any swarming street#

Ee seeks solitude# not to make *the flight of the alone to 
the Alone#** but to shun th© despised mob#
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If the enigmatlo Man le any of these negative person* 

alltiea* he baa derived no spiritual benefit from hla vigil 
on the hill* He la too full of aelf to receive God* Fe 
has borely 

proved a world a aoiry thing 
In hie Imagining* 
And life a lighted highway to the total)*
However* he may be entirely different* He may be 

akin to the man whoa the poet has at first Imagined* akin In 

genuine and bitter suffering* B^t thia sufferer Las not taken 

with him *tl;e bread that every man must eat alone*" t?<e bread 

of sorrow which le also the bread of life* So* "momting with 

infirm udsearching tread/Hlo hopes to chaos led*" and hia 

cross cannot redeem them* Hoblnson believed that tragedy may 

be a mystical experience* But he did not believe that it la 
an automatic one any more than Christianity teaches that suf* 
forlng io an automatic sanctifying experience* Altliough 

Hoblnson warned readers that they would not find him In hia 

poetry* the temptation to find some of hla history in thia 
atansa la irresistible* Ke* too* had had "sick memories of 

a desd faith foiled and flawed" bofore he had discovered a 

new and deeper one* He* too* had seen "anguish fallen on 

those he loved around him" and had known "no yinng way to 

forg t*" *ev rtheless* his mystical temper* which had led 

him to idealism* had saved him from the possibilities left 
the tormented Kan Against the Sky,who
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may go forward like a etolo Roman 
Share pange and terrors in his pathway lien
or# seising the swift logic of a woman. 
Curse God and die*
This second alternative is the only sensible one that

the poet can see for the mysterious Man should he prove

like many another one 
eho might have stood aloft and looked ahead, 
Black drawn against wild red,

and ’unawed by fiery gules’ builds *a living reason out of 

moleouleaAhy molecules occurred*’ But such a man * a 

materialist# or a mechanist or whatever he likes to call him* 
self,"'••so Robinson mockingly referred to him In his letter 

to Durant*-Is "one for smiling When he might have sighed,’ and 

Discovered an odd reason too for pride 
In being what he must have been by laws 
Infrangible and for no kind of cause* 
Deterred by no confusion or surprise 
He may have been with his mechanic eyes 
A world without a meaning, and had room. 
Alone amid magnificence and doom. 
To build hlr-iself an airy monument,

conaneaoratlng his philosophy of despair* The ironical 

verses might break into the poet’s familiar dry humor, were 

not their subject too depressing for laughter* The pity that 

be felt for philosophers who so lightly destroy man’s dreams 
is in this stansa almost lost in his contempt, but not en

tirely, for ’Nahum’s great grasshoppers were such as these,/ 
Sun-scattered and soon lost*’

Robinson’s scorn for these dream-destroyers comes from 

the fact that they propose substitutes for this dream* But
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If the world le only ”* planetary trap ifcere souls are wrought/ 

For nothing but the sake of being caujnt,® no political# eoo* 

nosiio# or soientlflo utopia can make this cul*de*sao of ex

istence other than a cul-de-sac* *If after all that we have 

lived and thought#/All coses to Fought#" man has no reason 

to continue living

•Twere sure but weaklings1 vain distress
To suffer dungeons where so cany doors 
will open on the cold eternal shores 
That look sheer down 
To the dark tideless floods of Kothingnees 
^here all who know may drown* 

"The Man Against the Sky* closes with a challenge to 

the materialists to bring their philosophy to its logical 

conclusions But so certain was Robinson of the Impractica
bility of its logical conclusion# suicide# that he was amazed 

to find readers who misunderstood the Intent of this poem* 

The human race does not comialt suicide* Khy# he asks# when 

’•all wiio know may drown?" Els answer Is that not even the 

materialists of the human race "know* that "all comes to 

Kought*" Or rather# they know it only intellectually and 

theoretically# not intuitively and practically*
The verb to know* in the mystical sense# is used 

earlier In the poemi
But tills we know# if we know anythingi 
Thht we may laugh and fight and sing 
And of our transience here make offering 
To an orient word that will not be erased# 
Or save in incommunicable gleams 
Too permanent for dreams# 
Be found or known*
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If F.otlnaon waa t. • a^noatlo that scene of hie lnterpx*eters 

think hla, and not the m.etio that be was, he would never 

have written that the norlent Word* oomee win Inoonsaunicable 

gleasuiAoo permanent for dreams •" The Word cannot wbe found 

or known* by the faculties that add a column of figures or 

reduce reality to a scientific formula# but it can be found 
and known in a different way* Roblnaon la simply stating 

in bis own manner what the fourteenth-century contemplative 

stated in his# 8Of God Himself can no man think# # • • By 
love he may be gotten and holden) but by thought never#*^ 

"The Man Against the Sky* does not reflect "an at-
-7 titude of • • « patient# questioning agnosticism#*1 Keff 

has discovered that mysticism gives the poem its positive 

meaning# Comparing "The Kan Against the Sky* with In Meno- 

rlam, he writesl
Eere Tennyson is plaintive and on the defensive 

where Robinson is militantly agresslve# and the American 
poet’s myeticlam has no specific Christian coloring, the 
•orient word* coming from the East in general#®

Eeff has apparently forgotten that Robinson read in the 

Fourth Gospel of •the word made flesh#* but he has discovered 

the secret of the poem# Robinson here means more than he did 

when he confessed his inability to see "this life as a thing 

In itself# as the final word# ♦ • • You’ve got to add some
thing Just to make sensee*^

"The Kan Against the Sky* voices the desperate need of 

making sense of life# but were this need the sole theme of 
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the poem, the poet would be guilty of shallown©86 and eentl* 

mentality* However* the response to the need ie the con* 

viction that behind the shifting and essentially unreal scene 

of tragedy and terror there exists a Reality of wisdom and 

goodness* The mere fact that tragedy and terror torso time a 

appear the moi*e obvious does not disprove the Reality* and 

still less that the Reality overflows and overwhelms tradition 

al ccmcepts of itl
Shall we* because Eternity records 
Too vast an answer for the tlme«bom words 
Ke spell* whereof so many are dead that once 
In war capricio-a lexicons 
Were so alive and final* hear no more 
The Word itself* tiie living word 
That none alive has ever heard 
Or ever spelt* 
And few have ever felt 
Without the fears and old surrenderings 
And terrors that began 
When Death let fall a feather from his wings 
And humbled the first manT

"The living word** the Johannlne symbol given an Oriental 
interpretation* wnono alive have ever he&rd/Or ever spelt** 

But a few choice souls have *felt* it* have bnown it intul* 

tlvely* have seen God face to face* Yet this rapture brings 

with it "the fears and old sarrenderlngs* akin to the dread 

and helplessness In the face of death) for the soul in order 

to find God must surrender its will and die to self* This 

agonising discovery Kobinson1 s Lancelot taus t Qa«.e* an 1 the 

protagonist of Fatthias at tM I222£*»
T o various ideas in "The Kan Against the Sky* are



thus tested in the lives of nany of Robinson’s characters* 

The Kan himself is an abstraction v^ose many possible roles 

the inhabitants of Robinson’s aind-world aotualiee in their 

experience* And one of t*e spirits idioae glory it Is to 

obey ”a vision answering a faith unshaken* Is the subject of 

the next chapter. Captain Craig*



CnAPTER V

C APT A IK CrAia

Ko place baa ever appeared a leas likely dwelling for 

a myatlc than Tilbury Town* Ko man baa ever been euperflci- 

ally aeen, leaa likely to be a myatlc than Captain Craig* the 

village tramp* Edwin Arlington Robinaon bad met thia clarac* 

ter*a prototype* Alfred U* Louie, In Hew York and known him 

well* Louie waa a picturesque little Jew In hla late alxties, 

a man whose vast and thorough learning Included the European 

and fiebrale literatures, law, government, and diplomacy* He 

claimed familiarity with the nineteenth-century great of let

ters, science, and government* An expert pianist, a poet, and 

a philosopher, tlye old man must have been something of a 

mystic as Blackwood*a description suggests! *Ee was a 

Presence • • • Bia voice • • • increased the air of greatness, 
almost I had said of majesty • • • I watched him melt into 

the shadows • * • with a feeling that I watched some legend

ary figure, some ancient propliet, some mysterious priest

Turning Louis Into a Yankee and omitting the fact that 
2 he had"a goatish amsll aa though he bad alept In a stable,* 

Robinson made him the central character in the long poem 

published in l>02* Aa Louis* disreputable appearance masked 

hla brilliance and profundity, so doea the Captain’s reduced 

circumstances hide hla* Hone of bis fellow townaewn knows



Captain Craig for anything besides a sponge# name is 

Captain Craig#* he munsurs to more prosperous cltlsens# "and 
I must eat»"^ Since he does not fit the pattern of Cod-fear

ing New England thrift# his neighbors only grudgingly keep 

the skin upon his bones while they continue "to trust in God, 
and let the Captain starve**

However# a group of young men befriend him, and Captain 

Craig is the story of this friendship* The *1* of the poem, 
who represents Hoblneon’s viewpoint# gradually recognises the 

mystic in the ancient waif* Gratefully and humorously the 

Captain regales his astonished friends with his philosophyt 

"♦You are the recurrectlon and the life,•/He said# •and I the 

hymn the Erahman sings*•* Some momenta later he speaks more 

seriously* He is not ashamed of being a tramp, a failuret 

instead he feels
"a Joy to find it in his life 

To be an outcast usher of tlie soul 
For such as had good courage of the Sun 
To pattern Love**
Ao gracefully and as quickly as possible every one 

but the narrator leaves* He# perhaps fascinated, perhaps 

amused, stays to lie ar more of "tills nlmteenth-century Nir
vana talk** Captain Craig tactfully suggests to his bene
factor that two kinds of gratitude exlatt

"the sudden kind
We feel for what we take, the larger kind 
we feel for what we give**
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^Lie It Sion once maetered, ho declares, reveal* the ac -old 

tr-th that la God’s mala,
•But we have had no ears to Ila ten yet 
For more than frajpnenta of it: we have eard 
A murmur now and then, an echo here 
And there, and we have made grant male of Itj 
And we havt! made Innumerable books 
To pl^aae toe rnk-nown God, Time throws away 
Dead tho^aaada of them, but the God that knaas 
Ko death denies not oaej tiie books all count. 
The songs all counts and yet God’s male has 
Ko modes, his language has no adjeotlves,”

Th® old man’s blrd-llke mind has darted from an aphorism 

about gratitude to the mystical doo trine of the Ineffablllty 

of God, wTo know God Is to know him as unknawablesay all 
mystics, and so says the oddest of their fellowship. 

Captain Craig* Kls remarks sometimes lack logical seq'^e^cej 
the bridge between the aphorism and the leason that it re
veals is slender, unless •God’s music* be God’s self-giving. 
But during another monologue Captain Craig asserts, *God sells 

himself eternally,/3ut nevyr gives a crust,* The Captain 

ml "ht resolve his contradictory ata tomenta by explaining that 
the *8010* involves mutual eelf-glvlng between God and man. 

The Captain glows wltti southing of the Joy of st, 
Francis, Ee thinks of the Divine in terms of music, light, 
and laughter, Ke deplores the frequent tendency to make 

religion a sad-faced thiag, "God’s humor la the seisIo of 

tlie spheres,*

*We pervert 
The courage of an infinite Ideal 
To finite resignatlcm. You have made
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The eesent of your churchee out of tears 
And ashes, and the fabric will not stand,* 

warns Captain Craig, But faith will not diet

■Hot the faintest or the farthest whirled 
First atom of the least ttiat ever flew 
Stall be by man defrauded of the touch 
Ood thrilled it with to make a dream for man 
When Science was unborn,*

he adds lost his listener think that he is proposing a 

humanistic substitute♦ Ko, he prophesies with mystic 

certainty a time "when we lave earned our spiritual ears*" 

"Then shall at last coos ringing through the sun,/nxrough 

time, through flesh, a music that is true,* he declares* 

"For wisdom Is that music, and all joy/That wisdom*" Els 

mysticism is essentially immanental* The modeless xmisic 

will come "through time, through flesh," and men need not 
retreat froa life to lear it* Yet the music will also cleave 

"Through time, through flesh* in testimony that time and flesh 

are not the ultimate reel!ties* The Captain's Invitation Is 

to share the "wiser kind of joy that you stall liave/Never, 

until you learn to laugh with Ood," the kind that the Upenl shade 

proclaimi "From joy does spring all this creation, by joy Is 

It maintained, towards joy does It progress, and Into joy 
does it enter**^

For all his counsels to rejoice. Captain Craig la not 
the mystic who Indulges In ecstasy and disregards ty.e 

anguished world* Although he begins the first of his letters 

to the narrator by exulting in May and praising the child*
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epirlt# hie favorite theme of *tl-e child* Introduces a

eomber note* *We were brutes witliout him* end ere brutes 
enough with him In our midst* For although the old man "can* 

not tiilnk of anything* this spring day "that I would rather 
do than be myself** he recalls cursing

"The sunlight and the breezes and the leaves 
To think of con on stretchers or on beds* 
Or on foul floors* things without shapes or names* 
Made human with paralysis and ragsi 
Cr some poor devil on a battle«fleld* 
X^oft undiscovered and without the strength 
To drag a maggot from his clotted suiuthj 
Or women working where a man would fall** 
riat*bwa6ted clraclos of cheerfulness 
Made neuter by the work that no can counts 
Until it waits undonej children thrown out 
To feed their brains and souls on offal**

Such words as these would leave any realist* any naturalist* 

satisfied* Eowever* with Emersonian bouyancy and candor the 

Captain asks* what has all this woe to do with springt Misery 

cannot help misery* Xt will only pull those fortunates down 

into the dark share the miserable lie* "What does the child 

say?"
But It is well not to labor the point of "the child

untaught*" Both darkness and light contain truth* Captain
Craig tells of two people* a sentimental woman and a cynical 
ima* whom he has known in better days* Each cones to Captain 

Craig and asks him to talk sense Into tlie ottier person* The 

cynic growls!

••There goes a woman cursed with happiness! 
Beauty and wealth* health* horsee***everything 
That she could ask* or we could ask* io hors*



Except an Inw&rd eye for the dim fact 
Of wtiat this dark world let1*
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The woman eo oharaoterlxed gives fleeting echoes of one of 
6 Robinson*e own early sonnets#
Give him a rose. 

And he will tell you it la very sweet, 
Rnt only for a day# Most wonderfulI 
Show him a child, or anything that laughs. 
And he begins at once to crunch his wormwood#1

Robinson perhaps mocks his own one-time unthinking Idealism 

and mysticism* The Captain is guilty of no such thoughtless

ness# Which was right and which was wrong, the cynic or the 

IdealistT Both, answers the old man# A demon dwells in the 

sunlight as well as in the shadows, but because the demon In 

the shadows Is obvious. It is well to look out for the demon 

In the sunlight# An easy faith too often blinds men to human 

suffering# Only "the child," whoa mystics frequently use as 

a symbol of receptivity or wisdom, "the child that Is the 

savior of all ages,/The prophet and the poet," can "with 

Love*s unhonored fortitude* teach

"The candor and the generosity. 
By leave of which we smile If we bring back 
The first revealing flash that wakened us 
when wisdom like a shaft of dungeon-light 
Came searching down to find us#*

Among the titles wi^lch Captain Craig gives *ti4 child" 

Is that of poet# To the Captain, poetic Insight and mystical 
intuition, "the light," are Identical# "With a few good 

glimpses I have had/of heaven through the little holes In 

hell," ho writes in his second letter.



*1 can half understand what price It la 
The poet pays* at one time and another. 
For those Indemnifying Interludes 
That are to be the kernel In what Ilves 
To shrine him when the new-born men come slnglnge*

These words Identifying the poet with "the new born men," 

those who share the chlld-splrlt, suggest Bremond*s thesis 

that the poet shares within great limitations the myBtlols 
7 revelation*1 The Tilbury seer, however, would think tliat 

Bremond was splitting hairs I for Captain Craig, the poetic 

and the mystic experience are one*

Be la cure that he has partaken of this experience.

To what degree he cannot say, but he Is no less certain! 
"Though I have lived through barren years enough 
To make me seem—as I transmute myself 
In downward retrospect from what I am— 
As unproductive and as unconvinced 
Of living bread and the soul's eternal drau^t 
As a frog on a Passover-cake in a streamless desert. 
Still do I trust the light that I have earned. 
And having earned, received*"

Captain Craig's phraseology—"barren years," "unproductive," 

"the light that I have earned"—suggests, not only the attain

ment of the mystic’s goal, but also the periods of dryness 

that many mystics experience before they achieve union with 

God,

The third letter describes in language like beautiful 
and solemn music a dream that the Captain has t^ad* It is a 

dream of Christ, the Carpenter of Kazareth, who appears to 

the old man sitting beneath the sycamores and cedars* The
Captain la weary to the point of desperation, but afraid to 
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sleep lest he wake no more* Ele dull tools lie beside him* 

"But soon, end In the distance. 
Concealed, importunate, there was a sound 
Of coming steps,—and I was not afraid; 
No, I was not afraid then, I was glad; 
For T could feel, with every thought, the Man, 
The Mystery, the Child, a footfall nearer* 
Then when he stood before me, there was no 
Surprise, there was no ^tMistlonlngi X knew him, 
AS I had always known him**

Christ asks Captain Craig what he is doing there* ”X was a 

carpenter," replies the Captain, "But there was nothing in 

this world to do*" Christ picks up the tools and, smiling, 

asks him whether he Is sure that there was nothing, whether 

he Is sure that he has learned bls trade* "No, you are not," 

says Christ and laughs* Tlie tools ax*e dull, the Easter ad
mits, and would not be very sharp If they were ground* Never 

theless, he blds the Captain clean and grind his tools, put 

new handles on them, "and then go learn your trade In Kasa* 

reth*/Only be sure that you find Nasareth*" "But If I 

starve^" the old man questions anxiously* In answer, 

Christ smiles*
Captain Craig writes that In his dream, when the Kata* 

rlne lauded he himself did not, although be might well have* 

The reason for the laughter end the smile Captain Craig gives 

some lines later* Ee tells of a man
"Who dreamed that he was Aeschylus, reborn 
To clutch, combine, compensate, and adjust 
The plunging and unfathomable chorus 
Wherein we catch, like a bacchanale though thunder. 
The chanting of the new Eumenldes, 
Implacable, renascent, farcical. 
Triumphant, and American*"



The young man died before he fulfilled the premise In him,

and Captain Craig rejoices that he died young, for
"That measure would have chased him all his days. 
Defeated him, deposed him, wasted him. 
And shrewdly ruined him—though in that ruin 
There would have lived, as always it haa lived. 
In ruin aa in failure, the supreme 
Fulfillment unexpressed, the rhythm of Cod 
That boats unheard through songs of shattered men 
Wo dream but cannot sound it*"

These words reflect Foblnson1! own mystical view of failure 

that runs throughout his poetry, that finds climax and ex
planation in the story of Fernando Sash*

Captain Craig*s friend returns to find the old man 

dying. But the Captain as gayly and aa grandiosely aa ever 

promises to read the next day "some clauses of a jocund 

Instrument,” hie will* His friends return, and from under

neath his pillow he produces the document that beginst

*1, Captain Craig, abhorred iconoclast. 
Sage-errant, favored of the Mysteries, 
And self-reputed humorist at large. 
Do now, confessed of my world-worshiping. 
Time-questioning, sun-fearing, and heart-yielding. 
Approve end unreservedly devise 
To you and your assigns for evermore, 
God*s universe and yours*8

"A jocund instrument,8 trulyl But everyone of hla tongue-in- 
cheek phrased Captain Craig haa discussed with utmost serious 

news* Be Is an iconoclast, a wandering sage, a mystic, a 

humorist, simultaneously of the world, "world-worshiping,8 

and not of it# "time-questioning*8 fie fears an optimism 

born of ms re speculative trust in tl.e light, H sun-fa ar Ing";
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Kle will aalnly reiterates what he has said before* 

Ee la glad that he has made men lau^ij for human laughter Is 

a fragment* If an Infinitesmal one* of God’s* and le humbly 

believes that be has "somewhat reoognlsedAh* formal measure 

of lt*w He calls himself both fortunate and failure* "what 

men lose/Kan gains*" and as long as the losses do not affect 

hlmeelf* no one worries over them* "This Is right** asserts 

the Captain, save when "the devil In the sun/Mlsguidoc us*" 

In that case
"we go darkly where the shine 

misleads us* and we know not wliat wo sees 
we know not if we fly or If we falls 
And If we fly, we know not where we fly*" 

Nevertheless he Inserts "an urging clauae/Por climbers 

and up-fIlers of all sorts," even for those who will crash 

unheard* The Captain emphasises that although "tl^o crash say 

count/Vndoubtedly, and earth be fairer for It," crashing In 

Itself has no virtue* Failure does not automatically make 

men winners or benefit mankind* Only the flesh "alls us, 

the spirit knows no qualm/Ho failure* no down-falling•" 

Climb high, he blds his friends* and never mind the Jeers 

or the warnings*

"Only know. 
As mH as you know dawn from lantern-light 
That far above you, for you, and within you. 
There burns and shines and lives* unwavering 
And always yours, the truth*"

These words synttieslse the various views of various mystics*
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The truth# the light# traneeende bmsui# but# ee it le for nan# 

it la also within his* Xt burnt aa an unapproao?:able fire# 

It ehinea as a steady light to draw men# and it lives within 

sen that they may live# Captain Craig shares the vision of 
St* John* The light to which men blind themselves is still 

”tl-e true Light# which llghteth every man that cometh Into 
the world**

Although It may be the flesh that alls us# Captain
Craig Is not advocating asceticism* Keither the austerities 

of a hermit nor ttie orgies of the Greek mystery cults# though 

both phenoaena are shot through with mysticism# guarantee the 

Llf^htl
"The truth we seek and equally the truth
We do not seek# but yet may not escape#
Was never found alone through flesh contempt 
Cr through flesh reverence* Look east and west 
And we may read the storyl where the light 
Shown first the shade now darkens| where the shade 
Clung first# the light fights westward-*though tho shade 
Still feeds# and there is still the Orlent*"

Farlier when he urged hla friends to follow the light# he was 
the Transoendentailst# heir of Xew England evangelism* In 

the passage just quoted# he 1s no less of a Transoendentailst# 

for Transcendentalism drew upon the Orient* But Captain Craig 
also reflects noblns on’s own interest in Eaatera religions* 

Els words render specific passages from other poems, already 

noted* 'loblnson’s sage goes "back to fierce wisdom and the 
Orlent#/To the dawn that is# that shall'be# and has been*"8 

The Octaves are full of Oriental mysticism* *Tfe T'cn Against the
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Sky* speaks of *an Orient word**z Captain Craig1! remarks 

are none too clear In detail* PresumalDly, since Eastern 

culture la older than Western culture, "where the ll^ht/ 
Shone first* means tlie Orient* "Where We shade/Clung first* 

means We west, although the next phrase *tte light fights 

westward" seems to make it come from the region where the shade 

first clung* Perhaps the Captain means Wat the radiance of 

Clirlstlanlty and We Oriental religion fuse Into one llglit, 

and shadows, the differences between the religions do not 

count* The light is the light Wat all mystics behold*
After various oilier "clauses" the will reaffirms that 

he has seen We light, not as an aloof seer, but as a suf
ferer among the suffering* Once he thought Wat men’s deeds 

should be rewarded In some way besides "We spacious way of 

words*" But suddenly he discovered that rewards are noWing* 

that We light Is a 111
"The wisdom of a warm thought woke within me 
And X could read We sun* Then did I turn 
ty long-defeated face full towards We world. 
And tiirough We clouded warfare of It all 
Discern the light* Through dusk Wat hindered it, 
X found We truth, and for the first whole time 
Knew Wen Wat we were climbing* Kot as one 
Wo mounts along wlW his experience 
Bound on him like an Old Kan of the Sea— 
Kot as a moral pedant who drags chains 
Cf Lis unearned Ideals after him 
And always to the lead-like thud Wey make 
At time a a cold inhospitable chant 
Of All Wings easy to the Kon-Attaoled— 
But as a man, a scarred man among men, 
I knew It, and I felt We strings of thought 
Between us to pull tight the while I strove) 
And if a curse Came ringing now and Wen
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To my defcnd&d earet how could I know 
The lictit; that burned above raw and within K»e 
And at the aama tiae put on cap»aud*bslls 
For such ae yet were ^roplagt” 

trh<m a xaan heart
•But once on all hie joaraey, tincln^ down 
To find him# the gold*throa^d forward call# 
What way but oae# what but U4e forward way 
Shall after that call guide hla?”

When he hat made melody of confualon# can he be tom again 

by discord? Or# having wRead the book of wisdom in toe eun#* 

ehall he turn back
•to scan some huge

Elood*lettered protest of bewildered men
That hunger while be feeds whore they would starve
And ell absurdly perish?”
The following day the eld fellow telle the friends of 

another dream he has had this morning. Ee and ramiet meet on 

toe wharf of Letoe where Hamlet is tugging at a large weed 

and says that he is predestined to uproot it. Captain Craig 

tells him that es long as he talks that way he can never pull 
It up# Hamlet at first glares# then laughs# *And we had 

elsel on the strength of it#*

Along comes a crocodile# Captain Craig and Hamlet 
step upon its beck. Hamlet starts to try to uproot another 

weed and still insists that he met pull It up# Hamlet is 

seised by a fierce hunger# and toe two men kill and eat the 

crocodile# Hamlet goes back to his teak# the weed snaps# 

end Hamlet falls Into the water and is drowned.
Perhaps Captain Craig*8 mind is wandering as his friends
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believe* Ferbape he le elao trying to tell them that Hamlet 

la one of thoae persona who attempt to help mlaery by being 

miserable instead of by obeying the light* Captain Craig 

chides hla friends for their amaxed looks I I
•Why do you look like thatt

You don’t believe me? Crocodiles—Why not? 
who knows what he Laa eaten in bio life? 
Who knows but I have eaten Atropos?*

Atropos la the Fate that cuts the thread of life* Captain 

Craig feels sure of immortality* After the dying man begs 

hla friends piteously to stay awhile, he tolls them as much, 

and asks them ehy, if they think never to see him again, they 

have listened to him so long and ao eagerly* The Captain 

falls to thinking that he la Socratest •The truth la yours, 

God’s universe io yours* • e/Goodbye • • • good eltlsens • '• 
give me the cup** The last words upon the lips of Captain 

Craig is "Trombones,* reminding his friends to have a brass 

band at hla funeral*
Most critics have appreciated the Idealism and the 

Transcendentalism in Captain CralE* even if they have not 

realised the extent of the Captain’s mysticism* The poem le 

not all myatlclsm; the Captain does not ait in the cloudless 

realms of contemplation* He is a social critic, a reader of 

books, and a lover of good company. The poem la not all 

phlloaophyi It la a character sketch and It la poetry of 

frequent high order* It la by no means perfect poetry and 
la often as needlessly wordy as the Captain la loquacious*
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But the Captain la a myetlo* Ee, in Stovall1® words# 

"learned that failure la of the flesh# not of the spirit# 

and that humanity gains more by the failure of Individual 
men than It gains by their worldly successYet Stovall 

fails to see the mystical Implication of thia lesson* Kay 
11 Sinclair calls Captain Cral^ "a drama of the Unapparent*" 

But It reveals more than "the divine soul hidden in the 

starved body of that •sequestered parasite#* a soul that had 

the courage to be itself# abiding in its dream# facing the 

world as a superb failure*" The poem reveals the reason 

for this courage*
Surely Vinters errs by saying that although Captain 

Craig and Count Pretael von ffurburger the Obscene
"talk as If they were paraphrasing Emerson# * * * 
Captain Craig Is a character sketch# not a philosophic 
poem# and although ttiese two characters are treated 
with affection# Uiey ere also treated with Irony# and 
It seems unlikely that Robinson admired them without 
reservations*" *v*

Captain Craig is primarily a character sketch* Robinson does 

view the Captain with irony—his bombast# his sometimes heavy 

humor, his whole predicament* But this fact does not pre
clude philosophy* Ror la Count Pretsel# described as "a 

vagabond# a drunkard# and a sponge#" equated with the Captain 

That Robinson considered the Captaln*s words "perfectly in 
-121 character" with someone like the Count is doubtful* The
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narrator of the poem apeaka for Robinson and eohoea the 

Captain*a words with reverencet
The ways have scattered for us, and all thine* 
Rave changed| and we have wiedoa, I doubt not. 
More fit for the world*a work than we had then) 
But neither parted ways nor eent per cent 
^ay starve quite out the child that livea In us— 
The Child that la the Man, the Mystery, 
The Phoenix of the world#



CHAPTER VI

THE ARTKHRIAS POOS

A long road aeema to gliamer fraa Captain Craig and 

Tilbury Town to King Arthur end hla court* To a casual ob« 

server the Middle Ages provides richer soil for the flower* 

lag of xaysticlsia than do the Captaints dingy rooms* For 

Edwin Arlington Robinson, however, the change in setting was 

unlmportante Whatever reason the poet hed for selecting a 

medieval background, it was not to escape the quandaries of 

modern life* Only the physical settings differ) the spiritual 
milieu remains one* Merlin and lance lot have problems no 

less complex than Roman Bartholow and Matthias, and, in some 

respects. Merlin, lanoelot, and Tristram are more contemporary 

than Captain Craig* As historical writing, the Arthurian 

trilogy la a failure) for the poet has to remind his readers 

by sparsely scattered archaisms and occasional references to 

confessors and hermits that he is telling of medieval times 

and folk* Morris correctly describes the characters of these 

poems as ’a singular modern expression • • • of the perpetually 
recurrent moods of the human spirit"^ seeking Immortality, 

beauty, knowledge, freedom, and the meaning of life* But 

history, time, is not an ultimate to the Eystlcal-mindsd 

Robinson) therefore, it should not be such in the evaluation 

of hla Arthurian poems*
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These poems were not written in immediate successIon» 

T*erlln appearedtln lC17e Lancelot in 1020# and Tristram in 

1?27« But to discuss them together is logical and necessary• 
The first two poems are closely interrelated* Tristram is 

not as intimately related In plot or theme to Berlin and 

lancolote but a mystical element pervades it*

I*

The mystical element in Berlin and Lancelot is the 

symbol of "the Light** Captain Craig, too, speaks of “the 

light,* but in these two later poems tie word Is capitalised* 

Perhaps the capitalization has no significant purpose, or 

perhaps it shows that "the Light" has ass’imed even greater 

Importance to the poet* This Light he defines as
simply the Light of the Grail, interpreted uni-* 

versally as a spiritual realisation of Things, and their 
significance* I don’t see how this could be made any 
more concrete, for it is not the same thing to any two 
individuals*8

It is the mystical light, the revelation that visits, in 

what fora it will, each soul prepared for It*
Berlin opens with a conversation between the King’s 

fool, Dagonet, and the llght-haarted, lightly•loving Gawalne* 
The fool recalling the musing knight from his dream intro* 

duces the Grail-motif as surely as Wagner does in Parelfalt
"Think ye that If ye look far enough 

And hard enough into the feathery west
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And if ye look for neither Grail nor lady, 
Shat look ye for to see, Gawalne, Gawalne?" 2

The "lady* la Vivian, for whom the visard Merlin has 

deserted Kin^ and Canelot and under whose spell he has 

become young again* In discussing thia spectacular love 

affair Dagonet Introduces another theme that runs through 

the Arthurian poems, tlie time*tl.emei

"Time swings
A mighty scythe, and some day all your pe&ce 
Goes down before its edge like so ouch clover**

The fool Is but echoing the mystical doctrine that time Is 

man's foe*
Arthur, fearing disaster for his realm,has summoned 

Merlin home* A group of Arthur's knights are discussing the 

dark situation* "Ee're late now for much praying, tamorak,* 

says Sir Bedlvere voicing the general feeling of Impending 

doom,

•when you and X can feel upon cur faces ‘ 
A wind tliat has been blowing over ruins 
That we had said were castles and high towers**

Modred seeking the King's overthrow, the Queen's unfaithful* 

neas with Arthur's favorite knight, Lancelot,—all things 

spell total destruction for the old orderi

•For me I see the shadow of the end, 
Wherein to serve King Arthur to the end. 
And, if God have It so, to see the Grail 
Eefore I die**

But Lamorak, "the man of oak," the tough-minded realist, 
growls that notlilng can be done for such a state of affairs
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except to “let *ea go, end see what comes of •eae* * WA1 for 

the Grail,• he la not concerned! "X^ve never worried It, and 

so the Grail/I’as never worried me,*
^tien comes the flashback of a eonvoreatlon between the 

tormented Arthur and the love^possessed I'erlln# Th® vise man 
who has made Arthur king tells him that Camelot is doomed. 
But Arthur is not to despair, for wthe time is immindnt when 

he shall eome/For whom X founded the Siege Perilous,® Like 

many such sensitive souls
®he shall be too much a living part 

Of what be brings, and what he burns away in. 
To be for long a vexed inhabitant
Of this mad realm of stains and lower trials,®

"And here the ways of God a^aln are mixed,® says Merlin,
conBclous of the paradoxes of life,

®For this new knight who ia to find the Grail 
For you, and for the least who pray for you 
In such lost coombs and hollows of the world 
As you have never entered, is to be 
The son of him you trasted«*Lancelot, 
Of all who ever jeopardised a throne 
Sure tlie most evll*fated,®

Arthur gloomily resigns himself. He will await hie ®new

knight® tdio is to find the Grail, ®Though I shall see no 
Grail, For X have bullt/On sand and mud, and I shall see
no Grail,®

Kerlln makes hie own confessionI
"»or I,® said Merlin, "Once X dressed of It, 
But X was burled, I shall see no Grail, 
Her would I have it otherwise, I saw 
Too ouch, and that was nevor good for man. 
The man who goes alone too far goes mad** 
In one way or another,®
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Arthur h*i been too ehallow and too materlalietio to behold 

the Vision* Yet £erlln*s condition is worse| he Is oapable 

of seeIng the Light# but ho fears that the pries of seeing 

It Is too high* Merlin implies that the Light has given him 

his superior wisdom* By the Light he can read the future* 

But the blinding Light itself he has never seen* Els pre* 

dlcament Is that described by Eckhart 1
Know that wtian you seek your own you never find 

God there till you seek God alone* You seek something 
with God and do with him Just as thou^i you made him 
a candle with which to look for sewne.thingi and having 
found it you throw the candle away* *

Merlin has used the Light# but he dares not let it use him* 

Ee dares not because ti.ere are other things that he 

loves better than it* Ttiere are other things that he loves 

more than his king# and Arthur knows It* In accordance with 

his preferences# Merlin leaves Camelot for Brocellande and 

Vivian*

The wisard now cares only for the wlsardry of love* 

•l have not lived in Time until today#" he tells Vivian* 

But Vivian In her woman’s wisdom knows better* "We are out 

of Tlme/And out of tune with Time#" she tells him later) for 

time, unless man transcends it—and this fact Vivian does 

not know—defeats human happiness* Their paradise always 

rests uneasy* Berlin fears that "there may be specks" in 

tlielr cup of pleasure* Vivian lives In constant terror lest 

her lover go away*
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Go eiway he does idien Arthur eende for him* But L'er- 

lln returns to Vivian and declares.
So kings are coning on their hands and knees q ? 
Kor yet on horses or in chariots r S
To carry me away from you again**

But he cannot keep bls promise* Be has sesn Arttiurts kingdom 

doomed because Arthur has "built on sand and mud* and "will 

see no Grail** Merlin has shut himself to the same Light and 

knows that he has done so* Re muses In self-awarenessi

*The man who sees
2Say go on seeing till the immortal flame 
That lights and lures him folds him to its heart. 
And leaves of what tliere was of him to die 
An item of inhospitable dust 
That love and hate alike oust hide away*” 7

But Merlin has been unable to thus sacrifice himself* The

Light, nevertheless, has lured hlmi

*0r there may still be charted for his feet 
A dimmer faring, idiere the touch of time s 
Fere like the passing of a twilight moth 7 z 
Pros flower to flower Into oblivion. 
If there ware not somewhere a barren end 
Of moths and flowers, and glimmering far away 
Beyond a desert where the flowerless days 
Are told In slow defeats and agonies. 
The guiding of a nameless light that once 
Bad made him see too much and has by now 
Revealed in death, to the undying child 
Of Lancelot, the Grail**

Merlin must take the "dlfisner faring*” The "nameless light”

is not the Grail, the Light* It merely points to It* Merlin 

Is caugl.t in the Ko-Man^s Land between blindness and vision, 

and cannot escape in either direction* Bo Is a mystique
/

manque* not as Bremond says the poet is, from necessity, but 
from timorousneea
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Eaa many rays to throw, for many men *
To follows and the wise are not all pure. 
Nor are the pure all wise ^10 follow It*"

"I see the light," sighs tie wise man of this leaser light 

pointing to the Grail, or perhaps the Light itself seen from 

a deadly distancst—"But l shall f&ll before I come to it." 

Tet, though he sees nothing for hloeelf save failure and 

death, he must return to do what he can.
The wisard finds Camelot approaching the state that 

he has foreseen, Lancelot has abducted the Queen and made 

Gawalne a mortal enemy by unwittingly killing his two brothers, 
Kodred has attacked Arthur and war rages,

"It means the end," Berlin tells Dagonet, "and you 

may pray for me or not,/Sir Friend, Sir Dagonet," "Sir fool, 

you mean," cries the jester bitterly; "when Berlin comes to 

Dagonet for prayer,/lt is indeed the end,"

But Merlln^who sees farther than Dagonet,replies, 

"And in the end 
Are more beginnings, Dagonet, than men 
Shall name or know today. It was the end 
Of Arthur’s insubstantial majesty
When to him and to his knights the Grail foreshowed 
The quest of life that was to be the death 
Of many, and the slow discouraging 
Of many store. Or do I err in this?"

Ko, answers Dagonet, a Lltht did shine, "a Light wherein men 

saw themselves/In one another as they might become, Gawalne 

swearing to find the Grail or die was the first and most 

clamorous to follow. But "he carte back as living and as fit/
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For new end old Iniquity a» ever*" Lancelot "case back from 

eeelns what he saw,* and ’’thouj-h his passion holds hla like 

hot clawsx/re1! neither in this world or out of it**
*They told of Percival 

Kho saw too much to stake of this worn life 
A long necessity, end of Galahad,

------------- Who dled and is alive, They all saw Something* 
Cod knows the meaning or the end of it, 
But tliey saw Soaething**

Berlin’s only way of rendering these tragic and tresendoua 

times intelligible is to believe that every men is "a 

groping thought/of an eternal will” and that sometimes a 

thought becomes swollen beyond its own importance* Self* 

Ishness and refusal to obey the Light have destroyed Arthur’s 

kingdom* lhe only hope is *the torch of woman" and Galahad’s 

light that are "yet to rule the world*”

According to Robinson, "’the torch of woman’ is to 
5 be taken literally*” Berlin, like Captain Craig, is preach* 

ing mysticism, but not asceticism* ken are to follow the 

spirit, but not to the destruction of the flesh* Cagonet 

cannot understand this doctrine* Ea doubts its practice* 

bility, and says with medieval world-weariness, "The world 

la done/For me*” Merlin’s meaning, however. Is surely broader 

than Dagonet supposes* Love for God and love for man are 

the two essential pillars on which a righteous society must 

rest* Men must see the Light and in Its radiance view their 

* brothers* Merlin has been able to do neither* He has seen 
from afar the Promised Land, but has not dared enter* Ee
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end the fool leave behind a deed world and together eet out 

Into the night» while

Colder blew the wind 
Across the world* and on It heavier lay 
The shadow and the burden of the nlghtj 'e~ 
And there was darkness over Camelot*

«• LANCELOT

Kerllnte story ends In tragedy* Lancelot's story Is 

laid against the same gloomy background as the seer's* but 

the knight achieves a personal triumph* Berlin Is a prophet 

but he. sees only Into time* Lancelot looks beyond time Into 

eternity* Bls vision is no easy one to behold* but* unlike 

Berlin* he does not draw back In terror*

Like Merlin, Lancelot stands between two worlds* but 
Lancelot Is not paralysed* His indecision is that of one 

who knows ^aat he has already decided* Gawalne finds him in 

thia mood of brooding and silence and oblivion to all about 
him* Finally he comes to himself and tells Gawalne* "I go 
tomorrow•*

"No man has known you for the man you were/Before you 

saw ate ver *twas you saw," says Gawalne referring to tlie
search for the Grail* Lancelot ignores the Implied question 

For Gawalne has admitted that he saw nothing* and so could 

not understand Lancelot's vision* Lancelot merely explains 

that he Is leaving Camelot* not because he dreads the two



•worde •parching for the blood of Lancelot,” nor eolely 

because "the fire* of God are my one fear** "For there it 

one fear more,” which Caeaine knows is Guinevere* Arthur** 

once loyal knight realises that she may keep him from his 

quest* This hindrance must not be) for, says Lancelot, his 

way

•Leads off to battles that are not yet fought. 
And to the Light that once had blinded me* 
ehen I came back from seeing vdiat I eaw, 
I saw no place for me in Camelot**

Ke still sees no place for him in Casslot or anywhere else 

•save where the Llght/^ay lead** Gawaine correctly analyses 

Lancelott ®You are a thing too vaporous to be sharlng/lhe 

carnal feast of life**
Guinevere appears, smiting Lancelot once more with her 

white and gold beauty, and Gawaine leaves the lovers alone* 

Gawaine is lauding at their guilty secret, the Queen insists 

Lancelot assures tier that he does not fear Gawaine, for the 

fickle kni^tit la as much hie friend as he is any man*8* Ko 

sooner than Guinevere ceases to worry about Gawaine than a 

worse dread visits her* Although Lancelot reminds her, *1 

saw your face, and there were no more kings,* he gently 

implies that such a tis» is over* *Xt la youraelf/That I 

see nowi* he cays sadly, *And if I saw you only/l might 

forego again all other service•* Guinevere knows ^xat else 

Lancelot sees besides her: "Tt^ere la a Light that you fear
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core today/Than ell tiie darknese ti^at has ever been*0 Thon 
eho e9ySt more to convince hereolf L;an Lancelot^ "Yet I 

doubt not that your llt.ht will bum on/For eozae time yet 

without your ministratlone* SLe Is even glad that trie 

danger from Modred cakes Lancelot think of her safety*
But Lancelot# faltering# tries to tell her that not 

even her safety can keep him from his purposee She under* 

stands* She has seen him change even uefore the advent of 

the Grail* For "It was God# not s<xnething new that called 

you*" Despite her ccttoprehensloQ# she cannot but remind him 

of "those two Elaines#" one of whoa "Is dead# poor child# 
for you*" "How do you feel#" Guinevere aeke plaintively# 

"you men# when women die for you? They do#/Sacetlmes# you 
know* Kot often# but sometimes*"

Lancelot attempts to smile away her words as "an un* 

related rambling*" nevertheless# he knows that they are no 
such tiling; he realises her heart-broken passloi for him* 

Before Guinevere leaves him# she asks Lancelot to come to 

her tonight while Arthur Is eway on a hunt*

She leaves without his answer# hat he will come* 

Lancelot cannot refuse her this last meeting* It may Imperil 
his resolution and her life# but be realises painfully that 

s^e has not his mystic vision to sustain her* "Time# tide# 

and twillghtw»and the dark;/And then# for me# the Light* But 

what for her?"
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Ria own spiritual certainty has not cursed Lancelot 

with eeLf-rlfihteoueness* "Eho Is this Lancelot that has 

betrayed/nla Kln^, and served him with a cankered honorfw 

he asks In a passion of self•recrimination* •sho Is this 

Lancelot that sees the Ll^ht/And waits now In the shadow 

for the dark?" And this King* this Arthur, secure In willful 
Ignorance, who la he? Who and ifoy are tliese "kings, queens. 

Came lots?" "What is thia dim world" tl^at he would, and can
not, leave tonight "because a Queen Is In It and a Klng/Eas 

gone away to some place where there*a huntingwhat are 

kings, asks Lancelot once more, and

"When are they 
To know that men must have an end of tiiera 
when men have seen the Light and left the world 
That I am leaving now?"

A base of unreality has shrouded all things since he 

has seen the ULght* Be rebels against the right of anything 

to exist except his vision* with more justification he fore

sees, like Berlin, that sacrifices must be made to the Light* 

Yet he thinks sardonically of tonight when he will "prove/ 
Row merry a man may be who sees the Light" and nearly despairs i 
"Cod, what a rain of ashes fall on hlia/who sees the new and 

cannot leave the oldJ"
Even aa Lancelot contemplates the possibility of 

leaving Camelot and Guinevere this very hour 

the silver lights of memory 
Shone faintly on a far-off eastern shore
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Khere he tad seen on earth for the last time 
The triumph and ttie sadness in the face 
Of Galahad, for whoa the Light was waiting*

In vleion he sees tl.e face acain, and *hiB flickering will 
abjured hia/To follow it and be free** But the vision 

fades as he pursues it# and Guinevere*s face appears to his 

Imagination* Once more hie desires have stalemated* — 

However, not for long* This night Arthur surprises 

the lovere in their sin* Els mad grief makes the King con* 

demn Guinevere to the flames, from which Lancelot rescues 

her, but not without unknowingly killing Oawaine's unarmed 

brothers* When Gawains insists that Arthur avenge him, the 

King wages double war against Modred and against Lancelot, 
who has taken the Queen to Joyous Gard*

The name of his castle has a bitter sound to Lancelot* 

For having wrou^it havoc in one night he desires only Gala
had’s vision* Joyous Gard has an even bitterer ring to 

Guinevere, who realises ttiat Lancelot has forfeited peace and 

honor for her,whom he no longer holds d*ar* She begs him to 

surrender* But he cannot do so without killing Gawalne, whom 

he wishes to harm no further, or yielding Guinevere to 

Arthur’s anger*
nevertheless, the Light shines steadily on against the 

holocaust and, for the reader, discloses something more of 

Its nature* Sir Bora, expostulating with Lancelot about the 

fruitless carnage, saysl



•l aaw once with you, in * far land.
The glimering of a Light ttiat you aaw nearer**
Too near for your salvation or advantage. 
If you be what you seen* What I eaw then 
Made life a wilder nyatery than ever. 
And earth a new illusion* You, maybe. 
Saw pity and grief* what I saw was a Gleam, 
To fight for or to die for**

Lancelot is no sijnple*he&rted knight to think tixat the Grail 

can be won by combat* As Bora perceives, Lancelot’s Light 
is not for Camelot,

*Bor more for Rome; but for another state 
That shall be neither Rome nor Camelot, 
Nor one that we may name** {

Guinevere tells Lancelot more explicitly, "The Light you 

eaw was not the Light of Home** The Light does not a1 ine 

through creeds and ceremonies, but falls directly on the 

naked soul* Even the most orthodox mystic ultimately obeys 
Suso’s maxim, *Keet on nothing which io not God**^ And 

Lancelot’s Light is nothing less than God known intensely 

end immediately*

God known directly is also God known dangerously 

because nothing may obstruct His way* Merlin has dared not 

pay the price of full vision, but Lancelot dares and Guinevere 

knows that he does* Her desperate love, however, still re* 

fuses to admit the fact* "Am I not anything nowt* she asks, 
and lacerates him with the reminder that she wore for him 

*tne fiery crown it self/Of human torture** Bhy did he eave 

her? Kot, she thinks, because of any *far*off Light** For 

the Light has nothing to do with ter or with thia warfare;
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"Knowing the world, you know 

Row surely and how Indifferently that Light 
Shall burn throujti many a war that Is to be 
To which this war were no more than a smear 
On clrewnstance*"

Guinevere believes that Lancelot has seen the Light, but 
that it has no practical value# It Is not "the Light of 

Rome," she argues) no authority supports it# It is not 

even the Li^it of Time, and so does not make sense#
Therefore, when Arthur has agreed to peace and 

Guinevere may return safely to Camelot, she pleads to know 

why her lover

"must hurry away to grasp and hoard 
The small effect of time I might have stolen 
From you and from a Light that where it lives 
Must live forever#*

"Tet one morsel more of life together," she begs, "cannot 
hurt your Vision#" But all her pleadings and wild sug

gestions are vain# There would be no place for the lovers 

to hide, even if Lancelot wished to hide# "There is no other 

way than one for you,/Nor is there more than one for me," he 

Insists, tolling her with grim and tragic courtliness, "we 

have llved,/And we shall die# I thank you for my life*"
Events race to a swift close# The war with Gawalne 

ends, and Lancelot exchanges forgiveness with the light

hearted knl^it now dying# Modred destroys Arthur and Camelot 

The world has ended for those left behind# "There is store 

then men at work in this," affirms Bors, "And I have not your 

eyes to find the Light,/here in the dark—though someday I
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shall all see it. Bore," replies Lancelot 
solemnly# tosn*a darkness will not last forever, even as his 

own will nott

*Onoe I had gone 
there the Light guided me, but the Queen came 
And then tiers was no Light, We shall all see*** 

He must see the Queen once store before he gives him* 

self to the Light 1 for he "would leave/The world and not the 

shadow of it#* Hs is riding to Almesbury, Where she is in a 

convent#

A different Guinevere awaits him, no longer "the 

Queen of White and gold,* but a hooded nun# Be has been 

dreading hie lack of words to comfort her* Sow beholding 

her melancholy appearance, he exclaims,"Xs this the end/of 
Arthur’s kingdom and of Camelot," and slie replies, 

"we are told of other States
Where there are palaces, if we should need them.
That are not made with hands# I thought you knew#" 

These quiet words, so strange on Guinevere’s lips, strike 

Lancelot "dumb, like a man twice banished#* Ke should not 

have come, she says# nevertheless,
"There la nothing now

That I can see between you and the Light 
That I have dimmed so long#"

"Yes, there Is that between me and the light," he says, 

but means her black hood between him and her golden hair# 

Guinevere knows that he is feeling only the last 

embers of passion# "No, Lancelot," site smiles# "we are 
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coins by two roads to the saae place•* "Is there no other 

place in the world left?* he asks* "There Is not even the 

world left* Lancelot,/For you and me** she answers* "TTiere 

is France#* he blurts* echoing her own plea made at Joyous 

Gard* She* too* can echo and repeats his words spoken cmce 

before* *•We cannot make one world of two* nor may we/Count 
one life more than one*1*

She asks him to renromber her# not as she is now, but 
•all white and gold* as I was once*/l shall not harm you 

then,* she promises with a touch of her old pathos) *X shall 
not oome/lletween you and the Gleam that you must follow** She 

hes not ceased to love him) she has accepted the inevitable* 

*1* who have not prayed much*
Hay as well pray now* I have not what you have 
To make me see* thovgh X shall have* sometime* 
A new light of my owa* I saw in the Tower* 
When all was- darkest and I may have dreamed* 
A light that gave to men the eyes of Time 
To read themselves in silence*"

Guinevere is no mystic* Like Merlin* she sees only into 
Time) unlike Berlin* she lacks capacity to see fart.\er* But 
Lancelot is a mystic) ti.e Light sxusnons him above and beyond 

Timo* beyond the duties and necessities that otl.er men feel* 

•Se crushed her cold white bauds and saw them falling/Away 

from him like flowers into a grave**

Lancelot rides away* but not in triumph* The inde* 

scribable loneliness that must ba Guinevere’s torments him* 

•Ko man was ever alone like that** he thinks* but he does
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not know "what last havoc pity and love* are "atlll to 

wreak on wledone*
Gradually, 

In one long wave It whehaed hla, and then Lroke— 
Leaving him like a lone man on a reef# 
Staring for what had been with him# but now 
Was gone and was a white face under the sea# 
Alive there# and alone—always alone•

Again he seems to see Guinevere*a face# but It Is a white 

face no longer framed In gold. Twilight has settled over 

the land, the reapers have gone home, and peace la every* 

where—save In Lancelot's heart. Yet *Bhy should I look for 

peace/When I have made the world a ruin of war?* he asks* 

*»here the Light falls# death falls; a world has died/For 

you, that a world may live. There la no peace#* the Inner 

Voice replies. "Be glad no man or woman bears forever/The 

burden of first days. There Is no peace** As ho rides "out 

of a world/rhat was not his, or the King's* he feels "a 

burden lifted.*
Throtigh his tears he beholds Guinevere's face "fading, 

always fading." That which is fading is his world. Once he 

turns his horse, "and would have brought his ax*my back with 

hlo/To make her free. They should be free together." Once 

aox*e he hears "the Voice within hist"

"You are not free.
You have come to the world's end, and it is best*
You are not free. Etiere the Light falls, death falls; 
And In the darkness comes the Light."

"The darkness" is what St. John of the Cross calls "the dark
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night of ttie eenee" and *the dark night of the aoul#* The 

Spanish aystlc describes wthe dark night9 thus:

This night—It is contemplation—produces in 
spiritual isen two sorts of darkness or purgations 
conformable to the two divisions of s*an*s nature into 
sensual and spiritual* Thus the first night or sensual 
purgation, wherein the soul is purified or deteched, will 
be ofthe senses, subjecting thes to the spirit* The 
other is that night or spiritual purgation wherein the 
soul is purified and detached in the spirit, and whlchfl 
subdues it and disposes It for union with Ood in love*®

Lancelot has undergone the first darkness! It has been the 

state remarked by the shallowest of his friends* wYou are 

a thing too vaporous to be sharlng/1'h® carnal feast of life,* 

Oawalne has said, not understanding what lie describes* 

Lancelot is about to undergo the second darkness, *the dark 

night of the soul*" Ko present evidence exists that Robinson 

had ever read St* John of the Cross* But tlie poet need never 

have read a treatise on the experience that no man can de* 

scribe and that is both universal and unique* Insofar as 

a poet may intimate the dark night and the divine visitation, 

Robinson has done so in the conclusion of Lancelot:

He rode on, under the stars. 
Out of the world, into he knew not what. 
Until a vision chilled him and he saw, 
Now aa in Camelot, long ago in the garden. 
The face of Galahad who had seen and died. 
And was alive, now in a mist of gold* 
He rode on Into the dark, under the stars. 
And there were no more faces* There was nothing* 
But always in the darkness rode on. 
Alone) and in the darkness came the Light*

Lancelot needs no more faces, neltiier the gold and 

white face of his love, nor even the face of Galahad* For
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Lancelot himself beholds what Galahad has beheld# tiia 

ineffable vision of God—the Llghte

III* TPT.S‘nAfl .

Hie change from the world of I^ncelot to that of 

Vistron Is drastic# much more drastic than the change from 

the world of ?*«rl!n to that of Tencelote Ko world Is on fire 

^tetrn^e but only two pass lone, no love is a sacrifice 

to the Light# but everything Is a sacrifice to love* Hie 

Grail# the Light# la never mentioned* The Grail is no part fl- 
of the Tristram legend) but as Robinson treated the details 

of all three Artiiurlan stories freely# so he could have in* 
troduced the symbol in Tristram had be so wished*

Kevcrtheless# Kark Van Loren errs in saying of this 

poem# wWe havd tragedy once more# but the elements which 
compose it have no tiling of metaphysics in them**® Carpenter# 

disagreeing with Van Loren# asks# "Would It not be more so* 

curate * * * to say rather that Tristram implied# * * * in* 

cams tod# the intellectual ideas which Robinson had formerly 

described explicitly?" and says that this poem *dld give
certain explicit formulation to the most fundamental of those 
ideas#"1^ that of time* Carpenter asks further# Wrid not 

Tristmn rather suggest how ’love* and ’tiie light•—$! ich in 

Lancelot had been divided—might achieve a certain tragic 
13 harmony?" The truth lies somewhere between the opinion of
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Van Doren and that of Carpentere
Trietraa la not merely a love poem any more tlian 

merlin and Lancelot are exclusively myatloel poems# But 

as the two earlier poems are essentially mystical so Tristram 

la fundamentally a love story* Thia fact was the source of 

Its wide popular appeal that caused Tristram to be selected 

by the Literary Guild as book~of*the*month and within three 

weeks to be reprinted four times* The poem also won the 

Pulitser Prise*

The intensity of the passion and the poetry that ex* 

presses It rather than the passion itself gives Trlstrem its 

appeal* The mystical quality lies in the lovers* struggles 

with and victory over Tims* Time haunts the charectera in 

the otiier two Arthurian poema, but never so such as in Tristram 

On nearly every page Time* which word la frequently capital* 

ised in this poem, crouches ready to strike down the lovers 

in their eostaay* Time begins as the victor; for on the night 
after the dark Zsolt baa married the gross iXrk and goes for 

a last meeting with Tristram, whom she has loved too late.
Time was aware of them

And would soon beat upon his espty bell 
Release from such a fettered ecstasy 
As fate would not endure*15

Yet Zsolt realises that tlie ultimate triumph is not Time*8, 

but love’s* BWe cannot make it dle,/w are not mighty 

enough to sentence love," she tells Tristram, even though
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love elays the lovers* For the passion between Trlstran 

and Isolt is not physical alone, and it is a sacrifice as 

well as a rapture* "I do not think there is much love like 

ours/nere in this life,* whispers Isolt,
"or that too much of it

Would make poor men and women who go alone 
Into their graves without it more content, 
Cr more by common sorrow to be envied#" 

Isolt proves right in both Judgments| for she and 

Tristram "were not made for time,/And time tl.erefore would 

not be long for them*" Even ‘/ark, whose stupidity is his 

only crime, admits that "these two • • • have torn life from 

time,/Like a death*laden flower out of the earth*"

Time, which Lancelot overcomes with the Light, Tris

tram and Isolt conquer by love* "Whatever it was that filled 

life high and full,/lt was not time," It would be too much 

to say that Robinson identifies love with the Light* It 

would have been contrary to Robinson^ nature to use erotic 

symbolism for things religious as some mystics have done* 

nevertheless, love in Tristr m ultimately transcends Itself 

as well as time* It is love neither physical nor Platonic, 
but both and soma thing more than both* Perhaps, too, this 

love fulfills tiie prophecy concerning "ti;e torch of woman" 

that is to rule, the world along with the Light* Perhaps 

Isolt Is the fulfillment of Herlin*s wordst

"In time to be. 
The like of her sh-all imve a no U. er name
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Than Vivian, and her laugh ehall be a fire. 
Not ahIninj only to consume Itself 
$lth what it turns,*

IV, TJ’3 AETF’miAH POEl.S AS A tHOLE

Self-frustrated mystic though he la. Merlin Is the 

best balanced character In the Arthurian poems, Lancelot Is 

so possessed by the Light that he has no room for human love, 
Tristram and Isolt are so possessed by love for each other 

that they attain at most to a secular mystical experience, 
Berlin, possessed fully by neither Light nor love, can fore

see the synthesis of both. Yet It Is easy for him to be 

dispassionate when he refuses to yield to either. Moreover, 

he only foresees a union of the human with the Divine) he 

does not experience It, Few, If any, of Robinson’s characters 

achieve this synthesis) for Robinson, mystic though he is, 
never forgets the world of toraented men in which perfection 

is impossible.

The Arthurian trilogy has its setting in the world of 

men. The characters, particularly in Merlin and Lancelot, 
are men against the sky, men vAio respond to the Light In 

various ways, Merlin sees the Light and fears it, Lancelot 
sees it and forsakes all for it, Cawalne seeks it in the 

spirit of high adventure and finds nothing, Lamorak cares 

nothin^ for it. And Eedlvere would fight for it like a true 

medieval knight.
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But only Lancelot finds the Light| only lie Is tlie 

genuine mystic* Therefore, one objection to the Arthurian 

poems Is that they present as an ideal the retreat from 
life*^* Such criticisms completely miss the point* Khen 

Merlin and Lancelot speak of leaving the world, or of a 

world in shambles, they do not mean every kind of world* 

They mean Arthur’s world, a world that-he confesses is "built 

on sand and mud** Truly, "where the Light falls, death falls," 

but death to blindness, greed, and selfishness* The Arthurian 

poems abound in social vision, and Lancelot foretells a future 

when all men, not the chosen few, will see the Ll{jht* Pobln* 

son does not glorify an ascetic mysticism*
Obviously, however, the Vision of Lancelot Is not 

purely social* The social and the personal blend into each 

other and have between them no fixed boundary, even as the 

love In Tristram is partly personal and partly symbolic of 

•the torch of woman," Hobinson agreed that Lancelot "if one 

insists, • ♦ • may be taken as a rattier distant symbol of 

Germany, though the reader will do well not to make too 
- 15 much of this or to carry it too far*" Perhaps Robinson’s 

conception of Lancelot as both symbol of Germany In the first 

torld War and as an individual in his own right is the reason 

for the poet’s unreserved treatment of the mystical experience# 

for, he perhaps mistakenly thought, the reader would be un
able to tell where Germany ends and mysticism begins*
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The Arthurl an poeme reveal the eoula of sen who eeek 

to transcend eelf and time* Sosie of tliem fall» eome euoceed 

only partially, and others attain their end through heert- 
treek and anguish* Yet the poet admita never a doubt that 

the suffering Is a waste, or that the world will not some* 

day share the vision of its Llght-torsented mystics* *



CnAP"*""! VII

Having roiurracted and aade real the dla world of 

Caoelot# Edwin Arlington Hoblneon turned to nodern persona 

and placee* Fomn Berthol-^w* published in 1023> ie the first 

long oharaotor study that he undertook after he had begun 
the Arthurian trilogy*

Mystlciam flowers in strange places* Xt is an ec* 

eentrio blossom in Captain Craig*8 lodgings* It blo<xas 
luslily in the Kiddle Ages* But what a bedraggled shrub it 

must be in a bourgeois mansion* scene of a nervous breakdown 

and of an affair between a loveless woman and her husband •a 

best friendI Yet the Light that Lancelot sought shines 

everywhere* and the poet intends to show what curious clrcram* 

stances reflect and deflect its rays* 4
Boman Bartholow* when his story opens* feels no 

intiraatlons except of hope and Joy* Bls friend* Penn»Bavon* 

has cured his mlnd^sickness* which was more than Bind-sickness* 

and hence Bartholow glows with happiness part pagan and part 
religious for 

the Power 
That filled him as light fills a buried room 
When earth is lifted and the sun comes in* * 
Ee would have raised on altar now to spring* 
And one to God| and one now to the friend 
'Bho* coming strangely out of the unknown 
To find him here in his ancestral prison* 
Bad brought with him release**
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ni» optlai S3, however, goes unehared* Oabrielle, hie wife, 

with whom he hopes "to let new vision bulld/slth new love 

a new house* rebuffs hie affectionate demonstration* Penn* 

Raven also dampens his enthusiasm* "Because your soul/Rae 

found Itself and is at last alive#* he warns Bartholow# 
•never believe that you have not a body**

"Lose that# and off your soul will go again 
Into the dungeon where it was I found you# 
And you will go there with It**

Penn-Haven would do better to apply this warning to himself* 

For Penn-Raven has fallen In love with Oabrielle, wife 

of the man whom he has rescued from insanity* Robinson draws 

Penn-Haven In the physical likeness of thick-lipped men who 
2repelled the poeti

The square face 
And heavy forehe&d were for more men•a envy 
Than a soft mouth where lips that were too full 
Were for the cautious like a false addition 
To be deplored*

Penn-Raven has a sensualist*s body and a mystic’s soul* He 

la of Merlin*a line# a man who has seen the Light# who can 

prompt others to week It, but who cannot himself follow It* 

Ee may have practiced something of psychiatry upon
Bartholow# but hie cure was more spiritual than that of tiie 

psychiatrist* "If science tells you It was not the soul/ 

That ailed him when I case# v6iy not believe itt* says he to 

the skeptic Gabrielle* But if science saya any such thing, 

Penn-Raven does not believe its pronouncement* Ho# he tells
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Oebrialle# he has worked no mlraolee for Eartholowe "There 

la a field for them, or their appearanoe/Thou^h I have never 

gleaned or wandered In it," he aayse But he knows something 

more wonderful than miracles, and In the following words to 

the uncomprehending Gabrielle he reveals hie mysticism and 

hie realisation of hie tragic flawt ------
"There •• also an unfailing fountainhead 
Of power and peacei and if once we prove 
The benefit of Its Immortal taste. 
Our living thirst will have a living drink-* 
Dilute It or offend It as we may 
With trashy draughts of easy consequence, 
singled with reason*”
These words also afford the keynote of ths whole poem* 

A fountalnliead has been opened In the experience of Bartholow, 
and all the characters are affected by It and all "dilute It 

or offend It*" The poem Is a study of human reactions to 

this fountainhead even as Berlin and Lancelot are studies of 

men’s responses to the Light* Both symbols represent tl<e 

one divine experience*

Penn-Raven dilutes the fountainhead because he can
not resist his lust* Gabrielle offends It because she can
not love. She, the poem explains. Is one of those women 

"who seise on comfort without love*" When Bartholow*s long 

mental depression troubled her comfort, she accepted Penn- 
Raven as a temporary release from boredom* Like Penn-Raven, 

however, sl»e has the gift to see herself, not as others see 

her, but as she is* She knows that she Is shallow, bereft
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of Inner resource»• She telle her lovert

"When I was little» 
!♦» told that I would howl astonishingly 
When tliere was nothing but syself and silence 
To entertain#"

Nor has she changed# * psychologist would call her Infantile 

She was not wooan enough to help her husband In his need# 

When "he would sit for houra/Trylng to make believe that he 

was reading," ehe says, "In a language where the words were 

gone/Llke stars under a cloud," she considered merely her 

own drab loneliness#

Penn-Raven scornfully tells Gabrielle that she has 

thrown Bartholow’s love away, that ehe has refused to be a 

real wife, that she mocks the man, now well, who bored her 

when he was sick# "You were dead/Before he came," declares 

Penn-Raven# Disgust for the way Gabrielle treats her husband 

Is fast overccsslng Penn-Raven’s guilty lovei

"You knew that in hie love
You had, vfeether or not you cared for knowing, 
More than a few In any thousand men 
IMy lay upon the altar of one woman J 
And, haunting an old ruin as you were then. 
You reasoned that anoUjer ruin or two 
Would not much matter, and in any event 
Would be a change# And ttiat was your grand passion#"

Gabrielle sneers at this righteous indignation, "You make an 

awful noise over the dead#" She Is angry as she realises the 

hopelessreas of trying to revive the dead# "If there be only 

what you say there Is," says the shocked Penn-Raven, "You 

are too beautiful to be alive#"
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Oatrlelle, nevertheless, is not eo callous as he sup* 

poses* She Is merely unimaginative, and has been no match 

for another*s need* She has no faith In her husband’s perma
nent cure nor the ability to share his vision:

He had seen much In hla Illumination- 
Falling a better name for the unknown— 
That she, having a soul that had no eyes. 
If she had any, bad not been born to see*— 

Self-knowledge la no mean gift, but for Gabrielle It leads 

to self-destruction* On this fatal night she admits to her 

husband what by now he already knows# •‘There will be no 

houses, * • */0r none I mean that we ehall build together*• 

"You are not worth—" Bartholow begins angrily and then In 

vain retracts his words* "I was a plant prepared for other 

eoll/Than yours on which I fell," she admits, humbled by his 

scorn, "and so I’ve shrunk*/l’d best have withered*" She 

even confesses that his vision may not be "moonshine" and 

says what no decent man would have his wife aayt
"I am the bridge, then, over which you pass. 
Here in the dark, to find a llgtited way 
To a new region where I cannot follow*"

With a fleeting kiss she leaves him and goes out into the 

night*
But what of Roman Bartholow, whose name gives the poem 

its titlet Less is revealed directly of him, the central 

character, than of the other characters in the poem* What 
Penn-Raven, Gabrielle, and Vnfraville the fisherman, say of 

and to his, rather than his own words or tliou^bts, permits
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an Insight Into hla soul*
The nature of hla cure, of hla experiencee remaina 

undisclosedj for It has been a mystical experience and, as 

such. Ineffable* Ee Is "Bartholow, knowing only the unknown,/ 
And sharing only the unsharable** His experience la varlouely 

described In the poem as release, resurrection, rebirth, see* 

In^ the ll^ht, and finding hla soul*
But none of Hoblnson’s cystica attain perfection, and 

certainly not Bartholow* Fagedorn Includea Eoman Fartholow 

among the poems presenting "the struggle of the lonely woman 

against the eelf-centered * * « male** Hagedorn In a sense 

Is correct* An intimation runs through ttie narrative that 

Eartholow’a self-centeredness has caused his illness* Al

though he confesses to Gabrielle, *1 was wrong/To shut you 

up in such a place as this,” he never entirely loses his 

self-righteous and possessive attitude towards her*
Ee, as well as Penn-Faven, dilutes the fountainhead* 

Like a man dated by a sudden light, be does not know exact

ly what has happened* Penn-Raven explains to Bartholow the 

significance of Bartholow*s experience even after the latter 

has learned of his friend’s guilt* $ho but Robinson would 

have conceived the Irony of an offending friend talking 

mysticism to an offended husband?

Sitting on the floor to which the enraged Bartholow 

has struck him, Penn-Raven calmly analyses his friendi
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"Bartholow, 
. There wee a nan once who bollevod blueelx 

Nearer to God, and by the way of reason** 
Where few nay eee, or aeolng may dare to £O«*» 
Tlian all the martyrs by the way of faitiie”

Ute man of whom Penn*Raven speaks is obviously Bartholow 

himselfe renn*naven here Intimates the nature of the con* 

▼ersatlons between the two men during Bartholow»e illness* 

The pronouncement that thse distressed man has been led 

•nearer to Gad, and by the way of reascm/ * * * Than all the . 
martyrs by the way of faith* appears very unrnystlcal* Yet 

Penn*Raven does not mean the experlenee itself, but only the 

Wry to it. Strictly speaking, of course, no one attains to 

the mystlo vision by reason, but vision and reason are not 
antitheses* *Xt is a mistake to suppose,* writes Underhill, 
•that these qualities,* humility and love, ’’cannot exist side 
by side with an active and disciplined intelligence*** Kore* 

over, by •reason* fenn*naven certainly does not mean the nar* 

row eighteenth-century variety* Ho rationalist of that period 

weald have added, *And if X believe it/For all my needs X 

know it** Penn-Haven tells hla friend that he is still near 
God, but warns him that

•There is no going back from such a place** 
Or not by the same roadj yet there are pits 
Along tiie way, and tixere are darknesses. 
As on.all other ways—only far deeper. 
And, after an excess of blinding light, 
Unoonsclonably darker**

Bartholow has no reply save angry sarcasm* By way 
of apology Penn*Raven describes his own experiencei
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On whoa a ll&ht fell once, as onee a light 
Fell eharp on Saul—thou^ it was not like that) 
Or possibly It was* There are tliese things. 
And they are ao-—until we give thea names
And harness them with words that have one meaning 
For no two men*"

nis mystical experience has been richer than Eartholow’s* 

Penn-Raven confesses that he has been too confident of hla 

power to resist his own love for Gabrielle I "sure that his 

house that was notmade with hands/sas built forever> he was 
too sure to aee«”

"There may be somewhere In forgotten song/A love like 

mine," he says sadly, "though hardly quite another/In life 

I fancy#" Both he and Bartholow have loved Gabrielles both 

have lost her#
■toamaille our occupation la to live. 
And somehow to be wiser for a woman 
Who, as we thought, was here; and was not here#"

Eartholow has something more to do than grieve for a loveless 

wife# He has been Illuminated, and be Is not to quench the 

Inner light In the salt waters of bitterness# The light 

brings with It social responsibility, though In Itself it Is 

Incofflsnunlcable I

"Your doom is to be free. The seed of truth 
la In you, and toe fruit la yours 
To eat alone# You cannot share It, 
Though you may give It, and a few thereby 
tfay taste of It, and ao not wholly starve#"
Yet Bartholow naturally enough la "deaf to the mystic 

fervor/fhat once had healed and liberated him#" Ho betrayed
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husband llkea to be elaseed with the betrayer# nor enjoy* 

being told# *Xour doom le to be free#* by the man who he 

feels has so doomed Llza# Nevertheless# fenn*Kavon repeats 

his assurance of his friend*s destinyI
•You know as well as X

That you are the inheritor to-night
Of more than all the pottage or the gold
Of time would ev< r buy* You cannot lose It
By gift or sale or prodigality
For any more by scorn**

Penn*Raven is well*nlgh antlnomlan in his nystlciam* Once 

the light has been fully beheld# nothing can take it away* 

Bls own fall might have made him more cautious#
BartiUolow*s response to his one-time spiritual phy* 

slclan is# *Get out|*
And neither saw the other’a face again
Until there was a cxninca of rushing feet
Outside along the gravel# and anon 
The sound of a alow knocking at the door# 

Two nights later •Umfravlllo# the learned fisherman#* 

opens his door to find Bertholow "pallid and changed and 

calm** Tt;e self •styled student with the "miscreated face* has 

previously assured Bertholow of his friendship# and now in his 

sorrow and confusion over Gabrielle1* suicide Lartholow seek* 

him out#

•You have done well to tell me how she died#* says 

Uiafravllle# "But ill to tell me that you know not why#* 

Utifraville has a cool and collected view of the situation# 

and gives the stricken man a saner and jus ter outlook on the
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tragedy• "Your eoul/May shrink If you are too familiar with 

It," he warnai for he auepetite that Eartholow, like Penn-Raven, 

may grow too eelf-aure* Unfr&vllle ha8 never trusted Eartho
lo w* 8 "savior*" "And on the otl.er hand," he muses, "strange 

bottles hold strange wines, or we are told so/And I believe 

old sayings, for I'm a student*"

"Your soul may ahrlnk if you are too familiar with 

It," says Vmfravllle, and echoes Penn-Raven's warning that 
"yours would be the blackest of all worldsAlthout your new

found light** Yet he, like Penn-Raven, believes that "there 

is a voice that says It will not fade*" Itafraville is not 
the cynic that he has appeared earlier In the poem, saying 

"Once I believed that I had found my soul,/hut therein I 

was wrong and only bilious•" Be is merely cautious and 

clear-eyed* Ke can see the wrong done to Gabrielle by her 

husband as well as the wrong done to Eartholow by Gabrielle*

Nevertheless# Eartholow supposes that Umfravllle is 

putting upon him the responsibility of her death I "You mean 

then that I killed herf" The thought that the accusation Is 

just crushes Eartholow* At the same time he feels that he 

was too harsh with the man who, traitor though he has been, 
is yet his savior* "There is much you do not know," be 

maintains, "of doors ttat are within us and are closed/Until 
one comes who has the key to them*" Eow the traitor-savior 

opened his doors, Eartholow does not know* Ke is only certain
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that

w There were no Enjuamerlee, no slracleej 
There wae no degradation of the wits. 
Or of the wllli there wae no name for lt| 
Yet eomothing in me opened and the light 
Came in* X co;ld Lavu given him all bat life 
For reeadpenee* Also I could have killed hln. 
Indifferently, while he was cm the floor 
And X was at hie throat*

FeBemberlng how Penn •Raven wept tiien Eartholow ordered him
away, Bartholow himself loses control and weeps*

Three smiths later Dartholow has sold hie ancestral 

home and prepares to I'-ave it forever* The faithful Vafra* 

ville comes to bld his farewell and finds him calm wltti no 

forced calm, and assured once more of his "new-found light,* 

the light that TJafravlllel8 oomnem sense does not give eyes 
to see* Dartholow recalls his own words about the doors and
asks I

•Eow Is a can who has a door in him 
Still closed, like yours, to say what else ho was 
Besides a blackguard,*

Dartholow io as far as Cmfraville is from understanding the 

contradiction In Fonn»Raven*s nature* But he Is sure of 

that vhleh Penn»Ravon has given him*
Ponan Pertholow ends cm a subdued note that Is al*

most entire lime tic* The conoluaion presents no lone soul
going out to face the dark splendor of the tight* There is 

only a lonely man walking away from a lonely mansion.

Knowing that he had seen for the last time 
The changeless outlines of those eastern hills.
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And all those chan^inj trees that flamed along 
A river that should flow for hhn no more*
Yet the Light is still there, and Foman Bartholow Is 

going out to meet it as surely as Lancelot met It* The dlf* 

fepence is that, even if Lancelot*s Light la not "thelight 

of Rome," he rode forth in the age of faith in which the 

Grail descended to mortal eyes and men were folded to the 

heart of its radiance* Robinson was freer to break his cus» 

toraary reticence in the Arthurian poems than in a modern 

narrative wherein even the most mystical of the characters 

dares not speak of his vision without equivocation* The 

style of the poem matches its mood* The verse is dry and 

tense, slow-moving and strained* The lush descriptions of 

the Arthurian poems are gone* Gabrielle la merely "beau

tiful, • but her beeuty does not come to life before the 

reader’s eyes as does Vivian’s and Guinevere’s and Isolt’s* 

Nor, when Robinson uses the word Urdit* does he capitalise 

it*

The Light, however, remains the same symbol for the 

same Reality* If modem throats choke with the dust of 

doubt until modern tongues speak with difficulty the con
victions of modern mystics, the convictions are no less 

true* "How I am not so sure," says Penn-Raven, "Though I 

believe It; and if I believe it,/For all my needs I know it*" 

This voice is the voice of Robinson* This intuition Is the 

fountainhead of his mysticism*



(T'JkPTiR VIII

OTT at □3 H223.

Katthlea at t e Poore publlehed In 1932, le another 

study In graye and bl acks e d-rker than tboaa In Fonan 

Bart^ol^e the shadow* do not east a alooa all unrelieved, 

tliatever darkness appears In the poetry of Edwin Ari Ins ton  
Robinson results essentially from his conviction that •where 
the light fells, death falls,*^ Kox*eover, in an interview 

he said, "If you want to find out about iny •Transeendentalism* 

• • , read The IM Ara ins t the Sky and Matthias at f^e Poor, 
wnrrmsms v*weswiWMoatOflVHS9 sse^wsM® ewM**s eweMOMew^BMaawMBMMO ^sawea wwwwawie ^MwawSessw

2It** in those poems,” The poet would have meant the same 
thing had he used the word mystieisn,

Satthia» ae he first appears has little mystleism in 
hl* soul. Prosperous, &lddle«aged but still passionately 

in love with Natalie, bls wife, su;* of himself and of his 

God, he aits surveying his estate and is *in harmony tills 
S afteraoon/k'ven with chaos,” He hears an unseen trook 

making

a sold song of an eternity 
That would be always cold, and always dark. 
And far from his desire,

Ee is orthodox in his religion, but. a soul who lives only 

in time. To Katthias God is a rewarder of the good, prefer* 

ably in tanas of stocks and bonds, and the soourger of the 

wicked, or nore precisely, of the fools as exemplified in
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Gartbt a bit tor no^r-do-woll, who startles Llatthlas1 repose j 

"I’m not the devil#
Liatthlas# I am only a lost do^e
I was too tired to bark* Forgive my trespass*
You are not Cod, but you are more like Cod 
In a few ways than any one else I know* 
Have you not thought ao?“

nYour compliments are not e. cahtnc# GLrtl'.," replies lidttLlas, 
irritated and shocked*

Garth, however, is more sarcastic tlian sincere in his 

corrpllments* He knows that Eatthlas Is soug, that Le regards 

other people with haughty toleration, that his pride would 

suffer if he felt the need of a friend, and that

W,A mystery might be worse if It were knowledge*• 
Matthias might have said) •and tliough unlikely. 
There may still be surprise*•*
Matthias hardly knows how to answer this frank esti

mate of himself* Garth pussies him even more by calling 

his attention to a large rock with a hole In It like a door, 
"dark and large and heavy enough/To be the tomb of God** 

Hattiblas follows Garth to examine this "waste of evil arch
itecture* and shudders at tie strange place* Garth speaks 

mysteriously)

"One of these days I shall go there to knock. 
And that will be the last of doors for me* 
I have knocked on too many, and for nothing," 

And menacingly)
"You are strong In body and soul, yet I•a not sure 
That you are sound in your serenity*
Your God, if you may still believe in him, 
Created you so wrapped in rectitude 
That even your eyes are filmed a little with It*
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Like a benignant sort of cataract. 
It spares your vision many distances 
That you have not explored, I hope, Matthias, 
That you may not pursue them ruinously. 
For they may come to thle--which you consider 
Merely a scenery,"

If this "dark Egyptian door" opens for Matthias, It may lead 

him to another door, although Garth thinks this possibility 

unlikely and is "no longer curious," "It's only a dark hole 

in a dark rock," says Garth, "If you see only that. You 

will see more, Matthias, You have not yet seen anything," 

Katthlas la to see what Garth predicts and more also. 
For as the brook symbolises the spirit and the eternity 

which Katthlas, in love with time and the things ©f time, 

does not care to know, so the door syshollsee the way Into 

the Dark Sight of the Soul,

However, as yet Matthias sees nothing but that the 

hole In the rock Is only a hole and that Garth is merely 

envious and blasphemous. He goes home* hoping to forget 

Garth and his "dark Egyptian door,"
Katthlas, however, is not permitted to forget the 

elusive Garth, Garth is found that night in the hole of the 

rock, where he has crawled to poison himself. The dead man 

disturbs fitetthias* Sunday peace the next afternoon, "It's 

all Garth," he declares of the tense mood fallen upon him 

and his wife. Therefore, they agree to forget the unfortun
ate,

"I sliould not forget him; or not wholly—/Or not at 
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once,* advisee Timberlake, friend of Matthias1 and Natalie’s, 
who has just come for a stay with the couple* But Matthias 

has only pitying acorn for the dead man# Garth’s was a 

wasted life, and God has done solid folk like Matthias a 

favor In removing Iti "I’ll assume It was Cod’s way,/Hot 

bls, that he was taking when he left us*"
•Poor souIt Poor soulI

when I see folly that has pawned Its wings 
Hating Itself beoause it cannot fly, 
I’d rather turn my eyes and look the other way*” 

Nothing shakes the ccsnplacent Puritan until he sees

his wife and Timberlake In each other’s arms near the 

Egyptian door* His pride suffers even more when he learns 

that Timberlake, In gratitude to Matthias for saving him 

from burning to death, had let Natails marry Matthias* 

Natalie had agreed to this sacrifice and confesses to her 

husband,

”1 married you, Matthias, 
Eecause I liked you, and because your love 
Was too real to be tortured, and because 
Ttmre was no better thing for me to do*”

Now Timberlake has gone away because ”the mark of fire” Is 

upon his friendship for liatthlas and his love for Natalie* 

Stunned by this revelation of his hitherto unknown

debt to two persons, Natthias goes away* Be returns, and 

man and wife agree that since "patches are better than holes,” 

they will save appearances and sail "with a flag flying*”
The couple settle down to a dreary despair* Natalie
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feeli the etiaflow of

A bleok and slant rock that made her think 
Of Egypt and lost ebadowe In the night 
Of agea# where defeate were all forgotten, 
Preama all a part of nothing, and worda all aalde

Katthlaa apparently ceases to brood over the rock and the 

events surrounding It* Kevertheleaa, ■ttoe was a traitor 

to lbtthla8,/fho had believed and trusted In It," and time 

will not befriend him again* Ee begins to drink and to be 

grossly possessive towards his wife* One day she can endure 

his behavior no more* He finds a note, "Matthias I am sorry* 
Fatalie*" and, terrified, goes to search

down among trees and rocks and shadows. 
And silence broken only by a brook 
Running unseen down there where he must go. 
And go alone, knowing what he must find*

The "cold song* of eternity has drowned out the sound of time* 

Matthias abandons himself to bitterness an! bleaknesa*

Els estate, which once swelled his pride and self-confidence, 
is now "a tomb of life and love, and of his God*" Els faith 

that has been rooted In shallow soil has withered* But 

pride has yet to diet
Els pride of unbelief had strength In it 
Of a new tonic that must give him strength 
Because It was so bitter* There was pride 
In bitterness for him who must be proud 
And for Hatthlas pride was more than life* 

Ee exults that he can 

meet with patience and high scorn
A life without a scheme and to no purpose— 
An accident of nameless energies.
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Of which he was a part, and no amall part# 
His blindness to his insignificance 
Was like another faith, and would not die. 
However, this state of mind begins to pass when he 

sees Timberlake, worn and wrinkled, disheveled and dying, 

standing at his door* For Matthias, more than anything 

else, is lonelyj Timberlake Is also lonely with the loneli

ness of the dying* what may have happened before is no 

barrier between the two friends*
When Matthias confesses, *1 believe nothIng;/And I 

am done with mysteries and with gods,n Timberlake smilest

"Hold fast, Katthlas, 
There*s not a man who breathes and believes nothing* 
So you are done with mysteries* If you are. 
You are the one elected and fulfilled 
Emeritus and initiate of un all* 
You are a man worth a long journeying 
Over cold roads to see* I*m not asased 
That you see only folly and false vision 
In such a fraudulent and ephemeral 
Disguise of life as this*"
Timberlake*8 is not the easy, sentimental assertion 

that "there is no such thing as an atheist*" His conviction 

is rooted deeper than a catch phrase* "You are a man worth 

a long Joumeying/Over cold roads to see," has much more 

pathos than rhetoric* Timberlake has made such a journey, 
weary, sick,heartbroken* "Bow she is dead, X love her des
perately," he admits freely of Katalie* Els faith is not 

cheaply earned* That of Matthias * has been* Timberlake 

says as much when he implies that Hattlilas has always mis
taken "a fraudulent and ephemeral/Dlsgulse of life" for life
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These words cake Matthias unetonf or table) therefore, 

Timberlake wfor three days was quiet, save when he couchede” 

Finally, he realises that Matthias is neglecting his busl* 

nees for watching over him. Timberlake reassures his friend: 

"You will remeaber Garth was honorable.
But X*ll not follow Garth. I shall not go 
Until By name is called. Kow, good Katthias, 
Go catch a golden fish." 

Matthias yields and returns to his affairs. But a 

new joy is in him as he comes home, expecting to find a 

friend awaiting him. Timberlake, strangely enough, is gone. 

Ko one has seen him leave, but no one can find him. The 

afternoon is drenched with a storm, and with a familiar 

dread upon him Matthias leads a party out to find Timberlake 

at the rock.

He is not dead, but has "only his eyes at flrst/To 

say that he" is living. The next day he explains that he 

went to the rock, not to attempt suicide, but, drawn by an 

impelling urge, to see where Katalie died. Ke stayed timers 

until it rained and during the rain, because he could not 
move for hie coldness. "Too much of me was dead for me to 

care/shether X came up out of there or not."

But he was not thinking of his discomfort, but of the 

three lives seemingly wasted, Matthias*, Hatalle’s, and his 

own. "I am sorry it was no better/You. saved me from the fire," 

he says humbly. "And you saved more,/Conceivably, than you
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eee** Kven so* "fc.ere should have been/Far more for you to 

eavee* Why there wae not* Timberlake does not knov« The 

question of why many lives promiae more than they fulfill 

allows of no pat answer•

•Why do we pay so heavily for eo little* 
Or for eo muchT Or for whatever It Is? 
We do not know* We only pay and die**

Kevertbeless* Timberlake1! position la far from despair|

•To a short-sighted and earth-hindered vision 
It would seem rather a waste* but not to mine* 
I have found gold* Katthiaa* where you found gravel* 
But X can’t give It to you* I feel and see It* 
But you must find It soaebow for yourself• 
It’s not negotiable* You have to find it— 
Or say It must find you* Even you* Mattlilas*’*
Timberlake osempllfles the paradox of humility and 

audacity that la the mystic* Ee feels himself almost too 
poor an article for Katthlae to save* yet he deliberately 

contrasts wa short-sighted and earth-hindered vision9 to bls 

own* Be Is without spiritual pride* however* for he believes 

that all men may share bls vision who will yield themselves* 

Even Eatthias*
•if I’ve done one thing well* I have not meddled 
Until today* with men’s Inheritances 
And acquisitions**

Timberlake apologises) "but** he continues as if he must say
even against Ms wills

men like you* Matthias, 
Believe that If you a tumble the world trembles* 
Try to believe now* as a friendly favor 
To me* that it does nothing of the sort**

In almost the same breath Tlsberlek® Introduces him to the
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papadoxi

•if you had eyea 1 tie Ido you* and you nay» 
To read a little farther into ysur book— 
6ellt you would be eurprlsed at what le there 
For you to find**

Bad it not been theret eaya Timberlake, he Bight have hated 

Katthlaa for saving hie life and for tiaua obligating him In 

euoh a stern fashion. AH three_llvea have paid a heavy 

toll for Katthlae* generous deed. But Timberlake Is not 
bitters •'Re are like atalre/For one another^ ollablnge* 
•You are down now/As far as you will go,* affirms Timberlake,

If you remember
That you are like a book with pages in It
You have not read and cannot read In the dark,*

Some people are happier In the dark as Matthias has bten but 

eon be no longer* *Sore darkness would have a balm for me/ 
But not a cure. There la no cure for self** Timberlake 

exclaims in a lament of anguish)
•Theresa only an occasional revelation. 
Arriving not Infrequently too late* 
For me it was too early—which Is granted. 
Sometimes to the elected and the damned**

His exclamation suggests St* Paul’s "®ho shall deliver me 
from the body of this death?* Both cries are the cries' of 

mystics who yearn to be free from ttie traps of sin, folly 

and selfishness*

But Timberlake is not pitying himself) he is striving 
to help his friend)

•There’s a nativity
That waits for some of us who are not born*
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Before you build a tower that will retnaln 
Where it le built and will not crumble down 
To anoti’-er poor ruin of self» you must be born*

And until he is so born Vatthlas can "see nothing in fate 

that takes away/four playthings but a curse, and a world 

blasted#* Suddenly emberreased by this preaching to a 

friend who has helped him. Timberlake begs Matthias not to 

listen to "for I’m tlred;/And I don’t half believe 

what I am saying#"
"Yes, Timberlake, you believe it," replies Matthias# 

After Timberlake dies, Matthias is again alone# Dreams 
of Katalie torment him, and this time no friend comes to 

untangle his confusion# Be begins 

Half-heartedly to search the darkness in him 
Hoping to find surprlae where Timberlake 
Bad said it lived In unsuspected ambush. 
Patient and there to wait#

Since "to turn thy thoughts into thy own soul where He is 
hld"^ requires more than a half-hearted effort, it is small 

wonder that Matthias finds no "surprise" "except a small/ 

And useless one of his not finding any#"

Be then searches for this "surprise" in books) but 
since "Mystical knowledge proceeds not from wit, but from 

Experience) it is not invented, but proved) not read, but
5 

received," "the best of them were moonshine without light#"

ZEatthlas surrenders# He is alone with pride and money, 

but these are worthless, and pride la "tired#" "A man who 

must have llght/Or darkness that was rest and certainty,"
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he haa neither* Prayer la a stranger to him* Above all, he 

agonize a with lone lines a* "Tliriberlake waa a ruln^/But be waa 

not alone** Yet Timberlake waa Timberlake an2 not Matthias* 

Death Is now Matthias♦ aole hope, and one that he can embrace 

without conpromlalng his pride*

He finds himself confronting "a dark Egyptian door** 

Els hand la upon lt,he feels It moving slowly open, when he 

tears a voice from within, **Bot yet, Matthias,* It is Garth’s 

voice fraught with "decision and author!ty/Not native* to it* 

Strangely enough, Matthias feels no surprise* Bather In

dignantly he asks, why should he wait, by what power does 

Garth forbid him, what If he shows Garth that the power to 

enter Is his own*

•Ro matter wh?t you do,/You are not coming," the 

voice declares*
"You cannot die, Matthias, till you are born*
You are down here too soon, and must go back*
Don’t be annoyed, or be disquieted.
Or more than necessarily surprised
At any change* You will still be yourself 
then you are born* There is no cure for self! 
Tye re ’s only an occasional—"

To all Matthias* arguments the reply Is the samel death is 

denied him; birth is required of him*
Amaxed that the voice of Garth, the suicide, should 

speak in this manner, Matthias exclaims, "There’s more of 

Tlmberlake/ln you than of yourself* Is it you Garth?* The 

voice answerst
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•Sa setter whose voice It la*

Katthia8, Xt may b? yours* It say be Caeaer’e* 
All voices are <me voice* with many tongues 
To stake It Inexpressible and obscure
To us until we hear the voice Itself•*

Garth* or whoever here is present* speaks of the same thing 
as In the elncc»3nunicable gleams* of waa orient Word”^ or as 

God*8 eodeless nuslo of which Captain Craig tells*
The voice once store denies that Matthias can escape 

titrough death* Ee Bust be born* “It seems a mystery that 
eo many should llve/!?ho are not born* but that*s the in» 

finite way** Kattliiaa has yet to reo^nlse many Bysteries* 

and he himself is among the greatests
“There’s store of you for you to find* Matthias* 
Than science has found yet* or stay find soon* 
Science that blinds its eyes incessantly
S?lth a new light that fades and leaves ti.ea aching* 
Whatever it sees* will be a long time showing**

Keanwhile* Matthias Bust follow another Eight* Be cannot 

find what he seeks in the dark* “Though you may find it 

there if a door opens/Sot tills door, but another <me in 

yourself**
But to what end would he find tide door* asks 

Mattiiias* Sever mind “the end** coses the answer* Trvet 
and act upon wt ate ver guidance • revelation or conviction* 

affords*
•The end will wait

For all your most magnificent and protracted 
Frogx'esslons and expansions* and be still 
Sufficiently far away**

Then toll me* demands ilatthl&s* where these *pro3reaslons 
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end expanslone" begin• Are they only In toon» or do *vox*&ui> 

ermadllloet and hyenas* share thea also*

"Where nay the aonl beglnf 
And why not grassT There•a mystery living in grass 
As dark as any in me**

Why not Indeed? agrees the volee* However, Garth soon 

returns to Katthlas1 own soul as a practical starting point* 

"Most of us ere half •born, with only a elf/To cheer us with 

a profliiee of isportanoe,* Katthias is told, *until it is all 
over**ln appearaneew*/And one by one we1 re down hex*e at this 

door** Katthias is "down here*ttia anticipation** However, 

■forget that, and anticipate your tower**

Soon altme again, 
Katthias, In a light that was a darkness 
Bore than a light, saw tl.o door shut Itself 
Inexorably! end there wss only silence 
Saying he mat go back*

The door has vanished, the door that the voice has forbid* 

den him to opea, the door of death that symbolises the door 
of birth* For If ISatthlas has been at the first door "in 

anticipation,* he is now at the second in reality* The death 

of the self is always its birth in the eyes of the mystics* 

Timberlake and the volee do not preach the utter absorption 

of the soul into the Absolutes ■There Is no cure for eelf** 

The mysticism in this poem is rather the Chrisitan nystlcismt 
toe old tower of self met crumble, but a new one mst be 

built*
As Katthias tries to grope his way back to his house
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he he&re

A tinkling In the ni^it like a email music 
That had been always and would always be. 
And was a brook*

The brook# symbolising eternity throughout the poem# Informs 

him that he is at the actual rock# that the door which he 

has seen has been a vision* Yet the vision is more real than 

reality* —It has shown Matthias that only one way exists 1 to 

be born, to live to serve* This revelation does not come as 

the happy ending of a novel* Death is hard, birth is bitter# 

and the Dark Sight of the Soul is starless* But Matthias 

will endure until the morningi

The night was cold#
And in the darkness was a feel of death# 
But in Matthias was a warmth of life# 
Or birth# defending and sustaining him 
With patience# and with an expectancy 
That he had said would never in life again 
Be his to know* There were long hours to wait. 
And dark hours) and he met their length and darkness 
With a vast gratitude that humbled him 
And waxnned hhi while he waited for the dawn*

But John of the Gospel# rather than John of the Cross# in

spired Matthias at the Door* The poem bears witness to what 
this Gospel came to mean to Robinson ever since Jones had 

Introduced it to him many years before* The poet's inter

pretation of St* John is that of one mystic who understands 

these words of another# "Ye must be born again*"



CHAPTER IX

TEH3S BIBLICAL CBAHACTTHS

Since the time that Edwin Arlington Hobinson1a interest 

awakened In the Bible# he wrote several studies of Biblical 
characters• A trio of Sew Testament poems# "The Three 

Taverns#" "Lasarus#" end "Hieodemus#" shew the influence of 

mysticism* Largely upon the strength of the last named poem# 

Hagedorn calls Robinson "tlje one conspicuous mystic In con* 
temporary American poetry*"^*

Nevertheless# only In the light of his non-Blblical 
poems is the conypiete understanding of these three studies 

possible* Kone of the characters Is so developed as those 

in some of Robinson1s other portrayals# none la nearly so 

well drawn# and none seems entirely at home with the words 

that he speaks* Robinson falls to make Paul# Lasarus# and 

Nicodemus live* Be neither recaptures.the spirit of their 

ancient times# nor surrounds them with an authentic atmoa* 

phere of his own creation as he does for the Arthurian poems* 

But the three Biblical poems are Interesting as types of 

molds into which Robinson pours his mysticism*

I* "THS TtoEE TAVERNS*

The title poem of a volume published in l$20# "The 

Ttiree Taverns" is developed around the text of Acts 28 $ 15# 

"Wlien the brethren heard of us# they came to meet us as far
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ee Appll Forua and The Tl-ree Taverns•* Paul the apostle. 

Just arrived at Rome to appear before Caesar, Is explaining 

himself to an emissary of cautious disciples* In so doing 
he reveals himself as Paul the mystic*

However, important differences appear between tbe 

mystic of this poem and the aqrstic In the New Testament* 

For although Robinson’s Paul calls himself wa prisoner • • • 
of the Lord"** he shows none of the ardent adoration of Christ 

that the historical Paul felt* Moreover, the Paul of the 

poem Is truly Robinson In reticence* • I am of a race that 

feels," he confesses, but no reader can Imagine his exclaim* 
Ing "I live# yet not I but Christ llveth in me*"^ Els 

mysticism centers not In a Person, but In an experience, the 

experience of a man

"who fell 
Prone to the earth when he was nigh Damascus, 
where ttie great light came down*"

This mysticism and that of Robinson’s mature poems in gener* 

al Is Christian, not because It Is orthodox, but because It 

emphasises practical transformation In character*

Yet the atressing of the Damascus experience is hie* 

torleal* Moreover, as the Paul of the Epistles declares, 
"Ye are not under the law," so the Paul of the poem teaches 

that "Stoiething" is "beyond the Law,/And in ourselves*" Even 

so, for Robinson’s Paul the opposition io not between Law and 
Grace, but between Law and spirit# between time and eternity#
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between words and the Word* This opposition he sails 

"the Cross between two worlds** 
To guide ue, or to blind us for a time 
Till we have eyes Indeed♦”

71.688 words with their awareness of agonising tension might 
have come from Lancelot•

Recalling his own tension# Paul says# *1 fed suf* 

faring soul/tTpon the Law till I went famishing*” Tlie martyr 

Stephen once aroused his indignations ”Why should a man be 

glven/To live beyond the Law?” Sow the same question is 

asked of the apostle by men hungry for his life* "How then 

do I/Persist in living?” Paul reads his listeners1 question* 

Ing minds and replies#
"Let my appearance be for you 

Ko living answer) for time writes of death 
On men before they die# and what you see 
Is not the man* That man tl*at you see not** 
The man within the man**ls most alive*" 

He encourages the disciples against the coming "crown 

of thorns and fire* that both he and they will wear* He 

counsels patience if the world at first refuses their message 

and if men interpret It variously* ”A word here#/Or there# or 

not there# or not anywhere#" says he with the modesty Im* 

pileit in Pauline Epistles# "is not the T?ord that lives 

and is the life*" Paul knows well that many men

Finding at last that words are not the Word# 
And finding only that# will flourish aloft# 
Like heads of captured Pharisees on pikes# 
Our cuntradlolions and discrepaacies)
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And there are oany more will hang themaelvee 
Upon the letter, seeing not in the Word 
The friend of all who fall, and In their faith 
A award of excellence to out them down#

Paul feels with all the mystics that words are the faintest 

shadows of Eeallty, #iich cannot he expressed, but only em
braced# Many "Wat are Incredulous of the Mystery,* he affirms. 

Shall yet be driven to feel# and then to read 
Where language baa an end and Is a veil, 
Bot woven of our words#
Thinking no doubt of the many words that he has written, 

he warns that the man

Who writes In the Lord*s name for his name’s sake 
And has not In bls blood the fire of time 
To warm eternity,

should, "if once the light la in him and endures—/Content 

himself to be the general man,* *to alft the decencies and" 

"to learn, except he be one set aslde/For sorrow, more of 

pleasure then of pain#" Perhaps Paul in the phrase "one 
set aside for sorrow" thinks of his own "thorn in the flesh#”^ 

Perhaps Robinson through Paul intimates tl.e mystical revelation 

through pain# "i^y grace la sufficient for thee; my strength
6is made perfect in weakness"0—such an affirmation differs 

not greatly from Robinson’s own#

Ela humility never weakens Paul’s faith in his mis

sion# "X move a driven agent among klnd,/E8tabllshing by 

the faith of Abraham#* he declares, "and by the grace of 

their necesaltlee,/lhe clamoring word that is the word of 

life#* And If he has some times "looaed/A shaft of language"
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thet Lm flown above their hearts end heads, be knows that 

•it will yet be heard,/Like a new eong that watte for die* 
tant ears** Taul believes as Lancelot does that all will 
see the Light) for none of Hob in eon’s aystlca is ultimately 

world-despising or world*daapalringe
lie •LiZAR0S’,

•Lasarus,* a poem in the same volume with •The Three 

Taverns,• presents a chax*aeter whose mystical experience has 

at first made him fear the world as he sees it through hie 

strange and breath*taking vision* Els experience is nre^eil 

in two senses of tile words in the loose# inaccurate sense of 
BnpnrnAtural* and in the sense In which tills thesis has eon* 

sletently used it* The second meaning is tiie more important# 

because Koblneai was interested in the symbolic significance 

of Christianity rati»er than in its literal trutii*
Eary and Earths cannot waderstend the behavior of

7their brother since *the Master gave him back,* Kor can 

tiiey understand the Master himself* *®hy did he wait/So 

long before he came? Why did he weep?* questions the 

frightened M&rtiia*
He who had been 

Their brother, and was dead# now seemed alive 
Only in death agaln**or worse than death*

•Better the tomb#* Eary tiilnks# •for Lazarus than life# if 

this be life#* then says to ^ary# •iTothing is evsr as it
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was before/shere Time has been* Eere there 1b more than 

Time** "Until the spirit that Is In him speaks” nothing 

remains to be done but to watch over their brother and to 

trust that the ifiaster knew what he was doing when he called 

Lazarus from the dead*

"Let me, the selfish aM the careless one,/Be house* 

wife and a mother for tonight,” pleads Kary tenderly* "For 

X am not so fearful as you are,/And I was not so eager*”

"Ko, Kary,” replies Martha bitterly,

•you are not so eager 
To see our brother as we see him now, 
Neither la ho who gave him back to us* 
I was to be the simple one as always. 
And thia was all for me*"
Finally, staring "over among the trees where Lasarus,/ 

r,ho seemed to be a man who was not there" has been brooding, 

Martha loses self-restraint* "Go now—^aake him look at 

you—/And I shall hear him if he stirs or whispere," she 

commands hysterically* "Qol—or I‘ll scream and bring all 
Bethany/To come and make him speak*" Mary, to calm her 

sister, obeys, although she doubts whether she can"make him 

say once that he is glad, and God may say the rest*" Seising 

his cold, trembling hands, Mary bogs Lazarus to speak the 

we 1 cob:o words* For reply he answers, "I heard them saying, 

Mary, that he wept before I woke*" "Kho made him come,/That 

he should weep for met * * * was it you, MaryT" he asks bit*
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terly* incredaouslye And finally, *1 should have wept,*
he said,/*If 1 had been the Master* • • •*tt

Mary is at an utter loss to understand Lagarus, and
he to understand himself• When be first awoke from his 

strange sleep, he looked into the Master^ eyes* *Hothing
else anywhere was to be eeen»*/Only his eyes,” be tells her, 
BAnd they looked into ialne«»*/Long into mine, Mary, as if he 
knew**

Fearing her own question, Mary whispers, *He cannot 
know that there is worse than death**

*Yes, there is worse than death,* replies her brother!
•and that was what he knew**

•And there is nothing that is good 
For you in dying while you are still here* 
Mary, never go back to that a^«tin* 
You would not hear mo if X told you more. 
For I should say it only in a language 
Ihat you are not to learn by going back* 
To be a child era in Is to go forward-***

Mary proves that ahe is not ready * to be a child a^ain**
For she misinterprets his words to m an that after death 

comes Nothing*

If there were Indeed Nothing, replies tasarus, be 

could not tell her, *not even if I were God*” But were there 

Nothing, *why should the Master weep—/For me, or for the 

world?* Vhy should he "save himself/Longer for nothing” when 

he could have been secure, "had he but held his peace and 

given his nod/To an old Law that would be new as any?” *1 

cennot say the answer to all that,* Lasarus admits, •Tho'igh
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I isay eay tliat he la not afraid** Lasaras feel* eure also 

that It la not for eoy joy "In aervlng an eternal Ignorance/ 
Of our futility that he is here** If that Is what Kary end 

Martha mean by "Slothing** end if "Nothing” is what they are 

fearing* then* "There are more weeds than lentils in your 

garden**
For some time new during the course of his conversation 

with Mary* Laearus has been shaking the darkness from himself* 

Tiio shadows "will not always be so dark as this** he assures 

her) "Though now I see therels yet an evil In me/Shst made me 
let you be afraid of me** Ee realises that ve "was not afraid 

not even of life*/! thought I was * * * I must have time for 

this*" chat did the Master see In Laearus1 eyesT Chat has 

he learned from hie unearthly adventuret Chy Is he back upon 

"the old road** and where does It lead? Lasarus does not 
know* Tile one tiling that he does know is the memory of the 

Mas ter* s eyes looking long Into hie oim* "long* long* as If 

he knew**
The exact nature of Lazarus1 experience Is purposely 

left vague) for who can describe a mystical experience? But 
its nature la also* swaewr^at less defensibly from an artistic 

standpoint* ambiguous* Is the experience good, or bad? 

Clirlet In UiC poem Is reluctant to raise his friend from the 

dead* Lasarus tells Mary* "Tt-.ere is nothing good/Por you In 

dying while you are still here*" On t?.e otl.cr hand* Mary
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pointe out that *wo aro too young, perhaps,/To esy tlat 

we know better whet 18 best* than toe fleeter, who after ell, 
did reiee Leearue end bade the aletors not to fear, Lesarus 
himself, after denying any good in •dying while you ere still 

here,* declares that ho can describe It only In language 

which "you ar not to learn by going backe/To be a child 

again is to go forward •* Thust he soesas to Identify hit 
•death* with the birth that Eat tolas met undergo, wlto the 

birth toat Klcodemis longs for but will not dare. Hence, 

seen frcm the psychological standpoint, toe ambiguity belongs 

In toe poem. He who experiences toe new birth, the Park 

Kight of the Soul, the death of self, feels that *there is 

notolng good In it* until he eecustcaas himself to his new 

life, Moreover, he who eubmits to such en experience under* 

goes mortal danger unless he can maintain his equilibrium* 

^any would*be mystics •came to be hypocrites and heretics** 
or fell Into madness and wild ecstasies and other misfortunes,"9 

warna Cloud of tTnknowfn**, Perhaps Jesus wept because 
He feared that Lasarus would not be strong enough for the 

vision that the new birth brings. And perhaps toe strength 

to fulfill the vision was what toe Easter saw in the eyes of 

Lasarus,
According to the outer events of toe story, Lasarus 

dies and is resurrected. According to the inner events which . 
Interest Robinson more, Lasarus dies to his old life, and is
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awakened to tlie new# The parallel between the two types 

of events is sosMitlaes Icperfeot# but that the parallel 

does exist is the most plausible explanation of the poe»*

III. •KICODEKUS*

wHlcodeme* appearing in 1952, the year after Eoblnaon 

published Fatthias at the Door, tells the story of ths char* 

aoter who Inspired the latter poem* Soever, Hioodemus is 

far less the spiritual ancestor of Matthias than Lasarus is* 

Lasarus is reborn; but, although the story of Hloodezaus came 
•out of the unconscious, with the controls relaxed by fatigue,*^ 

Kicodeous sings only the *song of the intellectual eyetio, 

who wanted to give biaself wholly yet could not quite manage 
ite®^ Eagedorn finds irony in the fact that

the most savage assault on the fame of the one 
conspicuous mystic in oontesporary American poetry, the 
creator of the reborn Matthias, the interpreter of the 
Christ-hungry Kicodemus, should have been published in 
the Christian Century#• 11

Probably the reviewer in the Christian Century had 

not read Fatthias. For although the ®aesault® is scarcely 

•the most savage,® its author apparently had not the least 
Intimation that mysticism was in Robinson’s atmosphere 

Except for an acquaintance with Fatthias and other of Robin* 

son’s poems, any reader is likely to make the same mistake*

•Kicodems® records a conversation between the man
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»ho v.elted Jeeue by night end Calaphaa, the cynical high 

priest* Calaphaa le the t/plcal priest* In the bal sense 

of tie phrase, living off the sweat of human brows, smugly 
content, and nearsightedly realistic* It Is obvious

That his eyes rested well on what he saw. 
And that his ears required no crash or nurraur 
Of innovation for their daily music**3

Hlcodeoua, the dreamer who is too timid to act upon his 

dreams, comes in looking "more like a fugitive* *ln a long 

cloak that covered hlnv^’lth dark humility* "than like a 

lord/At home In his own city**
"Why do you wear/four shroud while you are living, 

Hicodenxist* asks Calaphasj "Are, you afraid of robbers T* 

But the questions are rhetorical. His next question Is 

sarcastic* "Was he pleased," and his lip curls at the word 

earpent<»r* "With the accomodation of your graces/To Ve 

plain level of his lowliness?"
Klcodemus is not ashamed that his prophet Is a car* 

penter* "There are men who were dead yesterday," he replies, 
"And are alive today, who do not care/Profoundly about that*" 

Nor "though he has wrought/?!th common tools" does he require 

"that we be carpenters*" Caiaphas need not fear that Jesus 

is plotting a revolution*
Caiaphas sneerlngly expresses relief, "For you mlfht 

cut your finger, Nicodemus*" But "what*8 all this that you 

are telling mo/Of men dead yesterday and still alive?" asks 
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the mocker* *1 do not know auoh men and would far rather/ 

Kot meet them in the dark**

Bicodeciua again lopllea a rebuke to craeaneeat *It 

la not there/Tbat you are like to know them# Calaphas,* he 

auggeatlng tbie words of the Voice to Katthlaai •They 

have come out of darkneas—idiere we are«/Z fear, and where 

I fear we may remain* • Elcodmaua forgets hl a timidity, at 

leaat hla timidity In speech, and becomes eloquenti

•isen who are braver may forgo their shining. 
Leaving it all above them, and go down 
To lowliness and peace, and there find life* 
Calaphaa, you and I are not alive* 
we are two painted slwlla of eminence 
Carried by two dead men**

•Yes, Calaphaa, good men like you and me,* exclalma Klcodemus, 
"Have driven thia man. If he be man, to vanlah/Beyond the 

laws that hate him**

"Why not aayAhe laws he batea, and done with it?* 

Inquires Calaphaa Impatiently*

"What’s wrong with them? Would his be any better? 
Our lawa and Caesar's are enough, God knows. 
To keep the safest of us occupied*•

speaks the voice of despairing practicality* The carpenter 

la either madman or charlatan* In any case he la a danger 

to himself, to Klcodenais, and to society, and Klcodemus had 

better advise him to leave Jerusalem* Besides, If he Is all 

that Elcodeaais claims, "why should he hide from powerless 

things of earth?* *Ko,* declares the priest, "the whole 
story shakes•*
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To destroy hie body is not to destroy hie spirit* 

replies Klcodesnis* The carpenter is not afraid J yet his 

body saist not die before be has aocoB^plished his mission* 

It is men like Eioodesus and Calaphas who are dead and blind 

and afraid* not bee *Tou are a priest of death* not knowing 

it** licodemua tells the increasingly resentful Calaphas* 

He and the priest fear •ttie laws of deathj and* Calaphas*/ 
They are the dead who are afraid of dying** Ee begs the cynlo 

to come see thia man who "io the light*’’ to hear his words I
*You have not heard and tasted then to know* 
Or not to know* the food that lives in then 
And quickens then till they are words no longer* 
But are the Sard**
Terrified* Calaphas can only call Elcodeaus mad* *X 

have been/A burden to your patience* Calaphas#* says he 

hopelessly* *X shall not come again** The priest smiles* 

•You may take yourself /Alone to him at night and feast with 

him#* he replies# *0n dreams till you are drunk with his 

evangel#* but In the morning#

•You will rejoice# like a man dug from ruin# 
To find the sun and stars# and the old laws# 
Unfailing and unchanged# as firm as ever**

"I know you* Kicodemus*"

Elcodemua knows himself* His words are those of the 

mystic# but not the certainty* The bread that he invites 

Calaphas to taste he himself has tasted only in fancy# not In 

faithj only In imagination# not by Intuition* Otherwise# he 

would oast off the cloak of privilege no less than the cloak
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of fear and follow the one idaom he now sees through tears, 

the "one that he had left alone/Alone in a bare room, and 

not afraid," The "song of the Intellectual mystic" baa 
droned into alienee•

IV• TEB TERES POEMS AS A WHOLE

Like "Hlcodesua," all three of these Biblical studies, 
even the two stories that end In triumph, •The Three Taverns* 

and "Lazarus," close with a dying fall* All three poems are 

sincere, for Robinson could write no other way except sin
cerely, Revertheless, Robinson’s non-orthodox mysticism 

absorbed the Bible, so long the instruiaent of orthodoxy.
only incompletely into his art.
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The traditional frame# of theme end thoucht do not 
show the mysticism of Edwin Arlington Robinson to its best 
advantage* Eot Eloodeaus* not Laearue, nor even Paul stand 

among his great rsysticsj it is Captain Craig, Lancelot, and 

Katttilaa who trouble tlie waters of doubt with their tormented 

but undaunted conviction of things unseen* The most haunting 

and haunted of Robinsou*s wayward mystics is Fernando Eash, 

the llto i?ho Died Trice*
Eis story is the climax of Robinson*s mysticism*

-nn V’ho Pled Twice* appearing in 12,24, when the poet had 

still eleven years of life and poetry left him, is not a 

chronological culmination* The poem is a culmination, because 

It presents Robinson’s most direct dealing with mystlelsm and 

because it Is the fruition of that type of mysticism most 
peculiarly Robinson’s* Ee had intimated it In the sonnet 
’’Supremacy,* in the first of the Oetnyea* in ’The Man Against 
the Sky,* in Captain Crai"* and possibly in *The Three Taverns** 

Dut never before the spiritual epic of Fernando Rash, had he 

made it the theme of a long poem*

This type, or perhaps more accurately, application of 

mysticism is the key to Robinson’s so-called philosophy of 

failure might Itself be termed the aysticism of failure* It
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explains why, although before reading Rotlneon wone would 

not have believed there were so many ways to fall,* Hobln* 

son was not a pessimist* The han Tho Lied Twice reveals tlie 
secret of *the dead men singing In tiae sun**^

Walking home, the narr»tor of the story passes a Sal* 

vatlon Army band playing cn a street corner* To his aston* 

Ishment he sees Fernando Nash, once a haughty and feared 

"potential world*ahsker,*
beating a bass drum 

And shouting Hallelujah with a fervor 
At which, as I remember, no man smiled*

The musical genius Is a husk of his former eplerolor, but to 

the observant the husk still proclaims what it once has 

housed*

This human wreck who declares that the genius he had— 

once, scarcely matters now because "glory to Godl Mine are 

the drums of life—* is also
This foiled Initiate who had seen and felt 
Meamdxlle the living fires that mortal doors 
For most of us hold hidden*

The narrator believes the fantastic story that he is to bear 

from Eash no less than he has always believed in his potential 
genius* Ko one, however, has believed in Fernando Hash so 

much as the old Fernando Eash has believed in himself* Ten 

years before his career with "tlie drums of life,* his musical 
rivals feared and envied him* Rash recognised their thinly 

disguised feelings and returned only scorn*
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From boyhood Eash felt that be had only to wait and 

hie gift of laueio would break into fire* But he grew earo* 

less in hie waiting, plunged into dissipation, and suddenly 

awoke to find his gift gone* Bis confession to his friend 

relates the ooourrenoes after this awakening*
In the experience that Kash describes lies the nys* 

tlclam of the poem* But the experience has several levels* 
This fact has misled many critics) they have understood the 

events only upon one level* Fan Fho fled Twice is, as 
Mark Van Doren labels it, "a tale of the unpardonable sin,”4 

the sin of degrading a gift until it is destroyed* Another 

interpretation, which, however, Robinson himself implies is 

<mly a possibility, is that the poem is the study of a can 

who loses his mind as t,e result of losing his gift* lhe 

trance and the visions on one level are caused by delirium 

trentons* On another level tt.ey are a mystical experience* 

On one level the gift that Kash receives in this experience 

Is his lost genius momentarily restored* On a higher level 
tlie gift is the Divine* Robinson’s ability to weave these 
threads of meaning into one seamless garment proves his 
artistry*

The remarkable fact is that Eash’s experience on its 

mystical level corresponds so closely to the classical de* 

scriptions of ®the Slys tic Way,® when no evidence appears to 

show that Robins on ever read them* To a mystic tills fact
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would help to oonflra the validity of intuition* Koblneon 

may have dealt so directly with a my at leal experience In 

this poem because the multiplicity of interpretations con* 

sealed thia directness even fron himself*
Classical descriptions usually divide *the Mystic 

Way,” ti'.e way a soul takes to union with the Divine, into 

three, five, or seven steps .The division into three steps 

is the most convenient for studying Robinson*s treatment 

of ethe SEystio Way*” The first step Is Illwalnatlon, 

whereby the soul awakens to its sin and is filled with loath
ing for It* The word Purgation suggests the nature of the 

second step, in which the soil strives to purge Itself of 

sin, by repentance, penances, prayer, and meditation* The 

purge is bitter; for sosetlaes evil visions torment the soul, 

sometimes the soul feels wdry,e and all desire for prayer and 

meditation leave it, ccsnetlmes it feels God-forsaken* These 

distressing periods are the Dark Eight of the Senses and 

the Dark Eight of the Soul* These periods alternate with 

divine visions and states of Joy* Finally Joy triumphs 

and the soul has taken the step of Union* Catholic mystics, 

who generally use this term, regard Union as a spiritual 

marriage between the soul and God* Protestant mystics such 

as Boehms speak of "Regeneration*a Buddhists use Vo terms 

’Freedom in Union with the taw” and "Bnlightexment*” Many 

other names have designated this step and the other steps*
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Robinson** description of It In terms of music applies as 

well as any ottier designation, which of necessity Is highly 

metaphorical^ And as the poem reveals, the Mystic Way never 

follows a rigid or mechanical pattern*''

Bl* Enlightenment visits Rash In a "barren room • • • 
not much larger than the Iron bed/On which sat." As he 

gases at the picture of Bach,
Calm In achievement, looking down at him 
Like an Incurious Titan at a wora. 
That once In adolescent Insolence 
Would have believed himself another Titan, 

and then at bls own bleared countenance In the mirror, be 

bursts into a fury of self-recrlmlnatlon. In name-calling 

only Kent, who verbally batters Oswald, excels Hash, who 

spits epithets at his own reflections "You bloated greasy 

cinder,” "You kicked out, half-hatched bird of paradise," 

"You crapulous and overgrown sick lump/Of failure and premed 

Itated ruin," "You paramount whale of lust and drunkenness*" 

"What do you think you are—one of God*a Jokest" he demands; 

"You slunk away froa him, still adequate/For his immortal 

service, and you failed him*"

Hl* abhorrence for hie sin rouses a ferocious desire 

to punish himself* Ee rejects all the conventional means of 

suicide In favor of starvation*

"For if you starve to death,
Maybe the God you*ve so industriously 
Offended in most ways accessible 
Will tell you something; and If you live again 
You may attain to fewer discrepancies e
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In less within tiiat you may destroy* 
That’s a good way fox* you to meet your doubt# 
And show at tiie aas» time a reverence 
That’s In you somewhere Stille*

’’ Though he cay well then have believed in nothlng/tlore real 
tiian a defective destiny#” tie narrator of Hash’s story 

believes# that reverence •’was in him somewhere as he said*” 

So# tearing to bits his two symphonies# Fernando

Hash prepares for "this unoompanioned expiationen But hnlf- 
way down the stairs he hears again those fatal "drums of 

death* driving him into a last debauch# a prelude 

for a fugue 
Of ravening miseries and recriminations 
Assembling in remorseful exposition 
That was to be remorseless and infernal 
And richer in dissonance and involution 
Than all his dreams together had heretofore 
Aspired or dared to be#

After a tLrce«we©k orgy of drunkenness that would kill "a 

village blacksmith or a etevedore* be awakes in bed# Le 

looks up to see the familiar face of Bach behaving in a very 
unfamiliar manner# The august portrait has come.alive and 

bows to Hash# who fittingly roturns the salutation# Hie air 

hangs ominous with expectant silence for what is to come# 

IThat comes is an oi'chestra of rats# conductors and players all 
dressed in proper style# A humorous sight to the fancy# but 

not to Fernando# who hears "with unforeseen solomnity/The 

first chords of the first rat symphony* ever heard# The fear* 

ful kusic rises "to a dark and surging climax* until it breaks
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horribly into a coarse and unclean laughlor 

That rose above a groaning of the daonodi 
And tl'.rough it all there were those druse of death, 
Wich always had been haunting him from childhood#

As if they will never stop, the rats dance "madly to this 

long cacophony,” and griaace at Nash while they dance, until 
one by one they bow nookingly to bln and vanish as they have 

come, through the keyhole* Sash lies in a cold sweat while
Bach frowns, shakes his head, end turns back into a pic hire#

Pay after day, night after night he lies torsented, 
no sore by the rat symphony, but by "those miseries and 

recrlminatlois/Dovourlng one another but never dead#" One 
afternoon after being tortured beyond torture i*ash feels a 

new clarity which has begun

To pierce forbidden chambers long obscured 
Within his, end abandoned, being so dark 
And empty that he would not e^ter them#
An exquisite peace that poor Fernando Nash has never 

known overtakes him.

Enveloping and persuading body and brain 
Together, a cool relief as if wars wings 
Were in the air above him#

The erased remorse is gone# Only "a grateful shame’* is left 

"for all his insults to the Foly Ghost/That were forgiven#*
And a vast Joy 

Which broke and swept and covered him like a sea 
Of innocence, leaving him eager as a child 
That haa outlived experience and rescsbera 
Only the golden moment as it flows. 
Told him in silence that was more than speech 
That after passion, arrogance and ambition 
Doubt, fear, defeat, sorrow and desperation.
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He bad wrought out of martyrdom the peace 
That paeeeth understandlnge

Sever has a poet swag, more beautifully of the joy that 
out-soars song*

The drums of death sound faintly, but now they can 

do no harm* Eash feels that he has the right to live *to 

serve/And so to be content whereGod should call him.* Yet 

he would not be too familiar with his new-met exaltation* 

And his old pride is still not deadj it is me rely a trans
formed pride cctmon to those souls in the first stages of 

purificationi

So arrogant in his new humility
Was be becoming, and so chary was he
Of exultation, that to break his fast
With no excess of seal he planned a fare
Tlmt would have saddened Simon on a pillar*

How ensues what the medieval mystic would have 

described as a struggle between Heaven and Hell for the soul 
of Fernando Hash* The drums of death come nearer.

Still muffled within the same unyielding cloud 
Of sound and fire# which had somewhere within it 
A singing flame*

This 0slngiag flame” is a cruel ecstasy of music, the beauty 

that he himself miglit have captxired once* The hideous drums 
still beat

Till choral gold came down 
Out of a star to quench and vanquish them 
With molten glory*

Death was bls one fear in hearing the "singing flame)*
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now death is the eole expectation of him who now reeelvee 

this ’’choral gold*” Tet be does not die*

And those far aent celestial messengera
That he had for so Iona a time denied
Bad found hist now* He had offended them# 
Ee had insulted and forsaken them. 
And be was not forsaken*
A moment passes, and Rash beholds "a quivering 

miraole of architecture’* ’’uprising lightly out Ofchaos,” a 

teazle herein the Queen of Life and her followers honor 

saialo In Joyous festivals* Their homage io interrupted by 

’’slow Infernal drums” and by ”a singing horde of demons, men 

and women*” This obscene frensy, which Sash witnesses as one 

past caring, as a soul In the inertia of dryness, drives out 
the glad celebrants, and the demons sing and laugh until

They raiat have wearied God—wlio, pitying them 
Smote with avenging trumpets Into silence 
All but those drums of death, which played by Death 
Himself, were beating sullenly alone*

Finally the drums cease, and he hears

That golden choral overflow 
Of sound and fire, which he had always hetrd— 
And had not heard before*

The gift, half •realised and thrown away. Is his again* Mo 
delay must prevent hie writing down tills music that has come 

to him and has not left* ”®lth blinding tears of praise and 

of exhaustion* he stuzables out Into the dark hall, •crying 

aloud to Cod or man or devll^Por paper—not for food*” The 

devil perhaps hears him first and makes of him, "for sport, 

the large and sprawling obstacleAhey found there at the 

bottom of the stairs*”
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Sa ende the purgation of a soul* The swaical genius 

hae forever died* but the spirit has been reborn* eDux*n rae 
to tabes| and when that is donet/Take me aomewhere to eea 

and let me sink,* Saab requests# knowing that hie second 

death approaches* "And fear not for my soul* I have found 

thate/Thoueh I have lost all else** Re maintains that in 

finding and losing his music for the last time, he has found 
God**Kine are the drums of life»MU)d they are mlne*/fou may 

not like them,* he tells bis skeptical friend with a con
viction and yet with a tolerance for doubt Uiat argues 

eloquently for uaah’s sanity* AU he asks of his friend 

*is to believe me when I say to you/That what X had I had*® 

The friend does believe Kaah to be the crippled 

giant who has worn, if only for one moment, the mantle of 

the masters*
And whether his allegiance to the Lord
Vith a bass drum was earnest of thanksgiving. 
Confusion, penance, or the picturesque. 
Is not the story*

The friend expresses doubt, not so much of hash’s conviction 

that he has found his soul and is to praise the Lord, as of 

his manner of expressing *hls allegiance to the Lord** 

"There was in the man,/VIth all his frailties and extrava
gances,® the narrator speculates, "lbs caste of an Inviolable 

distinct Ion/That was to break and vanish only in fire** L'e 

realises also that Sash has attained
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A glent1! privacy of Iona comunlon 
With older slants who tad made a m^aic 
Whereof the world wae not loposalbly 
Sot the last note*

•And more than these* Inoasprebenslble glfte, ttT. ere wae the 

nameleee and authentic eeal/Of power and ordained acoomplleh- 

monte* But Hash1 a friend who tells the stoz^ is intereeted 

primarily In the lost gift "of lone oomainion* with master 
conpoeere of the past, not in the new gift "of lone communion", 
with God* Be is intereeted in the genius who died before the 

body dlede Sash cares only that the self died and wae reborn* 

However, Robinson, the poet, who deplored the loos of the 

artistic endowment, was no less the ayetic whose lernando 

Hash symboloseo, Inoamatee, that which lives
In ruin as in failure, the supreme •
Fulfillment unexpressed, the rhythm of God A 
That beats unheard ttirough songs of shattered men*
The Pan Who Died Twice explains why Robinson’s emphasis 

upon failure did not make him a prophet of doom* Hash found 

God* Whether his own interpretation is true or whether the 

divine music he heard at last was the Divine, makes no dif* 

ference* The picture of a potential Bach drumming and shout* 

Ing in a Salvation Army band is not the poet’s mocking com* 

went or his epitome of the tragic view* It nay be an Ironic 

comment mingled with pity* It is also the mystic’s admis
sion that in this Ilfs man’s union with God is Imperfect* 

That Robinson should be the most mystical when he Is the most 
Iroiical characterises him, man and poet*
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Kot only Fernando Kash, but Captain Craig, Lancelot, 

Roman Bartholow, and. Katthlae diecover God In the heart of 

failure* F. obi neon’a mesaage la that death la in birth and 

birth la in death, that darkness la In light and light la In 

darkness, that failure la in triumph and triumph la In 

failure* Ela mystic lam la one that flees the world and does 

not flee It* This last paradox Nash does not embody* Be, 

unfortunate initiate, after receiving the divine gift, can 

only praise the Lord on a street corner* Robinson approves 

fully only of tlw man who turns from the world to the Light 
and then turns back to the world that he may lead men nearer 

the Vision* 

nevertheless. The van T>ho Pled Twice la the culmi
nation of Roblnson*s myatlclam and any study of it* For 

Edwin Arlington Robinson lived cloae to failure, to men 

foiled and dying* His letters often disclose that he sometimes 

felt himself to rank among the defeated* Yet he was not cast 

down* Thia study has attempted to show that tt;e reason for 

his refusal of despair lay in bls mysticism reflected in 

his poems* Kany mystics would have been appalled by his 

lack of theology} Robinson would have rejected their theology 

and their very phraseology* But all mystics, orthodox and 

heterodox, share that intuition which underlies all creeds 

and reveals all differences of words end all words themselves 

to be but dreams sliadowlng the groping souls of men*
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